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LOCAL AFFAIRS
NEW ADVERTISEMENT* THIS

is

It makes for better results in

helps build

a

up

From Wrst—6.41
From Hast—11.10

saving and

surplus fund.

Start

MAILS

an

account with the Burrill National Bank—
it will

give

tirm hold

a

you

on

Hancock;

prosperity.

Day*.

CLOSM

postofflce half

hour before mail closes.,
WEATHER

IN

Ending at Midnight Tuesday.
Feb. 12, 1918.
(From observations
taken at the
powet
station of the Bar Harbor A Uuion Rivet
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the twenty-four hours

ODD

EELLOWS

ending

and

Thursday, Feb,

Wed
Thurs
Fri
Sat
Sun
Mon
Tues

13-14

"THE DUCHESS OF" DOUBT" S-act

Friday

play

and Saturday, Feb. 15-16

5-act Paramount arid War Mews

Monday, tlto big serial starts
‘•THE

midnight.J

Weather
condition*

Temperature

BUILDING

4

Wednesday

at

12

a ra

forenoon

m

Precip-

itation

2—

8—

20—

12—
—24
18—

29—

sno'v.fair

clear

24—

cloudy.snow

snow

—12

24—
23—

fair
fair

cloudy
cloudy

28—

39—

snow,rain

rain

snow

clondy cloudy,snow

.21
.02
.05
.40

.53

Mr. and Mrs. C. L.

Moran*? left yestertrip to Florida.
The Thursday club will meet this week
with Mrs. R. B. Mathews.

MYSTERY SHIR"

day

for

visit with friends in Boston.

Whitmore,

Charles

followed by the

to “save

the

Mail orders without remittance will be sent C. O. I). We want
your business, and will give you better service and lowest prices.

J

sung in

H.

St.,

Ellsworth

The

and

wife

QUARTKKS”-Bl'Y

with

noon

S:; oeand Harness Repairs
by Parcel Post
•tail

•

the

Bluehill Shoe and Harness Hospital
Eatafc>li»h»©cJ

S

Years

w

Ld. G. Williams,

Bluehill,

Me.

Local Agent for Stage and Express

C. C.

SON

&

BURRILL
—Established 1807—

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
Representing

some

of the leading companies of this

mommy supper ot
will beheld at the

and foreign

ill

James

who

dist

An Ellsworth

been

evening

of

2d,

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Me.
Grant St., Ellsworth,
Telephone 17S-2.

Home-Made Marmalade
and
FOR

Small

Shrub

Maine

Ellsworth Steam Laundry
NAPHTHA CLEANING

Goods called for and delivered

Special

attention to

parcel post work

H. B. ESTEY dt CO.. Proprietors
Street.

selected

stock

at

*

Bilawortb. Me

DAVID
Main Strnet

fRICND

Cllfcworth

Albert N. Cushman

Red

Electrician andContractor
Electric Supplies and fixtures

Estey Building

•

Telephone

38-11

Ellsworth

county chapter
has

been

ill

of

several

a con-

publish

The Maine

received of the

the

subscriptions

to

young
more

missed

was

he,

than

man

meet

in

a

more

or one

his

home

who

be

community.

born in Ashville

twenty-six years
nearly h! 1 ins life here.

the
Official notice from Secretary
Navy Daniels commending him for bravery
and coolness of mind while the U. 8. S.
Alcedo was sinking, has been received by
the parents of William Bellatty of 2211
Eighty-second street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Bellatty, who is a tirst-class yeoman, nad
the presence of mind to stay on the ship,
which was torpedoed, until he secured the
ship’s papers and then dived into the w ater.
While in the water he discovered Rich-

the Red

magazine at fl each to members.

Rudolph, pharmacist mate,

on a

broken, and held him
for an hour until they

raft which had been
in the water

up

picked up.
Young Bellatty

were

Louis L.

the

is

a

son

is

a son

of Mr. and Mrs.

Bellatty of Brooklyn. His father
of Mrs. Nancy Bellatty of East

Surry, and visits his home every summer.
He w’ill be remembered by many friends
there, and also in Ellsworth, where he attended school at both Mr. Koval’s commercial school and th Head-of-the-Lsne
school.

Cross

There

W.

i

chorus of

was

a

big

success

Sweeney spent the weekArthur in Bangor.

son

Julia Patten, who has been visiting

Phillips,’

Josiah

has

returned to

her

homo in Ellsworth.

Dr. J. A. Anderson and wife of Augusta
visiting Mr. Anderson's parents, Sven

are

Anderson and wife.

evening.
Mrs. Jenness McGown and Mrs. Fred
The stage furnishings were generously
Starkey spent Friday and Saturday with
loaned by Harold S. Higgins, and the cosrelatives and friends in Brewer.
tumes and wigs by Walter J. Clark, jr.
Harry Maddocks and wife of Wilton
The show was followed by a dance with j
were called here by the illness and death
music by
Higgins’ orchestra of four
of Mr. Maddocks’ father, Galen MadThe
ticeable features of the

program:

docks, jr.

E.

Opening chorus
Song, “Gypsy Land” .Miss Giles

:

Mrs.
at

thirty mixed voices.

THE PHOURAM

Times.]

of

American
from

Harbor

Cited for Bravery.

ard

was a

Robinson,

Interlocutor, H C Crabtree
Tambos
Bones
Walter Smith
Ralph Royal
Everett Royal
George Liberty
Kenneth Royal
Frank Duuleavy
Pianist, Miss Doyle

popular
will

Mrs. Charles
end with her

A song and original dance sketch by Miss
Elleneen Doyle was one of the most no-

pieces.

in

winter thau ever before.
It is not an expensive process to prepare
travel, aud it
snow roads for automobile
should not longer
seems to us that this work
be delayed. It is reasonable to suppose that
all of the towns on the island would co-operate in making a road to Ellsworth that our
many auto .trucks could run on, thus making us independent of steamboats.

offices o* F. J. Redman to the front room
over the postoffice, w'here Secretary B. B.
Whitcomb may be found the greater part
of every week-day. Visitors are always
welcome. The secretary is authorized to
receive

was

F.

THE CIROl
one

[Bar

February 15,

moved

he

health.

If there has ever been any doubt as to the
necessity of an ail-the-year automobile road
from Bar Harbor to Ellsworth, the experience
of the past week should have removed it.
With no steamer running from Rockland aud
the Ferry steamer broken down and crippled
by the heavy ice, the whole of Mt. Desert island aud adjacent islands have had to depend
on the bridge road for mail and supplies.
Supplies are getting dangerously low, and
at best it will take a week or so to clear up
Horses
the freight en route to the island.
can ill be spared to haul freight from Ellsworth. They are all needed to get out wood,
and a horse is a slow team on a twenty-mile
road. What we need, and need badly, is a
good auto truck road from here to Ellsworth
It has been fully
and possibly to Baugor.
demonstrated that such a road can be maintained even iu a winter like the present.
The auto-stage between 'here and Northeast
Harbor has ruu on schedule time, in spite of
the fact that we have had more snow this

of Boston and Cuba. After
trip to Santiago, they will reside

Cross

he wrote that

letter home

E.

There

I’rges Winter Auto Ronds.

house-to-house drive for the sale of
war-savings certificates and stamps
began in Ellsworth Monday. Captains
were
appointed for each ward, to appoint their own committee: The ward
captains are ward 1, Martin L. Adams;
ward 2, George N. Worden; ward 3, B. 8.
Jelliaon; ward 4, 8. L. Burns; ward 5, D.
E. Hurley.
The office of the secretary of the Hancock

of

j

plice.

Alden

Hall

hall

gloom

Sgt. Robertson enlisted in the 303d Co.,
101st motor supply train, early last summer, and was called to the colors September 9.
After training at Fort Strong,
Mass., a few months, he was seDt to
France, arriving there Dee. 21. In a re-

this

of

son

Hancock

The K. of P. minstrels given at Hancock
Monday evening, under the direction

not

or
a

boro.

war

Repairing of all kind*

SALE

u AMs ,1 Liuntcy Wert.

well

money-saving prices.

Miss Caroline Harrington
Cllawortti,

but

has cast

has ruled

A

CLOTHING

news

MCOLIN.

Monday Evening.

|

the

Ellsworth*

Insurance

MINSTRELS.

Success at

Brilliant

halfBesides his father, he leaves a
brother, Elliott Sperry, of Bangor, and a
half-sister, Mrs. Henry Tracy, of Uoulds-

Mr. and Mrs. Everett K. Brewer anthe engagement of their daughter
Eleanor to Lieut. Robert P. King, infantry reserve corps. Lieut. King is the son
of Judge and Mrs. A. W. King of Ellsworth, and is now stationed at Camp
Devens, Ayer, Mass. Miss Brewer is at
present in the South with her parents.
The marriage will take place at an early
date.—Bar Harbor Times.

»

Feb. 3.

ago, and had spent
For several summers past lie
employed
as chauffeur by W. J.Schieffelin.

nounce

Personal aueutiou to all detail*. Telephone
or mail order* promptl> attended to.

li. OF P.

with the
on

Robertson of

was

Ife

at Preston.

Twenty Years' Experience.

The

Seldom does

bert R. Smith

HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES

in

community, where the young
so well and favorably known.

He

perfect

sinking of the old battle-

the

Robertson,

forces

the

F"ire

O. W. Tapley,

Wednesday night from
announcing the death

cent

marriage at Preston, Cuba, on January 30,
of Clara C., daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank L. Hodgkins of Lamoine, and Hershort

Ashville

C..

man was

Thursday

subscriber, to settle

Announcement has been

a

of

I will ask—are you keeping insurance on your property to correspond with the
increased price of building materials? How about your stock?

Country.

E.

Sgt. Ralph

over

1898, at 9.40 o’clock.

Hot Water Heating, Furnact
Work and Jobbing.

limpainn.

<

"TO RRORERTY OWNERS

Washington, D.

shortage of

Maine in Havana harbor.
on

Ask yo ir Postmaster, any Hank or Trust Co.
by the Hancock County Savings Bank to the W. S. 8. Publicity

TbiB space contributed

in

of

is not known.

news

Feb.

asks The American to

the date of the

PLUMBING.

j

ser-

the children

Bonds”

“Baby

after.
You can buy them now, or else buy 10 U. S. Thrift Stamps at 25c
each—one or more at a time—and trade these for a 15.00 Hond by paying 13c for the exchaage.

in all of

whether from wounds at the front

L.

has

of Ellsworth

Until February 28 the United States Government w ill sell 5-year
One cent more, each month therebonds tface value *5.00) for *4.13.

France,
Death resulted from blood-poisoning, but

church.

sunk

had

Robertson

received here

American

church,
weeks, will return to his pulpit next Bunday morning. In the evening Rev. R. B.
Mathews will preach at the Methodist

was

and

Sunday schools,

was

Bresnaban, 301st
regiment Massachusetts light artillery,
w ho is stationed
at Camp Devens, Ayer,
Mass., spent Monday and Tuesday with
relatives in Ellsworth, returning Tuesday
night.
Rev. R. H. Moyle, pastor of the Metho-

ship

be

will

Gives Ills Life to Ills

returned

be

the

during the temporary

countries troversy,

part and to attend the

Rehearsals

Sgt. Ralph E.

and cereals dealers
I other Hour substitutes
may sell potatrcs with Hour-four pounds
of potatoes wiitb every pound of Hour.

Corporal

BUY U. S.

under-

DIED IN THE SERVICE.

Congregational
vestry Friday evening, March 1, for members only. Each member is requested to
bring f 1 and tell how Bhe earned it.
that

being

matter is

public schools will be asked to make
special preparation. A detail of the program will be printed in next week’s paper.

H. W. Haynes. Henry
interesting talk on Lin-

meeting

Company

churches and

the

yesterday after-

The State food administrator

Mark your address carefully.
Best of Stock and Workmanship.

clunk s paid one way.
I', ii pi lielivery.

club

to take

vices.

with Mrs Susan Mason Cusbuian.
i'be

here

asked

corps.
Mrs.

stamps.

lodges and at all

at 7.30 p. m. All of the school children
and everyone else interested in music is

Mass.

M. Hall gave an
coln. The next

more

This space contributed by The Union Trust
to the W. S. S. l’ublieity Campaign.

arrangements will be
made to hold such services in Hancock
hall February 22, Washington’s birthday,

Mr. and Mrs. Allon

The women’s club met

A THRIFT STAMP

and

and also

and

Friday of the safe arrival over-seas of her
son, Lieut. Arthur H. Parcher, of the medreserve

the schools

taken

steadily

now

George A. Parcher received

Mrs.

ical

“WIN T1IK WAR WITH

of

McCarthy

Wellesley,

18 State

to

for

Ask your Postmaster or
any Bank or Trust Co.

day

“National song week,”
have patriotic songs

as

participate.

Saturday from a two weeks’ visit with
his sister, Mrs. Walter Thompson,
in

STRATTON

C.

same

public gatherings. It is alBO suggested that at some time during the week
a community sing be held where all can

P. Royal, who has been seriously ill of
pneumonia, is improving.
There will be a sociable at the Congregational vestry next Friday evening at
7.30, given by the Sunday school.
Philip D. Mason, U. S. N. R. F., who is
stationed at Deer Island, arrived home
Monday on a few days’ furlough.
Frank

designated
being

idea

Sunday schools,

juvenile dancing

another

Mattie, daughter

«

the afternoon of the

The week from February 17 to 23 has

from 4 to 6.

We beleive this to lie absolutely true, and commencing March J,
this rule becomes a fixed law with us, and will be strictly enforced.

Agricultural hall, North Ells-

worth,

been

party at Society hall Saturday afternoon

argument against the statement that, "The only safe
and sane way of carrying on any business, providing you expect to remain in business, is on a strictly cash basis.’

be held at
on

up”

will

Ashville, Feb. 11 (special)—A telegram

There will be

no

and

at 2.30.

improving.
There is

1, 2, 3

wards

ill of pneu-

seriously ill of pneumonia, is
To Our Patrons:

of

caucuses

and 5 for the nomination of aldermen
ward officers. The caucus of ward 4

monia, is reported as a little better this
morning.
Mrs. R. M. Campbell, who b%p been

Notice

Special

who is

re-

Get your thrift card and your first stamp from
the Postmaster (or the bank) to-day, and begin

a

John L. Moore will leave to-night for
a

for the

other

afternoon

—12

snow

Franklin.

issued

at 7.30. At
the
general
caucus,
candidates for mayor and street commissioner will be nominated. This will be

ELLSWORTH.

For Week

BIJOU THEATRE

been

20,

5.60 p m.
3.86 p m.
at

has

Think of buying U. S. Government bonds by
paying 25c at a time! You can become a bondholder—an investor—when you have collected
sixteen of the new 25c Thrift Stamps, and Uncle
Sam will pay you 4% interest compounded quarterly for helping him win the war.

publican municipal caucus to be held at
Hancock hall Wednesday evening, Feb.

AT POSTOPPIC*

Registered mail should be
an

Blaisdell,

H. P.

The call

a m;
m;

for Boys and Girls

E. Holmes, director of the
county branch of the national
war
work council, Y. W. C. A., has
solicited and sent the first installment of
funds. Among contributors are
Mrs.
Mary Hale, Washington; Mrs. A. P. Wiswell, Hon. L. A. Eatery, J. P. Knowlton,
M. L. Allen, Mt. Desert; A. B. Crabtree,

a m;

Going Wist—10.30
Going East—6.10 a

U. S. BONDS

Miss Minnie

in; 4.14 p m.
6.22 p m.

a

Cross

Hancock

MAILS RRCRIVBD.

Week

Red

Secretary Whitcomb also has for
a limited
supply of the gold enameled
Cross pins and buttons, at 25 cents

Red

effect, Jan. 'JO. 1918.

strong factor in efficiency.

a

terested and enthusiastic in

in-

each.

AT BLLSWORTH POBTOrriCB.

Economy

atibmigrinenta.

magazine member in every

a

No. 7.

work.
sale

SCHEDULE OF MAIL8

In

be

family. It keeps members informed,

WEEK

Bijou theatre
The Hurrill National bank
Union Trust Co
Probate notice—Henry H Sargent et ala
T M Rlaisdell—Petition to sell real estate
Notice of foreclosure—A Russell Mace
Situation wanted
H C Stratton-Special notice
David Friend—Clothing

A STRONG FACTOR IN EFFICIENCY

should

1 "vzz'zzzzSri

ioih.

End song, “It Takes a Long Tall Brown
Skin Gal”.Kenneth Royal
Duet, “There’s a Long, LoDg Trail,”
Misses Royal and Donnell
End song, “Giddy Giddap,”.. Frank Dunleavy
Won’t
You take me Back
“America,
Song,
to You”.Mr Scott
Song, “I’m Old Enough for a Little
Lovin’”.Miss Elleneen Doyle
Song. “Keep the Home Fires Burning,”
Richard Harvey
Duet, “Wait Till the Cows Conae Home,”
Misses Falvy and Johnston
End song, “When They Eat that Melon
on the Rhine”.Ralph Royal
Duet, “Sweethearts,”
Miss Giles and Mr Harvey
End song. “I Don’t Think I Need a Job
that Bad”.Mr Liberty
Song, “When I Think of You,” Miss Morrison
Song, “Can’t You Hear Me Calling. Caroline”.Everett Royal
Song, “I’m So Busy”.Mrs Crabtree
End song. “At the Ragtime Strutter’s
Ball”.Mr Smith
Song, “Seud Me Away with a Smile,”
Mr Harvey

Closing chorus

This

place was

death of Galen
an

operation

week before. Mr. Maddocks

roorly atl winter, but his

bad been
dition

a

saddened Saturday by the
Maddocks, jr., following

was n

»t thought

M-riour*

‘con-

until about

week before hiy rtetth.
Eveivthtng waa
doue that skilled doctors could do for hia
recovery* Besides his wife, who wasStella
a

of Dedham, he leaves two sons,
Harry of Wilton, and Ralph of this place.

Aiken

Two sisters and two brothers also survive
him—Mrs. Nelson Hadeen, Mrs. Herbert

l'ripp

and Alvin Maddocks of this

and Fred Maddocks of Brewer.

ily has

place

The fam-

their many
sympathy
Funeral services were held this
of

the

friends.

afternoon in the church.

ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Miss Helen Flood has finished teaching
school at Green Lake,

the winter term of

and returned home.
Mrs. Asa C. Flood went to Bangor Tuesday evening to spend the week with her
mother, Mrs. Mary D. Jordan.
Earl

Gray spent Sunday and Monday at
Lake with his father, George E.
Gray. While there he caught twenty-two
Green

trout.
»«*-

__________________

Notice to Aviation Candidates.
From Maine, candidates for commissions
aviation section signal officers’ re-

in the

Monday Closing.
The predicted order suspending the
“heatless Monday” order has not been
issued, pending tinal reports from fuel administrators. It was suspended for states
south( of Virginia last Monday. New’
England seems to be the bone of contention, the fuel situation here being as acute
as

at any time. ^
The fuel administrator

for New England, it is understood, wishes the “heat-

Mondays” continued for his section,
general order suspending closing
will probably contain provision for him
to issue a special closing order for New
England.
less

serve corps should
apply to the IT. 8. A.
aviation examining board, 806
Congress

street, Portland.
On instructions from
Washington, aviation examinations have been discontinued
until further notice. Applications will be
received, however, at the above address,
and will be died in the order of their arrival.

Applicants will be notided to present
themselves as soon as this board is once
more authorized to conduot
examinations.

and the

NORTH ELLSWORTH.

a

Rodney

Beale of Bangor recently spent
days at Frank Moore’s.

Mrs. Elizabeth

Friday evening, Feb. 15, at Congregational vestry—Sociable given by
Sunday

school.

Mrs. H. G. Maddocks has returned from
visit in Massachusetts and Connecticut.

few

COMING EVENTS.

a

Johnson, formerly Elizaplace, a trained nurse,

Admission, 10 cents.
Friday evening, Feb. 22, at Hancock
hall
Community singing of patriotic
songs. Everybody come.
Thursday, Feb. 28—County load meeting at courthouse in Ellsworth.
—

beth Nason of this
was

called to service

with the Red Cross

two weeks ago. She is now serving in
army cantonment in New York.

Friends here of Galen Maddocks were
grieved to learn of his death which occurred at

his residence

Saturday

Shfacrtiaemcnt*.

an

after-

noon,
Much

following a critical
operation.
sympathy is extended to the be-

reaved

family.

NURSE
Hiss n. Elizabeth

Qoogins,
St., Ellsworth
Te'ephone, 149-3

94 Franklin

3bbrrtit«nnms

^Imong

SUNDAY SCHOOL

This column ie devoted to the Orange,

THE

17, 1918.

Should Profit by the Experience

INTERMATIONAL SERIES

of These Two Women

seen

so

v.

|
j

shall be cut off. and have uothing’’
(Isa. 53:3, 8; Dan. 9:26 Margin). This ;
being their treatment of him and his
kingdom which was at hand but rejected. and therefore postponed till he
He began to teach
shall come again.
siah

#

rocky,

or

thorny,

or

good

■ -■

EDITED HV

It* Motto:

I

■--*

*iAl*»T MAU«K”

"Helpful

and

Hopeful

I was all run down and so weak I could not
do my housework, was nervous and could not lie
down at night, 1 took treatments from a physician
but they did not help me. My Aunt recommended
Lydia E. l*inkhain's Vegetable Compound. 1 tried
\ it and now I am strong and well again and do
1 my own work and I give Lydia K. Pinkham’s
'
Compound the credit.”— Mrs. Joseph in e
Kimble, 935 West Race Street, Portland, iniL

use —a public servant, a putveyor of in
formation and susgesticn, a medium for the in
P*rchange ol Idea*. In this capacity it solicit*
communications, and it* *uctt*i»* depends largely
on the support given It
in this respect
Communlcations must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission
Communication* will be subject to approxal or
rejection by the editor of the column, but uoue
will be rejected without good reason
Address
til communications tu
mon

The

FOB FBBEDOV

AND

Amkkh an.
m ti

Many thanks for your good help.

grain.”

It

was

voted to have

at tbe close of grauge

%

social hour

a

recipes will

m-

Ht'MAXlTY.

slowly gsined

By martyr meekness, patience, faith.
And b! id athlete grimly stained.
With corded muscle*, battle strained.
Shouting it from the fields of death!
I

turn me. awe-struck, from the sight.
Among the clamoring thousands mute.
1 only know thst God is right.
And that the children of the light
Shall tread the darkness under foot.

1 know the pent fire heaves its crust.
That sultry skies the holt will form
To smite them clear: that nature must
The balance of her p >wers adjust.
Though with the earthquake and the storm,
God reigns, and let the earth rejoice I
I how before His sterner plan.
Dumb are the organs of my choice;
He speacs in battle's stormy voice.
His praise is in the wrath of man:
Yet, surely as he lives, the day
Of peace He promised shall be ours.
To fold the flag* of war, and lay
Its sword and spesr to rust swsy.
And sow its ghastly fields with flowers.
Whittier.
—Selected by Aunt-Susan-by the-Sea.

|

gale,

CASTORIA
For

Si*n^.of

seasoned

Yaars

G&AfSSESc

w

with

layer

cut

or

ith salt and

and

juice,

dish
thick

moisten

No

mashed poof cold roast

into small

H

pieces,

1-oviugiy

yours.

Mas.
Welcome to

this

CHICKEN Pie

friend, who has
been interested in the column so long.
Mrs. A. M.. you are one of u* now, and
we shall be glad to hear from you again.
Yes, I nave a copy of “The Greatest
Thing in the World,” given me by 4'H*’
new-

a

chicken.

then reduce
tender.

Cover

blended

this

over

and cook

btat

stock

tbe chicken

slowly

as

for

is

needed, using
Place

gravy.

is

Cake-One cup sugar, V* cup
raisins,
cup shortening, I cup hot
water, little salt, nutmeg, cassia and
cloves to taste; boil four minutes.
Cool
Wonder

done.

□our,

powder,

One

meal,

cup corn
1 egg, 2

teaspoon soda and two cups
flour —Esther,

otte

raisins—Esther

j

meat

and

once,

turn

into

teaspoon salt.

This

this has boiled up
double boiler and cook

for three hours.

Nomenclature.
One evening there arrived at an inn
in a continental village a gentleman
who sent his courier for the travelers'
register that he might enter his name
in accordance with the police regulations. The man replied that he had
anticipated his wishes aud registered
him as an “English gentleman of independent means." “But how did yon
write my name?" “I can't exactly pronounce tt. but I copied it faithfully
from milord's portmanteau." “But it
is not there. Bring me the book." The
book was brought and the traveler
found, instead of the English name of
Smith-Jones,
the
following entry:
“Monsieur Warrantedsoiidleather!"

If desired, 1 hour before
finished, sny vegetables liked
may be added, cutting these into cubes.

(Exceptions—potatoes
cooking.)

j

CONSTANT SIFTER K FINDS RELIEF
“I bate been* wulul sufferer from kidsey trouble sod three mouth* ago was Sows
tick ia bed lor my back ached so severely I
"rites C. P Reynolds, 411
Herrick St iJP'
Elmira, N. Y
While ia tbia
condition we read ot Foley Kidaey Ptlle eo I
commenced taking them,
la a law days I
wae up out ot bed
Foley Kidoey
strengthen kldaeya sad bladder.
Recommended for backache, rheumatic pains, sore
muscles, stiff joist. -Moore'. Lrug Store

fills

less time

require

If gravy

seems

thin, pour

off and thicken.

The (Matts burg Mwnunl Advises
the daily use of Foot- Ease in the shoes- There
is nothing so good for the quick relief of
oorns. burnout, chilblains, blisters, sore spot
or calouse* ss
this old, standard remedy
Allen** Foot-Ease, the antiseptic powder to
Sold everywhere
shake into the shoesDon’t accept sny substitute

Itiirruitniru*

Little Girl Was Not

Expected
Gaza, a Place of Trad*.
In almost every particular the modern Gaza is an Egyptian rather than
a Syrian town.
It is full of rich vegetation. and its many glistening minarets show up against the dull
green of
innumerable olive trees. Gaza is still,
as of old, a place of trade, of camels
and caravans, and its bazaars are load
with traffic and filled with merchandise.

|

j
j

j

the stew is

for

to Live

Mother Grateful That She Was Saved.
Read this part of letter we received from *
good woman and grateful mother. Mrs. 1. H.
McLeod. 90 Second St, Bar Harbor. Maine.
“I have Just got a bottle of your
She wrote:
Dr. True's Elixir and it makes the fourth bottle 1 have had for my little girl. She was til
when 1 saw your ad and I bad six doctors
here for her and they sever helped her at ail
and sow she la all well.
I don’t like to be
without it in the house and I can truly recordmend True s Elixir for children.”
Dr. True s Elixir tones the stomach, regulates the bowels and expela worms.
Thousands of children have w rms and pare undo
not know what the trouble is.
Symptoms or
signs of worms are:
Deranged •loots- h
swollen upper lip, tour stomach, offensive
breath, h*id and full benv with occasional
and pains about the nave
pale face
gripiogo
of leaden tint, eyes heavy and dub. twitch
itching of the note, itebiag of the
j mg eyelids,
short dry cough
rectum
grii ding of the
> teeth. liUie red
points sticking out on tongue.
; starting during sleep, alow fever.
Get Dr True's Elixir from your dealer toI day
small cost
and
the child hclth.
I h»,c
—

Very sincerely

hour

later another

into the

_

rear

of

—

..

i.TIuuJVT

j

--

Based On
Cost Per
Tablet

It Saves

9V2C*"

CASCARAE? QUININE
No advance in price for this 20 yearold remedy 25c for 24 tablets Some
cold tablets now 30c for 21 tablets
wured on proportionate met per
tablet, you ssve 9%c when you buy
Hill s Cures Cold
in 24 hours gnp
in 3 days Money
back if it faiia.
24 Tablets for 25c.
At any Drug St ora

j
?

|

BUNKER Hill
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All

he dust l^dinlY
mmA«*d, just deltcd ious coffee of the
d fun'si

yours,

*

Ik a CLoason.
U. 8. S. Virginia.
Care of Postmaster.
New York.

(i*o

Eng I>»*. No.

teaspoon baking

when

a

plunged

quaWiy.

10.

half cups

Brown Stew- Cut leaD beef into cubes—

cover

An

train

aBomwreuui*.

»

1

some

the

nice program.
At Ska, Jan. 24. 191*.
To the member* of Sedgtetck grawyr;
I have Just received the package that was
sent front you, and 1 want to thank you one
and all. Of all the presents I received front
friend* and relatives, and several front the
Red Cross, none pleased me more than the
one from my old home town
It sure doe* cheer one up to hear from
home, and know (hat you are still remembered.
The navy life is sure a great deal different front civilian life, bat we have some
pretty good times after all. 1 have only been
on shore once since Aug. 27, 1917, the day we
left Boston. We have seen no active service
tell
as yet. but cannot
when we shall be
called to foreign service.

the

□eck beef will be found quite satisfactory
Cake—One cup molasses, 1 egg, Vi
for this. Season each piece, dredge thorcup snortening, Vi cup cold water, teaoughly with dour and brown well on all
spoon soda, salt, cloves, nutmeg, cinna- <
sid*>* in a frying pan, using a little suet
mon, and floor to make batter a little :
to prevent sticking and to give satissuffer than lor sugar cake.
Tbia ia good,
fat.
Add sufficient hot water to
but is improved greatly by the addition ot factory
cup sugar aud

crew.

The lec-

in the engineers force. Came in as firethird claas, and have made two rattugs
since Oct. !. Vrs.erday 1 was examined for
first class, aud by a streak of good lock,
made it- The next rating will be water tender, but probably that will not be a* easy as
the (tier rating*.
I am at xinuaiy waititg for »u turner to come,
lor 1 au in hopes to hair a furlough, aud if
we are
near
enough. 1 want to soe North
Sedgwick again
I would be very glad to hear from you all.

War

Vi

passenger tram
their w»y

Am

tablespoon shortening,

1 cup mila, (sweet) 1
makes a thick batter.

1

ana

a

fighting
The plow

a

in

Crust

aod
were

man,

baking dish. Urop the batter
from spoon on top.
Bake until the crust

RECIPES.

enjoyed

past week ha* been one that I shall
forget. We were out, fifteen ships in
all, and ran into a storm that lasted for two
days and night*.
The only way that we could eat was to hold
on to a stanchion with one hand and brace
both feet.
1 am sorry that 1 cannot tell where we are
at present, but it is
a good ways from
my
address at New York.
We are not allowed
to say anything in regard to the whereabout*
of the fleet.

and

much of

as

All

Hluehill.

The

water,
until

flour

with
Pour

together.

remainder

mixture

boiling

with

accepted.
South

never

Ureas, clean and cut up

Remove

fat
tbe

sometime ago.

and add

1

buiv.

A. M.

from

turer had

{u pper and onion
with some of the

arbor. Jan.
Iyear M P. Friends:
Your column of Jan. 9 was so interesting. juice. Serve on thin slice* of hot corn
1 am begging admission. The poem by my
bread.
favorite author was much enjoyed, also the
Kscalloped Meat-Into a baking dish
beautiful expression of sympathy for Capt.
Chatto. though the article on Christmas
put alternate layers of rice and chopped
must admit, wraa what
Pour tomato sauce or
held my or ground meat.
books, I
thoughts the longest. Two little volume* gravy over each layer. Cover with butcame tome at Yoletide. which are a great
tered crumbs and bake until dish is heated
comfort. I would like to place them in eve*y !
through and crumbs brow n.
home. One is a collection of good thoughts
Caebekol* of Rice and Meat-Line a
by different writers, the other ia Drummond's 1
buttered mold with cooked rice, till ceuler
“The Greatest
Thing in the World.” It
touches on love so spiritually, so humanly, with chopped cold meat, highly seasoned
that one is instantly moved to live it. It is with salt, pepper, cayenne salt, onion
one of those rare books
which lifts us up juice, lemon juice, and moistened with
above the sordid things of cver-day life. stock or gravy. Cover meat with rice and
I always feel free to recommend a good book then cover whole dish and steam from
is so different from recomto anyone; it
thirty to forty-five minutes. Serve on
mending a friend, as
humanity is ever
platter surrounded with sauce.
and always changing, but a good book is
Browned Ha*h- Mix together equal
always the same.
1 will close with thanking ail M. B.'s for parts of chopped meal and chopped cold
their helpful aud interesting letters in the boiled potatoes. Moisten slightly with
past, with a strong hope of sometime meeting gravy or
and place in
stock. Season
them all in a body, “in the flesh.”
heated frying pan.
Heat slowly until
Yours with much interest,
brown. Turn on a platter and ier\e with
20.

names were

visitors

hours late

Feel languid, weak, run down* Headache
stomach ••off**’ A good remedy ia Burdock
Blood Bitters. Ask
your druggist. Pric»
tl.»-ddrl.

held Feb 1.

was

snowplows

a

thirty below

man.

8RDQWl( K, 244.

interesting meeting

zero,

eight

before

driven

signals. The dead are Prank K. Harding,
Brewer, aged
thirty-eight, travelling
salesman; Mrs. Dana Hinckley, Waterville, aged twenty-five, a bride of a few
Shaw,
aged
twelve.
weeks; Mildred
Limestone; Charles 8t. Peter, brakemsn.
Van Buren Among the injured is John H.
Montgomery of Bucksport, drug sales-

C. Farrell.
Idklla J. Hododox.
1 x a Hontxs,
Committee.

An

snow

thermometer

passenger train, killing three passenmore.
Tbe
gers and iojunng several
swirling snow obliterated all lights and

That our charter be draped in
for thirty days, our badges remourning
versed. a copy of these resolution* be sent to
Tun Ellsworth Awrrkax for publication,
spread upon our record and sent to the

with
another layer of
Bake until dish U
potatoes.
healed through and potatoes browued on
top.
M INCRD M eat on Toast
Chop or
grind cold meat, heat with some of the
gravy, season with celery salt or onion ;

The

reopened.

tbe

Resolved.

^

swirl of

a

with tbe

snowplow
snowplow

one.

Cover

gravy.
mashed

was

train prethrough the drifts.
ceding tbe passenger was stopped by a
huge drift, and tbe
passenger
traia
plunged into it, killing one man of tbe

W^ertai, Tbe Supreme Ruler of the unihas again entered our grange and called
to his reward our beloved brother, Alton E.
Bartlett, therefore be it.
fietvlved, That our loss is his gain, and
that while we mourn for him, we aubm.t to
tbe will of Him. who doetb all things well.
Resolved, That Ocean View grange haa
lost a worthy member, one wbo tried to do his
part and always had a good word for every-

—

Paosr*cT Habbok. Jan 22, 1818.
Dear Aunt Madgt'.and JM. H. Sisters
Your selection of verse which headed the
column car. ied me.back to my school days,
and in imagination I am declaiming “It was
the Schooner
Hesperus That Bailed the
Wintry Sea, etc. and many other grand old
poems. 1 agree with you. AUDt Madge, in regard to reading, the most important of all
studies, which seems to me to he sadly neglected in our schools of to-day.
We are certainly having a good old-fashioned winter, hut we are not confronted with
the serious fuel problem wnich we know
about in other places.
A little verse I cut from our
daily paper
seemed so good that l
quote it here for the
Mutuals, who perhspa did not see it. The
lines were those printed last week.
|
The war. I think, is teaching us
many
things. Church and other village societies
work together for war relief; for
humanity's
sake and through patriotism we are all
doing
things which a few years ago we should have
thought impossible—using coarser breads and
consuming
less sugar-in fact, many are
using none because they can t get it. and are
well and happy. The war will he a wonderful educator. We shall depend on our own
resources, and
the younger generation is
learning to knit. Among my Christmas gifts
I had “Christine’’ which has had a marvelous
popularity among the new hooks.
I am sending a recipe for a lotion for

I

a

beef, chopped

later.

Bah

—

i

come

Add

navigation

In

tions.

meeting.

verse

Prof Frauen R. Kreeof M•, Orono, Maine.
man, I
Cottage Pie-Cover tbe bottom of a

tatoes.

was

A fatal accident occurred

MKNOIOL aasocCTions.

Prepared by

greased baking

solidly as was the case in 1875.
officials of tbe line recall that
April 15 that year before tbe ioe

as

left and

508, CENTER.

OCEAN VIEW,

RKCim.

WAR TIMK

;

Across the sea 1 heard the groans
Of nations in the intervals
Of wind and wave.
Their blood and hones
fried out in torture, crushed by t h rones.
And sucked by priestly cannibals.
I dreamed of freedom

chapped hand* which came to me from a dear
elderly relative-in law. Aunt Mill, wfbo ha*
taught ua ail many useful things, but nothing
1 never
any more appreciated than this.
used anything any better, so 1 want other*
try It.
1 send two other recipea—a brown bread j
for two (Sister Mary uaea It), and a confection which we found very nice for the holiday*. a* it took no sugar. It is called Persian
Sweets.
! wi*h the sister* would report if,
they try any of these. Faithfully yours.
AVNT St* SAX By-thb-S**

soil, but since he cannot fall nor be
discouraged (Isa. 42 :4) we can safely
leave all results to him,
knowing that
tf we speak the Word of God in sinwe
are
unto God a sweet savour
cerity
of Christ whether the hearers are
or
saved
perish (2 Cor. 2:15-17). It
WORST WIKTKR IK TKARS
does seem sad indeed when hearts are
Snow, wind and extreme cold canned more
so hard that
the word finds no eu- colds this winter than in past ; ea.s holey's
Honey and Tar proved its worth in thousands
traree, and the devil takes away the of
homes. Men. women and children checked
seed; or when a little affliction or per- colds and coughs and prevented serious confrom exposure. It clears the passequences
secution prevents any remit; or when
*kges, heals raw inflamed membranes, bancares, riche# or pleasures choke the 1 ishes irritation and tickling throat. Mrs
Ed ward Strevy. R. *7, Clinton. O., savs
**I
word; but results are with him and think
Foley's Honey and Tar the only medicine for coughs and colds sue recommend it
since he Is not discouraged, we cannot
lie
Some seed will surely find s re- highly.'’—Moore’s Drag store.
ceptive heart and bear fruit to the
glory of God. How anyone can find in
this parable, or In the next one given
by Matthew, the parable of the wheat
For Infants and Children
and
(area,
any foundation for the
thought of winning the world to Christ In Um
Over 30
In this age. during which be says that
* heat and tares shsll grow together
till the end Is more than I am able to
sor

Port land, Ind.—■“ T had a displacement and suffered
badly from it at times I could not be on my feet

to

The purposes of this column are sucrtnc y
staled In the title and motto—it is for the mut .al
bene ill, and aim* to oe helpful and hopeful
I veins for the common good, it la for the com

the mystery ef the kingdom of God or
heaven. A study of the word “mystery" will he a great help to all who
desire to understand It.

or

it

Addir

J-Hutual Benefit Column.

of

wayside,

fully

can

and older

family.

These parables do not concern that
kingdom hut the present age of tke rejection of that kingdom which he calls

The kingdom is one of the most
clearly revealed things In the Bible,
but that an age should intervene between the rejection of the kingdom and
the return of the King to set it up is
the mystery, explained in his parables
and elsewhere in the New Testament.
His teaching by the seaside is very
suggestive, for it is written in Matt.
13:1. “The same day went Jesus out
of the house and sat by the seaside."
He sat in a boat and the multitude
stood on the shore.
His going out of
the house makes us think of Matt
23:38, 39. “Behold your house is left
unto you desolate, for I say unto you.
ye shall not see me henceforth
till
ye shall say. Blessed is he that conieth
In the name of the Lord."
That will
be his return in glory to set up his
kingdom. Now as to the parable of
the sower and the seed recorded In
Matthew. Mark and Luke, and ex
plained hv him privately, and concerning which he said. “Know ye not this
Ifcrahle. and how then will ye know
nil parables?" (vs. 13).
Note a few
things In his explanation. The seed
is the word of God (Luke 8:11): the
sower must be himself
through his followers ; the soli is the hearts of those
who hear: and there
is
an
enemy. the devil, who hates the seed and
those who receive it.
The seed on
three kinds of soil seems to accompitsh nothing, but on the fourth kind
of soil there Is a varying result described as thirty, sixty and au hundredfold.
The only seed Is the word of God.
the Incorruptible seed of the Word
which liveth and sbldeth forever (1
Pet. 1:23-25); concerning which he
said. “The words that I speak unto
you are spirit and are life;" and concerning which he said to his Father. "1
have given unto them the words which
thou gayest me."
“Sanctify them
through thy truth, thy word is truth”
(Jno. 6:63; 17 :S, 17). To sow aught
else is labor is vain and has no
promise of his blessing; but he has assured
us that his word will
accomplish his
pleasure, and that he will watch ovt-r
it (Isa. 55:11; Jer. 1:12 R. V.). We
cannot tell whether it shall fall on

presents an unbrokbe driven from
Belfast to Islesboro, and from there to
Castine. According to Bangor officials of
tbe Eastern Steamship Corporation, it if
not believed likely tha* steamers can be
operated on the Boston-Bangor run, eve a
with Winterport as tbe eastern terminus
before next April. Tbe bay is now frozea
now

horses

on the Bangor
Maddocks; paper on A Aroostook railroad three miles south of
grain-raising,
Worthy Master Burns; Caribou Tuesday niirht of last week,
piano solo, Marjorie Kichsrdson. Topic shortly before midnight.
Four people
for discussion at next meeting, “The propscore
were killed and a
more
injured.
er preparing ana fertilising of
sol! for The accident was due to weather
condi-

LYPIA E.P1NKHAM MEDICINE CO. LYHN.HASS.

they were alone with Him. teuing tneiu
that unto them it was given to know
the mystery of the kingdom of God.
but unto them that are without (having of their own accord shut them
•elves out by their unbelief), all these
things are done in parables. Note that
these parables concern the mystery oi
the kingdom of God, or as In Matt.
13:11. the kingdom of heaven, for the
terms are often
m>ed synonymously
and the origin of each Is found in Dan
2:44. where we read that the God of
heaven shall set up a kingdom which
•hall break In pieces and consume all
kingdoms, and it shall stand forever.

oldest

faculty,

Nellie

reading,

LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND

In parables that they might not per
celve and not understand (vs. 11, 12).
A parable has been called an earthly
story with a heavenly meaning, hiding
the truth from the indolent and unbelieving. but keeping it for the diligeut
See in
who huuger for the truth.
verses 10. 11 how he explained his parables to some of his disciples wheu

bay

field and

en

N1COLIN, 38P, NORTH ELLSWORTH.
Feb. 2 one proposal for membership was
received. It was voted to send the lecturer to tbe convention at Augusta.
The
steward and secretary were installed by
Julia Estey of Bayside grange. The lecturer presented the following program:

Every Sick Woman Should Try

If

tbe

«*f tbe Bowdoin college
died Thursday.

Penobscot

reason.

appreciated.

at all.

"n.

Henry Johnson,

Professor
member

Washington hall, Pembroke, in which
located the high and grammar
schools, wss burned Wednesday, with a
Ices of $16,000. Tbe fire was caused by •»
overheated chimney.

NARRAMIIM1C, 224, ORLANI).
2, after business tbe lectarer presented a program of readings which was

Buffalo, N- Y.
\
I
/

CARIBOU.

were

Fab.

in my back ana siae, ana a general weakness. 1 haa professional attendance most of that time but did not seem to
fe. get well.
As a last resort I decided to try Lydia B.
I’inkham's Vegetable Compound which I had seen
advertised in the newspapers, and in two weeks noticed
I continued its Use and am
■\ a marked improvement.
\ now free from pain and able to do all my houseOv work.”— Mrs. B. B. Ziiiunska, 202 Weiss Street,

how

He came unto
world knew him not:
his own. and his own received him not.”
According to the prediction of the
prophet, “he la despised and rejected
of men, a man of sorrows and accut off out
quainted with grief
of th*' land of the living.” “The Mes-

good

Buffalo, N. Y.—“I am the mother of four children, and for
nearly three years I suffered from a female trouble with pains

they counted Jesus
his
aa one beside himself, and doing
works In the power of the devil, and
how they determined to klII him (Mark
8:6. 20. 21). or as It is written In Jno.
1:10, 11, “He was in the world, and
the world was made by him, and the
have

The column i* open to all granger* for tb«
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
tbe editor, but none will be rejected without

ed Nervous Mothers

Lesson Text, Mark 4:1-8. 14-20—MemText,
ory Verse, Jas. 1:22—Golden
Gal. 6:7—Commentary Prepared by
Rev. D. M. Stearns.
We

er-j

pecially to.the grange* of Hancock county

Lesson 7.—First Quarter. February

KITTERY TO

thr C'ranoiir*.

|

American Proves Grit.
When an American la told that anything is impossible his impulse is to
try to do it without delay. For this
reason
no one will be
astonished,
though everyone will be interested, in
the story of a member of the American Aviation corps in France who was
disciplined by having his machine taken away from him temporarily because he had used it In looping the

loop—a dangerous evolution, on account of its peril forbidden to be attempted In this machine. While, “well
up in the blue," the aviator had started to perform the feat and -made five
graceful loops in descending to the
ground. His commanding officer closed his reprimand by asking. "Why did
you do It?" and the aviator replied. “A
Frenchman told me it could not be
done." It was not unnatural that this
explanation made a favorable Impression on the officer, and that he related
it with admiration In proof of the fine
spirit of the fellows the United States
is sending across the Atlantic to hold
up Uncle Sam’s end of the world war.
—-Milwaukee Wisconsin.
Guests Must Provide Bread Cards.
In auch aoreiv pressed neutral countries as Sweden the war has resulted
in rich and poor alike being subjected to many restrictions heretofore unAn illustration of this—not
known.
without its humorous aspect—is found
in a Swedish wedding Invitation recently received in this country by
friends of the bride and bridegroom.
The tatter were members of two
wealthy families in Stockholm, and
the handsomely engraved missive Included an Invitation to a banquet at
one of the finest hotels In the Swedish
capital. It was in a notation at the
bottom page that the band of war
manifested itself, in these words:
"Please bring your bread cards” This
meant that well-to-do hosts at a wedding could not provide their guests
with
bread
in
except
restricted
amounts and in the manner prescribed
by law.—Popular Mechanics Mug* line.

\
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Scores

of

Ellswort>>

People Have.
Waiting doesn't pay.
neglect kidney backache.
Urinary troubles often follow
Act in time by curing tbe
kidneys.
Doan’s Kidney Pills are especially for
weakened kidneys.
Many people in this locality recommend
If you

them.
Here's
L«vi

sn Ellsworth Palls esse:
W. Bennett, retired firmer. Mill

St., says:

“After taking cold. 1 have noticed my kidneys were weak and disordered. 1 also have bad headaches and

dizzy spells and at times rheumatic pain*
in my shoulders, arms and
bipa. 1 got a
supply of Doan s Kidney Pills at E. G.
Moore’s drug store and after uaing them
awhile, the trouDle disappeared. I can
recommend Doan's Kidney Pills to anyone
suffering from kidney trouble.
Whenever 1 find my kidneys aren't acting
right, I use Doan's Kidney Pills sod they
never fail to cure tbe attack.”
Price 6Ckr, at alt dealers. Don’t simply
ask fora kidney remedy —get Doan s Kid*
ney Pitla—the same that Mr. Bennett
bad. Poster-Milburn Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo,
N. Y.

CHICHESTER S PILLS
\V/
W
T.',. ^TUTr-nr.
M H

Pill* i* R«4 Md
t«ld «<*

km.

H1AWOMH
ymn kmomm
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41*14
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..**1S*
Rrttet.

HK4NS MLIA
Hot. SrtSU. Al«m>» R«t*S*s
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NEWS

COUNTY

furnished by Higgins’
worth,
Feb. 4.

'orcbestrnjjol K.llse.

SORRENTO.
of the U. H. naval
A. A. Haunt, Jr.,
a few daya recently.
MrTM, was here

MARIAV1LLE.

re-

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Frost] have rewho la em- ceived a telegram from Ayer. Mass., that
Albert U Whipple, 0. E.,
tbeir son Alton was seriously 111, and in
a few daya
ployed at Great Works, spent
tbe hospital.
His mother and ^brother
this week with his family.
Orburn went on to see blm.
is teaching at
who
Andrews,
Lora
Mias
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Salisbury are reweek-end with
Bast Sullivan, spen! the
Mr. and Mrs. John Andrews. oeiving congratulations on tbe birtb of a
her

parents,

The steamer has not been able to touch
account of the ioe in
here since Jan. 26, on
the harbor and bay.
William E. Jackson, who has been ill of
Uls friends hope to see
is better.

jrip
him

out toon.

The Sorrento Red Cross auxiliary, on
Feb. 5, shipped to headquarters at Boston
the following work: 8 sweaters, 26 pair
soeka, 2 mufflers, 16 helmets, 1 pair wristlets, t^caah cloths and 11 fracture pillows.
Since the organisation of this branch early
January, it baa received in cash fl00.26,
and expended for supplies fBO.ftO. There
It
is still unpaid a bill of |4T for supplies.
is very evident that the Sorrento workers
can work faster than funds for supplies
can lie raised. Anyone reading these lines
wishing to help this local auxiliary with
funds for the purchase of supplies may
mail same to the treasurer, C. E. Hale,
in

son.

Nathan Jordan, who has been critically
ill, is out again.
Feb. 8.
F.
Won a Wife by Billiarda.
"Three years ago.” writes W. N., “a
friend and myself were equnlly Infatuated by a certain young lady, and
seemed to have about equal chances of
winning her. In order to ‘play fair,’
we decided to play 100 up at billiards,
the winner to have the first chance of
proposing. After a neck-and-neck struggle I Just won by u fluke. All I need
add Is that—I wish I hadn’t!”—Ex-

change.
For any Itching of the akin, for akin rashes,
chap, pimples, etc., try Doan’s Ointment.
90c at all drug stores.—Adel.

and it will be gratefully acknowledged.
T.
Feb. 6.

flirt) rrttarmtnts.

DEER ISLE.
F. W. Beck is in

Bangor

on

business.

Before returning he will visit his son, A.
Beck, at Washburn.
Mr. and Mrs. Whitney B. Lowe, formerly of this plsoe, are receiving congratulations

on

the birth of

a

son

(Whitney

B.

jr.) born in Boston, Jan. 31.
Rev. O. J. Ouptill left Friday on a busiWhile there he
ness trip to Lewiston.
will visit bis
ing

son

Philip,

who is attend-

Bates college.

Tuesday evening

of

last

CATARRH

week. Marine

(jnlrkly Kmlml by* Pleasant, Geriu-KIlIIrg Antiseptic
The little Hyomei inhaler is made of hard
rubber and can easily be carried in pocket
It will last a lifetime
purse.
Iuto this inhaler you pour a few drops of
magical Hyomei.
This is absorbed by the antiseptic gauze
within and now you are ready to breathe it
in over the germ infested membrane wheie
it will speealy begin its work of killing
Is
made
of
catarrhal
germs. Hyomei
Australian eucalyptol combined with other
antiseptics and is very pleasant to breathe.
It is guaranteed to banish catarrh, bronchitis. sore throat, croup, coughs and colds
back. It cleans out a stuffed-up
or money
head in two minutes.
Hold by C. K. Alexander and druggists
or

lodge, F. and A. M., held its installation
officers, Moses D. Joyce was the installing officer, assisted by
Chaplain
Melvin Thompson and Marshal George L.
the
After
Beck.
ceremouies, refresh- everywhere.outfit.
Including inhaler undone
Complete
ments were served. Music for the instal- bottle of Hvotnei. costs but little, while eztra
afterward
I
if
bottles
needed, may be obtained
which
the
was
lation and
ball,
followed,
| of any druggist.
of

the province of Antwerp to communicate them to the people:
“The governor of Antwerp, Raron
von
Holnlngen, General von Hnene.
has authorized me to Inform you In his
name and to communicate by your
obliging Intermediary to otir populations, the three following declarations :
“(1) The young men need not fear
being taken to Germany, either to be
enrolled Into the army or to be employed at forced labors.
“(2) If Individual Infractions of police regulations are committed, the
authorities will Institute a search for
the responsible anthors and will punish them, without placing the responsibility on the entire population,
“(3) The German and Relglan authorities will neglect nothing to see
that food Is assured to the population.”
These promises were not kept, as
Cardinal Mercler and his colleagues
show by abundnnt evidence In the “Appeal to Truth."
“On March 23d, 1915. at the arsenal
at Luttre the German authorities posted a notice demanding return to work.
On April 21st, 200 workmen were called for. On April 27th soldiers went
to fetch
the workmen from their
homes and take them to the arsenal.
In the absence of a workman, a member of the family was arrested.
Workmen Imprisoned on Trains.
“However, the men maintained their
refusal to work, ‘because they were
unwilling to co-operate In acts of war
against their country.’
"On May 4th, 24 workmen detained
In prison at Nlvelles were tried at
Mons by a court-martial, ‘on the charge
of being members of a secret society,
having for Its aim to thwart the carrying out of German military measures.’
They were condemned to imprison-

WHITLOCK’S STORY
OF DEPORTATIONS
Report

of German

Disregard of

Human Rights on File in
State Department.
OVERWHELMED WITH HORROR
Minister to Belgium Declared It Wat
Difficult to Write Calmly and Justly
In View of the Huns' Gratuitous Cruelty.

Facts concerning the deportation
of Iielgians and the, forced labor extorted by the “Hun" military leaders, which excited the indignation of
the civilized world, have been thus
set forth:
The plan of setting forth the essential facts of the deportations and
forced labor of Belgians Is set forth
by the committee on public Information as follows: the documents, that

officially

Is to say, a small fraction of those
which could be cited, fell the story, and
only such comments are added as are
needed to enable the reader to easily
grasp the connection of events.
“The deportations
were the
most vivid, shocking, convincing, single
happening In all our enforced observation and experience of German disregard of human suffering and human

rights

In

Belgium.”—Vernon Kellogg

In Atlantic Monthly, October, 1917.
A summary of the whole situation,
down to January, 1917, can be obtained by reading continuously the report of Minister Whitlock, taken from
the flies of the state department. This
tells of the brutality of the deportations.
“Legation of the United States of
America, Brussels, Jan. 16. 1917.
‘The Honorable, the Secretary of

ment.

“On

State, Washington.

Aftferrtiamunta.

“Sir:

I have had It In mind, and I
men were sent toward Charleroi."
on
my conscience, since
"A similar course was adopted at
the Germans began to deport Belgian Mallnes, where
by various methods
workmen early In November, to pre- of
Intimidation, the German authoripare for the department a detailed
ties attempted to force the workers at
report on this latest Instance of bru- the arsenal to work on material for
tality, but there have been so many the railways, as If it were not plain
obstacles in the way of obtaining evi- that this material would become war
dence on which a calm and judicious material sooner or later.
opinion could be based, and one Is
Stopped All Traffic in Malines.
so overwhelmed with the horror of the
“On May 30th, 1915, the governor
even
and
has
that
it
been,
thing itself,
general announced that he 'would be
now Is, difficult to write calmly and
obliged to punish the town of Mallnes
content
had
to
T
have
Justly about it.
and Its suburbs by stopping all commyself with fragments of dispatches mercial traffic If by 10 a. m. on
to
the
I have from time to time sent
Wednesday, June 2d, 500 workmen
department and with doing what I had not presented themselves for work
allevicould, little as that can be, to
! at the arsenal.
ate the distress that this gratuitous
“On Wednesday, June 2d, not a
cruelty has caused the population of j single man appeared. Accordingly, a
this unhappy land.
i complete stoppage took place of every
Whitlock Opposed Belgian Idea.
vehicle within a radius of several kllometers of the town.
“In order to understand fully the
situation, it is necessary to go back to
“Several workmen were taken by
At the time we force ami kept two or three days ut
the autumn of 1914.
were organizing the relief work, the
the arsenal.
Oomite National—the Belgian relief or“The commune of Swevcghm (westganization that collaborates with the
ern Flanders) was punished In June,
1915, because the 350 workmen at the
j commission for relief in Belgium—
proposed an arrangement by which private factory of M. Bekaert refused
should pay
to make barbed wire for the German
| the Belgian government
to its own employees left in Belgium,
army.
and other unemployed men besides,
“The following notice was placardthe wages they had been accustomed
ed at Menln In July-August, 1915:
The Belgians wished to
to receive.
‘By order: From today the town will
do this both for humanitarian and pano longer afford aid of any descriptriotic purposes; they wished to protion—including assistance to their
vide the unemployed with the means
families, wives, and children—to any
of livelihood, and. at the same time,
operatives except those who work
to prevent their working for the Gerregularly at military work, and other
I refused to be connected in
mans.
tasks assigned to them. All other opthe
any way with this plan, and told
eratives'and their families can henceBelgian committee that it had many
forward not be helped in any fashion.’
possibilities of danger; that not only
Punished for Refusal to Work.
on
idleness,
a
it
would
premium
place
“Similar measures were taken in
would
it
exasperthat
ultimately
but
[ October. 1915, at Harlebekelez-CourtHowever, the policy
ate the Germans.
ral, Blsseghem, Lokeren, and Mons.
continued
has
been
were
; was adopted, and
! From Harlebeke 29 Inhabitants
the
of
rolls
the
In practice, ana on
At Mons,
transported to Germany.
the
borne
Comlte National have been
In M. Lenoir's factory, the directors,
names of hundreds of thousands
foreman, and 81 workmen were Immen
idle
some 700,000. I believe—of
prisoned for having refused to work
receiving this dole, distributed through
( in the service of the German array. M.
the communes.
Lenoir was sentenced to five years’ Im“The presence of these unemployed,
prisonment, the five directors to a
however, was a constant temptation ; year each, six foremen to six months,
Many times they ! and the 81 workmen to eight weeks.
to German cupidity.
sought to obtain the lists of the cho“The general government naa remeurs, but were always foiled by the
also to Indirect methods of

might

Wind the clock—turn the Perfection Oil Heater out—and don’t
forget the catl
matter how long the evening
how cold the weather, the
Perfection keeps you warm and
comfortable right up to bedtime.

No
or

Then in the morning, light it again
to drive out chill from bedroom, hath
or
dining room. The Perfection ia
light. You can carry it where you
choose.
A Perfection Heater ia economical—
much cheaper to use than coal even
when coal ia cheap. Give* clean,
odorless, portable heat.

Used in

more than

3,000,000

homes.

ia now easy with the new
No. 500 Perfection Heater Wick.
Comes trimmed and burned off, all
ready for use.

Re-wieking

So-CO-ny

Kerosene

gives

best results.

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK

ij

SUPERBA

r

^

Fancy Spinach and DuJthu.
ore good for you.

They

1
Have rea/ food value.
Our SUPERBA Beet*, Beans, Peas, Asparagus, Cora, etc,
are equally Distinctive, Wholesome, Superior.
Eat heartily of SUPERBA vegetable*;
they arc superb in every way.

SUPERBA Tea*. Coffee and Canned Goods are sold
generally—because quality products.
MILLIKEN-TOMLINSON CO,
Diarributoro.

Portland* Maine*

~

Butter

Paper

A

Printed At

The American Office
Best quality Bed Lion water-proof and grease-proof vegetable parchment paper, printed with especially-made butter paper ink to comply
with new law. There is cheaper paper on the market; Done better.

Price, including

paper and

special printing:

500 sheets
“

1000

pound size, $2.00 ; half-pound size, $1.75
“

“

“

3.00;

“

2.75

Plain printed butter paper, blank for name, pound size,
Orders for four pounds or more sent postpaid;
add Sc.a pound for postage.

35 cents a
under four

pound.
pounds

say.

|

BEDTIME

Just Now, We Recommend

_.

L—

8th,

1915, 48 workmen
were shut
up in a freight car and
taken to Germany.
“On May 14th, 45 men were deported to Germany.
“On May 18th a fresh proclamation
announced that the prisoners would
receive only dry bread and water, and
On
hot food only every four days.
May 22d three cars with 104 workMay

Sbbcrttannanrt.

claim that under the guaranties covering the relief work, the records of
the Comite National and its various
I suborganizations were immune. Ruth! or thau risk any Interruption of the
1
ravltalllement, for which, while loath
the
to own any obligation to America,

J

GET BUSY, BOYS AND GIRLS
EARN YOUR THRIFT STAMPS
The American will <jive

Thrift Card

and

ne\y paid-in-advance yearly
Stamp
If you
subscription to The American, $1.50.
a
Thrift
Thrift
have
Card,
your
already
name
of
be
sent.
Write
and
address
will
Stamp
also
own
adname
and
subscriber plainly :
your

dress, and send, with money, to

THE

AMERICAN,
Ellsworth, Maine

SIGNALS CHANGE OF COURSE
Invention of Texan Provides Efficient
Contrivance Easily Applied
to Automobiles.
The Scientific American In illustrat-

COUNTY

NEWS

BASS HARBOR.
Decatur S. Gott of

McKinley

died

Feb.

6, at the home of his brother, L. F. Gott,
aged seventy years and eight months. He
had a shock Jan. 31, from the effects of

ing and describing a vehicle signal, In- which he
vented by G. W. Edmond of El Paso,
Gott was

grew
a

gradually

man

weaker.

of most

Mr.

upright and

Tex., says:
blameless life, and earnest Christian charThe Invention relates to signaling
acter, of whom it could be truthfully said,
devices particularly suitable for use he hadn’t an
enemy in the world. He
on automobiles to indicate a change of
leaves a widow and daughter, Mrs. Euincourse. The object is to provide an
Mrs. Susan
gene Stanley; three sisters
expensive and efficient contrivance Babbidge, Mrs. Rose Driscoll and Mrs.
auwhich can be easily applied to an
Nellie Joyce, all of Gott’s Island, and one
tomobile so as to become prominent
brother, Lewis F. Gott, of Bernard. The
when actuated to attract attention, and funeral was held
Friday afternoon at the
home of his brother. Rev. Mr. Dalzell of
Southwest Harbor officiating.
Feb. 9,
X. Y. Z.
—

NORTH BLUEHILL.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Grieve, jr., left
to-day for their home in Dorchester,
Mass.

coarse

It seized the Belgian
compulsion.
Red Cross, confiscated its property,
and changed its purpose arbitrarily.
It attempted to make Itself master of
the public charities, and to control the
national aid and food committee.
"If we were to cite in extenso the
|
j
! Gilmans have always been grateful, decree of the governor general of Augthe effect of keeping ust 4th, 1915, concerning measures tn| since it has had
i the population calm, the authorities j tended to assure the carrying out of
never
pressed the point, other than works of public usefulness, and that
with the burgomasters of the com- of August 15th, ‘concerning the unemmunes.
Finally, however, the mili- ployed, who, through idleness, refrain
tary party, always brutal, and with an from work,' It would be seen by what
astounding ignorance of public opin- tortuous means the occupying power
ion and of moral sentiment, deter- attempts to attack at once the masmined to put these Idle men to work. ; ters and the men."
“General von Biasing and the civil
Fines Imposed Without Reason.
The German authorities were not
portion of his entourage had always
been and even now are opposed to this satisfied with one Impoverishing levy.
policy, and I think have sincerely done In November, 1915, one month before
what ttfey could, first; to prevent its
the expiration of the twelve-month
adoption, and secondly, to lighten the period fixed for the levy, they decreed
that the contribution of 40.000,000
rigors of its application.”
francs a month should be paid for an
German Promises Worthless.
Indefinite period. In November, 1916,
In the early days of the German adthey increased the levy to 50,000,000
vance Into Belgium, the people had
This was
francs a month. In addition, faithful
learned to fear the worst.
particularly true in Antwerp. In or- to the method laid down by the high
command, the German authorities
der to alleviate their fears and to obhave continued to levy fines upon
tain guaranties which might hasten
towns and villages for acts committed
the restoration of settled conditions.
Cardinal Mercier secured from the In their neighborhood, although they
German government at Antwerp promhad no proof that these acts had been
committed by any inhabitant of the
ises, and In a circular letter dated October lath, 1914, asked the clergy of
city or village thus fined.

a

for every

j

9chools closed Friday. Julian Howard,
aged eleven years, has attended school
eighteen terms and not been absent or

tardy.
Feb. 9.

D

Storage House Peculiar

Vehicle Signal.

for this purpose when thrown Into the
operative position a folding flag Is attached near the free end of the arm,
the flag unfolds automatically, to render the arm apparent in the dark, an
Incandescent light Is provided at the
extremity of the arm.

NOVEL HEADLIGHT FOR AUTOS
Connecticut Man Has New Patent Design to Furnish Illumination
Without Glare.
M. N. Flnklestetn of Greenwich,
Oonn.. has Just patented a new headlight for automobiles, designed to furnish a maximum amount of Illumination on the highway and to do away
with the dangerous glare. The direct
rays are shielded In such a way as to
cover the ground and light It up thoroughly. without precipitating the light
to a distance.

to Maine.
The Aroostock
type of storage
with
concrete
or
house,
masonry
basement walls and wooden superstructure, seems to be distinctively a
product of Maine, and so far as has
been observed is n»-t found to uny extent outside of the state.
It is an expensively constructed house and Is almost always located on a sidehlll or
knoll in ordor that advantage may be
taken of a ground-level entrance.
That such houses have proved satisfactory to the potato grower In Maine
is evident from the fact that practically no other style of potato storage
house is in use in that state.
CUT THIS OUT—IT 19 WORTH MONEY
DON’T MISS THIS. Cut out this slip, enclose with 5c and mail it to Foley A Co..
288ft
Sheffield Ave., Chicago, 111., writing
your name and address clearly. You will
receive in return a trial package containing
Foley’s Honey and Tar Compound, for
coughs, colds and croup; Foley Kidney Pills,
for pain in
sidea and back, rheumatism,
and bladder ailments,
backache, kidney
and Foley Cathartic Tablets, a wholesome
and thoroughly cleansing cathartic for ooastination, biliousness, headache and sluggish bowels.—Moore’s Drug Store.
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scarce,

are

that Russia may be of little material advantage to Germany as a food
source, but democratic Russ.a with
war barriers down may prove to be a
bo

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

gnoe-rlpflon Price—»2.00 a year; gUXliorelx
months; X coots for three months; If 1’aia
strictly In advance, $150, 7ft and ftS cents
arrespectively. Single copies 5 rents. Ail

provisions

demoralized,

PDBI.Ir.HBD

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

than

menace to

armed

until those principles
to stay
which the people regard as fonda
mental to a permanent peace are
and in
obtained
England King
George, in his address at the opening
of
expressed the same idea

parliament,

COUNTY GOSSIP.

placed
gold
county's service flag. It ia for
Sergt. Ralph E. Robertson of Ashvilie, an
eulisted man, who was reported on Feb. 6
by General Pershing as dying in France
of bi.»od poisoning. The despatch contains no particulars, so it is not known
whether the blood poisoning resulted
from wounds or not. The other gold stars
star has been

A third

on

Hancock

Bangor is feeling very humble. She
has been advised by the republican
State committee that she is Dot big
enough to have the republican State
convention this year, not having
hotel accommodations sufficient for
the delegates, and so the convention
will be held in Portland instead. The
date is March 28.
President Wilson
duced

had

has

intro-

give him blanket
reorganize the war forces.

a measure

to

Hancock's

on

Whitmore,

an

flag

in the foreign legion
States entered the war, and was killed in
battle in the Champagne, April 17,1917,
and Lewis Kell ib <r of Lamoine, w ho died

New-port,

at

I., May 20,

R.

Arthur Allen has returned

powers to
1
It is stated that several democratic
Tbe U. S. scout cruiser Cherokee, staleaders heretofore depended upon by
1 tioned at Bar Harbor, went on an errand
the administration refused to introof mercy last Wednesday and may be the
duoe the bill on the ground that it
means of saving the life of a little child.
President Wilson An
was too sweeping.
appeal came to the ^commandant there
has been a fluent interpreter ot pub- from lslesford, from Chester Sawytr, tbe
lic opinion, which he has put into mail-carrier there, whose three-year-old
beautiful English long after public daughter bad been seriously burned, her
opinion had crystallized. But the clothes taking fire while she was playing
lime demands

a

leader;

a

maker

of

pnblic ocinion, and that President
But tbe adWilson has not been.
vancement ot tbis measure is in itself evidence that tbe President at
last recognizes tho need of reorganization in the war department, and
that the recent criticism of the administration of war department affairs was justified. It ought to be a

the

near

dition
the

only

Wednesday night.

At the

said that tha little

girl has

Bar

to

life.

The

hospital

it

big

I it necessary to haul water

some

distance

Gardiner Hatch have gone
emto Massachusetts where they have
Norman and

ployment.
Hoads
that

have
had

we

Kingsbury

relief from tbe ice em-

Wednesday
ice-breaker plowed

covered from

the

been

so

by

blocked

western

no

snow

for

mail

two

Lunt
a

who had

partially

re-

illness, has had

serious

a

relapse.

her

Grnidle

Donald

Harbor to Mt. Desert

from Bar

across

dry, making

for stock.

was

short-lived.

government

way

Sun-

days last week.

Harbor’s
was

impossible

is

at

home

from

Atktnsoo, where be baa been at work.
Ex-President Roosevelt last week Ferry, encountering in many places ice He is
suffering from a cut on his arm.
inches thick. Thursday morneighteen
Underwent an operation for abscesses
the steamer
still confined to hia
sent here to reJohn Hatch is
ing
place

£amoset,
tbe Pemaquid, brought

in his ears, and for a time was in an
over mails
extremely critical condition. While and passengers, and started hack on tbe
his condition is still serious, and his ; regular return
trip. A third of the way
physicians will not say he is out of ; across she encountered heavv ice, and
danger, he seems to be on the road to* could get no farther. The Samosel ia not
recovery. His illness serves to em- a good ice boat. Back she went to Bar
phasize the place of Col. Roosevelt as Harbor. Tbe ice-breaker, in the meanof the greatest living Americans.
No man has been more loyally admired than he; no man more royally
abused.
Yet friend and foe alike
one

his greatness.
The New
York Herahi, which at timos has not
been
gentle in its criticism of
the
former
President,
says:
“There will be rejoicing throughout

recognize

the length and breadth of the United
States over the news that Mr. Roosevelt is apparently on the road to recovery. Without distinction of class
or avocation or partisanship, without
thought of the animosities engendered

by controversies in which he has figured, Americans respect, have faith in
and admire Theodore Roosevelt. May
there be for him maDy years of continued usefulness to the people to
whom he means so mnch and to the
land he and they love! ”
The first American outward-bound
troop ship to fall a victim of tbe
German U-boatB was the Tuscania,

house

fall from

notified

immense

was an

as

success;

roads to

the

passable for

Ellsworth

of

plowing

to make

The Junior

for

Bucksport,

Auxiliary.

purpose of junior membership in
tbe American Red Cross organization ia to
give the boys and girla of school age an
have

definite

part iu
Of all

the

to

agencies which

a

are

America

and

Gapt.

ginia spent Saturday
his family here.

ties, the high ideals which inspire its
service, make Red Cross membership and
service very fitting for boys and girls.

plan

The

of

junior membership

Eich school

simple.
junior auxiliary

building

becomes

tbe

ia

of

whom were United 9tates
troops. Much as the death of these
men is regretted, there is nothing in

school
with

committees

one or

Red Cross

will

he

more

chapter

seen

or

have

superintendents

members of the

that

or

the

branch.

nearest
Thus it

i

direction of the

the incident to cause a panic, and as school activities will be
largely in the
a matter of fact, such has not been hands of those whose
primary interest
the result, but instead a deeper deter- will concern the children themselves.
mination to see the war through.
The funds are used entirely for the
Viewed dispassionately, the sinking purchase of material for use in the
o* this transport is not surprising; schools. None of it goes to the senior
rather is it surprising that it has organization, either for general expenses

|

school
or
for
A
material.
chapter
deferred.
We have
treasurer is responsible for the fund and
moved more than a quarter of a
its disbursement, with the understanding
million troops to France, with a loss that it is to be
kept entirely distinct from
ao far of one In 2,000.
This is the general Red Cross funds.
answer to Germany’s boast that the
Much latitude is also given in the raisU-boats would make the moviDg of ing of the fund. It may be secured from
an American army to France imposprivate individuals, organizations, entertainments, or other means, as well as by
sible.
individual contribution, or the school or
Len- individual pupil may pledge to render serThe expected has happened.
the
vice for the equivalent, in whole or in
jne and Trotzky, at the head of

been

so

long

Russian Bolsheviki, after a -magnificent bluff, have submitted to the will
of their Hun masters, as many believe they have always intended to
do, and formally declared that a state
Roumania,
of war no iouger exists.
now cat off from its allies on all aides,
expected, of necessity,
may be
quickly to negotitate peace with the
Teotonlo allies.
Germany has al

ready moved moat of Us army from
(he Russian to the western front, as
Russia has for a year past been practically oat

of the war.

It remains to

of

Winnie

Mrs.

Gladys

patrol

and

boat Vir-

Sunday with

part.
There is more Catarrh in this section of
the country than all other diseases pnt together, aud for years it was supposed to be
iucurabte. Doctors
prescribed local remedies, and by constantly failing to cure with
local treatment, pronounced it incurable.
Catarrh is a local disease, greatly influenced
by constitutional conditions and therefore
requires constitutional treatment. Hall's
Catarrh Medicine, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney A Co., Toledo, Ohio, is a constitutional remedy, is taken internally and acts
through the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of
the system. One Hundred Dollars reward
la offered for any case that Hall’s Catarrh
Medicine fails to core. Send for circulars
and testimonials.
F. J. CHBNK1 A CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists. The.
Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

lines.

WEST TREMONT.

rule

There
iture

be

can

only

The Red Cross workers

indivual

their

a

;

belief that
army is not

and every-

look

in

possible road for the
personal sacrifice

turn his

buy

individual

bis

Capt. Woodbury Bowden, who was
taken seriously ill while oa bis way into
the woods last week, is much improved.
Lester L Bowden, who has been at work
in tbe woods at Mkinners the past six
weeks, arrived borne Saturday.
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appointed, namely,

to

(

to

initiate

“No
been

new

preveq^ duplication,

:

comMY ME*.

serve

over-

unnecessary work, and
activities as needs arise.

plan,"
brought

and
MEN wanted for Conductors
K. in and
♦ )\/
Motormen tor Hired K
outside of Boston- (Not for Boston F.levated.)
Inexperienced men taken; steady tubs. Come
at once and get in on ibis
Use Phone. Enclose postage if answer is wanted by mail.
L. P. Church, 90 Maiu 8t Bangor, M..

•'/"V

1

and

J^clp CBanUU.

j

clearing-house for all w oman’s work
and to co-ordinate all organizations of I

lapping

positions.

>

as a

women;

iilanUD.

II^OMES and
girls wanted for best
hotels iu Maine. Waltreaves. cham\y
bermaida. kitchen, dish, laundry, pastry and
all-around cooks. Oirl' for housework. Apply
at once and always to Matnr Horn Aokncy.
IK' Main street. Bangor. Me., for reitable hotel

is often due to tbe fact

purpose of l>r. Shaw’s letter
attention to the fundamental

purpose for
mittee was

Machine

wood saws and aaw
reasonable prices.
Company, Portland.

at

(1

main

is to call

in stock

Situation

avoid,

thinking hard with a
helpful and to bring
to tbe service of the government every
new idea that occurs to them.
Instantly
they organize lor that purpose, without
waiting to iDforrn themselves as to
whether an existing society is not better
prepared for the work, if the idea is a
good one.”

engines,

Thrift

OOD COOK, excellent housekeeper, deX sires position in refined family where
Best of
there are no children to care for
references.
Address B, care Amruican office.
EUawortb. Me.

desire to be

patriotic

Buy
Stamp#.
and

i

tendency to multiply organiza-

tions,” she says,
that all people

as

K of Percberon Mares, weighing about
« id be
1.000 pounds.
bought at an attractive price. Apply to O. W. Clay. Blue-

wholly unnecessary societies
with very attractive names,” are what Dr.
Anns Howard Shaw, chairman of the
woman’s committee of the Council of

says l>r. Shaw, “has
to the attention of

to

yet
the

Kmml

tion.

j
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1

dissipation of Kffort.
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|

as
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The storekeepers are having a severe
struggle to get their freight, as the harbors and bays are full of ice and there are
One of the government patrol
no boats.
boats came to their relief Saturday.
Thelma.
Feb. SL

went

Her

work horse, sound and kind. Weight
IJOG.
II. W. Ladd. Ellsworth,
about
K. V. D. l.

patriotic

they*!??

(

s

Chance for Anvanseiiisal-Frew.
U. 8. Shipping Board free navigation school
at Portland trams seamen lor officers’ berths
in new Merchant Marine. Short cut to the
bridge. Two years' sea experience required.
Native or naturalized citizens only. Course
six weeks. Military exemption.
Apply to
Frank A. W ilson at school. Municipal Bldg.
Portland, between 1.80 and 5 p. na. Saturdays
8 30

a. m.

to 12 noon.

Margaret Matthews and Mrs. E. j woman’s committee w hich cannot be betB. Tinker, with her two children, Donald ter carried forward by some existing de2.0 st.
and Barbara, arrived home from Masea- ! partment of tne woman’s committee than
No.
»oi» oi th» »»iog, <>•chusetts last Wednesday.
by a distinct and separate organization
part me ut of Uniou True* Compaay of
C. A. C.
Feb. 11.
having no government authority. Tbe Eliaworth. Pinder will pleaae return to Union
Trust Company. Eliaworth.
passion for forming uQf* societies tends to
NORTHEAST HARBOR.
weaken and scatter our efforts. We need
legal NoticesLester Lurvey has been spending a few to concentrate and direct our energies
upon the work immediately in hand.
days in Bangor.
STATE OF MAINE.
“Our country needs workers, real workMiss Dorothy Gilley, who recently comTo the Honorable, the Judge of the Probate
ers, ready and willing to engage in active
Coart in and for the County of Hancock.
pleted her course at tbe Bryant A Stratton
service, and every able-bodied woman T>B8PBCTPULLY represents T. M Blaisschool, Boston, is at home.
should either be engaged in some useful XV dell of Franklin. In said county, that he
and Warren E. Biaisfiell of Wilton, Franklin
A *‘bay8eeder'o bail,'1 under tbe auswork to-day. or preparing to fill the place
county. Maine. Georgia Brsgdou of Seattle,
pices of tbe local Red Cross, was beld at of some man who will be called in the King county, Washington, Mabel B Erskine
of Guilford. New Haem countv, Connecticut,
tbe Neighborhood house Friday night.
next roll of the selective draft."
and Christine (Jrann of Sullivan, Hancock
It was well attended, and proved to be a
county, Maine, are he heir# at law. living in
successful affair. Music was furnished by
different states of Samuel P. Blaisdell late of
OAK POINT.
Frauklin. in said county of Hancock, dea local orchestra.
ceased, who left real estate in said county of
Little Harry Norwood, eider son of Hancock, in the town ol Ml. Desert, described
Elizabeth, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Thai the owners
more fully in said petition.
and
Jennie
who
Alvin
was
Norwood,
Manchester, underwent an operation for
of said real eeteie cannot dispose of their
two weeks ago for a
separate Interests without loss.
appendicitis at a hospital in Bangor last operated upon
Wherefore your petitioner prays that C.
case
of
appendicitis, and Carroll
week, and is getting along as well as can malignant
Blaisdell, of Newport, Penobscot
be expected. Her many friends here hope again last Saturday to remove an abscess, county, Maine, or tom• other suitable person
be authorised to sell *aid real estate at private
and
is
gaining
strong
reported
that she will soon recover.
hopes sale and distribute the proceeds, after paying
for his recovery. Mrs. expenses, among said bens at-iaw
are entertained
according
Feb. 11.
1918.
to their respective rignts therein.
Coleman Haynes of Lamoine is nurse.
Dated this fifth uay of February, a. d 1918.
Feb. 12.
M. Blaisdbll.
X.
BEAL COVE.
Miss

Bank-book

William W. Howie, late of Gouldsboro, in
•aid county, deceased. Petition filed by Irving T. McDonald, administrator, for license
to sell certain real e«ta<e of said deceased,
situated In said Gouldsboro, and more fully
described in said petition
Zelma L. Smith, a minor of Ellsworth, in
said county
Petition filed by Carrie a
Smith, guardian, for license to sell certain
real estate of said minor, situated In said
Ellsworth, and more'fully described in aaid

petition.

Harriet E. Morton, late of Bluehill, in said
Petition filed by Ernest
county, deceased
M. Kimball, praying that the appointment
of said petitioner named a« one of the trustees in the last will and testament and codicil of aaid deceased may be confirmed by said
court.
Charles H. Crosaetle, the other trustree named, having declined to act as trustee.
Fred A. Fiaher. late of Bluehill. in said
Petition filed by Stephen
county, deceased
N. Fisher, administrator with the will annexed, that the amount of the inheritance
tax on said estate, be
determined by the
Judge of probate.
Albert Treworgy. late of Surry, In «a<d
Petition that Laura K.
county, deceased

Treworgy or some other suitable pet son be
appointed administrator of th» eatite of said
deceased, without giving hood, presented by
Latora K. Treworgy. widow of said deceased.
George W. Abbott, late of Bncksport. :n

said county, deceased.
Second aod final sccount of Herbert L. Abbott, executor, filed
for settlement.
Joseph H. Bonsey. of Ellsworth, in aaid
county. First account of Waiter A. Bonsey,
guardian, filed for settlement.
Hannah E. I .each, late of Penobscot, io said
county, deceased. First and fiual account of
Albert P. Leach, administrator, filed for set*
DementStillman N. Grindle, late of Penobscot, in
said county, deceased
First and final account of Albert P. Leach, a irainistrator with
the will annexed, filed for settlement.
Eugene F. Hinckley, late of Bluehill, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
Flora A. Hinckley, administratrix, filed for
settlement.
Herbert L. Marks, late of Bucksport. iu
said county, deceased.
Petition filed by
Ralph C. Marks, administrator of the estate
of said deceased, that an order be leaned to
distribute among the heirs of aaid dec rated,
the amount remaining in the hands of «*id
administrator, ou the settlement of his t*r*t
account.

Witness BERTRAND E. CLARK. Judge o!
said Court
at
Fllleworth.
this eighth
day of February. In the year of our Lord
one thousand nine hundred and eighteen.
Cuiu E. Mcllak. Acting Register
A true copy.

Attest:—Cusa K

Augustus Gordius died Feb. 4, at the
home of bis daughter, Mrs. Martin Lunt.
Mr. Gordius leaves a widow, four sons an d
four daughters. Funeral aervioea were
held at Mr. Luut’a Wednesday, Feb. 6,
Rev. W. J. Forsythe officiating. Burial
in the Reed cemetery, Beal Cove.
L. R.

Hodgdoo

has bad

a

telephone

in-

stalled in his bouse.

James R. Kelley returned recently from
Bangor, where he accompanied his daughter, Mrs. Blanche Mitchell, who is in
Baugor for hospital
treatment. Mrs.
Mitchell was operated upon and is recovering rapidly.
Feb. 11.
N.

lour Five Hundred Muscles.
The five hundred muscles in the human
body depend on pure and rich blood for their
health and contractile energy which is the
ability to labor. If they are given impure
blood they become enfeebled, the step loses
its elasticity, tbe arm its efficiency, and there
is incapacity to perform the nsaal amount of
labor.
Wha> a great blessing Hood’s Sarsaparilla
has been to the many toiling thousands whose
blood it has made and kept pure aad rich!
This medicine cleanses the blood of all humors, Inherited or acquired, and strengthens
and tones tbe whole system. It te Important
to be sure that yon get Hood’s Sarsaparilla
when yon ask for it. No substitute for it Is
like it.-Ad*.

^prcu.i hotter*.
NOTICE.
is hereby given that whereas my
-*.1 boy, Beth L. t'onary. age IS, has left home
without cause or my consent, 1 shall pay no
bills of hta contracting, or collect wages
earned by him after this date.
EUttBMK L. COHABY.
Bluthlll, Jan. M,

"^^"OTICE

1918._

Enmram. jttaumtnu.
NATIONAL NL'KKIY COMPANY.

_T.

8TATK OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the twelfth day ef February, in the year of
nine hundred and
onr Lord one thousand

eighteen.
On the foregoing petition ordered, that notice thereof he given to all persons interested, by censing a copy of said petition and
this order thereon to be published three
weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a news paper
published at Ellsworth, in
said county, the first publication to be at least
thirty days before said bearing, that they may
at
a

Mux la i*. Acting Register.

NOTICE or F01(IXL08( KK.
TIT HE RE AH Myra Williams, late of AmfV
bersl. Hancock county, Htale of Maine,
hi her mortgage deed, dated tbe fourth day
of December, a ri IWtf, and recorded in Hancock county registry of dreda, book W>. page
387. conveyed to Albert E.
Mace, late of
Aurora, in said county and Btate. a certain
lot or parcel of land sitaated lu said Amherst,
sad bounded and described as follows, to wit
Beginning at a stake and atone where the
road turns near the barn now or former./
owned by R H. Hilabv; from thence westerly
on tbe road forty-three rods to a stake and
thence south
stones;
twenty-fixe degree
west, forty rods to a stake and atones made
for a corner; thence west eighty-two rods to
the center of tne river; thenc- northerly following the center of tbe river sixty vix rods;
thence *nst forty degrees south twelve rods
from the oank of tbe river to a stake and
stones; thence
north
forty degrees east
thirty-four rods to a stake and clones made
for a corner on the no*-th line of the lot:
thence east ninety one rods to a stake and
slakes made f«.r a corner on the rosd leading
to Harry Hilaby^t; thence southerly on the
road fifty-eight rods to the first-mentioned
bound; containing fifty acres more or less;
being the premises described In deed from
William E. Herrick to Myra William*, dated
Januaty 8. 1906, and recorded in said registry
of deeds, bo 'k 428. page 7&;and whereas the
condition of said mortgage has been broken,
now. therefore,
by reason of the breach of the
condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
A. Rukskll Macs, Administrator
Estate Albert E Mace.
February l*. 191*.

_

_
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publish?!

father, L. W. Kumiil,
Bangor with her.

hospital.

dren

in

herffi*

t5“*

the cbil-

savings stamps.

war

McKinley.
to-day for Boston,

as nurse

been?!!

J3.

came

AT

the face the

into

Mrs.

Jtot Silt.

facts in

pacity.

a

Harry village. hoosr sod six acres of
land at a bargain —Q. H. Wasson, East
Harry. Me.

regard to industrial caThe government has provided the

plainest
easiest

he will not

Perry

iS
eight*?

rjiHE

Robbins at

where she will train

thing that tbe government must have.
Absolute blindness to w bat the total is
when you add two and two is tbe only
excuse there can be for believing there
are labor and material enough for the individual comforts and military needs of
tbe country. The man who is not prepared to economize to-day either believes
there is no necessity for military preparor

with

and children

Leola G. Kumiil left

enough to produce everything that they
uses

met

SU&

to-day, after spending two weeks

home

with Mrs.

going to be necessary; that the war either
will be won by our allies, or it has already
been won by the exhaustion of our enemies. There is little in the situation upon which to base such a belief.
The other reason must be that people
believe that there are labor and materials
want for their individual

Murphy

Mrs. Grace

reasons why men
personal expendresponsibility for

equipping the army. One is
a
fully-equipped American

nearly

W. Kumiil Friday, and will meet with
Mrs. Nettie Kumiil Feb. 15.

two

in their

see

after

L.

turn.

w«

again

week's illness.

every direction that

in almost

applies

Tolman is out

O. A.

aeroplane production exceeds the total
stock there is in the world. But tbe same

The
been

foot, ia out again.

a

torpedoed

147

re-

Mrs.

Mrynard H. Murch, who has
suffering with blood poisoning in

pupils
and sunk off the north of signified their intention to unite with tbe
and
have
pledged either a
Ireland coast Tuesday night of last organization
sum equal to twenty-live cents per pupil,
week. The Tascania was an English :
or its equivalent in service.
The teacher
ship with an English crew and a con- or principal becomes chairman of the auxvoy of English war craft, and carry- iliary. The work is carried on under the
ing 2,179 United States soldiers. To immediate direction of the chapter or
the splendid discipline and calmness branch school committee of the Red Cross.
in the face of danger of the soldiers This committee is expected to be made up
and ship’s crew is due the compara- of persons connected directl? with the j
tively small loss of life, abont 166, schools, either as teachers, members of
as soon as

A. E. Cloaaon

aeroplanes
the German

coming from Somesville Monday.
11.
N.

Feb.

for

“The

Gapt. George Porte^of h l'sworth visited
Gapt. Henry C. Ray and family recently.

simplicity
organization and activi-

humauity,

directness of its

from

McFarland and
Riah
Hopkins were guests of
McFarland Friday.

over

one

very plain to every one
hen it is known that the need cf linen

to
way
hia pung

Mrs. Susie Kay spent a few days
cently with Mrs. C. G. Fullerton.

appears to have more worthy claims. The
wide scope of its work, touching every
form of relief and meeting every need of

suffering

thrown

camps in which the mill-men and their
families live have also been moved there,

iu

which

who went to

city.
Nutting has moved his mill from
tbe John Coolidgc lot, where he has been
sawing, to the Spring lot near Blunt’s
pond, where he has bought logs. Five

his

BAYSIDE.

none

tbe

was

on

_

seeking the help

of tbe school children of

while

Dorr,

when bis horse took fright, and bis collar
bone was broken. Dr. Emerson rendered
the necessary medical service and he returned borne, walking part of the way.
His son Lee came home from Brewer,
where be has had employment, to assist
in tbe necessary work about the farm.
H.
Feb. 11.

them

Red Cross service and activities.

Mrs.

the

famll;,

Mr.

direct comaeroplane board in

fleet of

and

stances than the

irotn

nought

Perry

spend tbe winter, have returned
home, satisfied that Lamoine is a more
comfortable place under present circumBoston to

be

aid—save and

Ernest

out

w

tnat is

buyer

tbe

hope to put

That should

edness

home.

The

opportunity

district

Josiah Wilson, who have
been visiting at tbe borne of her daughter, Mrs. Homer Lowell, have returned

trucks.

motor

a

Earl Billings have been

to

Mr. and

any real relief from the ice
she was a failure. Bar Harbor

immediately began talking

and

before the
appear
board this week for examination.

furnishing
embargo,

injury resulting from

an

scaffold in his barn.

a

Raymond

time, bad gone to Rockland. As an illustration of what she could do as an ice-

eater, she

from

or nneu

every yara

to-day on puts
petition with
equipping the
we

for several

become

Herbert

army would be
hslf if every individual in

should not

Several wells have

chance

an even

visit i

a

days.

for recoveiy.

bargo

now

her

services

to bold church

con-

appeared

treatment

of saving

means

her

Tbe bad weather has made it

Misses Higgins and Hamorof Hull’s Cove
guests of Mrs. Dyer Young over Sunday.
were

the government must have.

from

Grindle, who was examined by
week, failed to pass.

Galen

Capt. George Gault, who has been in
Boston several days on business, is home.

the

oHhn^^TT^T”

To »M p«r*on« mtrrc.tod in
" lh«
«►
Mtn b,r«in»fur »m*d:
At a probate court held at El la worth,
|n
of
for the county
Hancock, on the
day of February, In the year of oar
one thousand nine hundred and
following mattershaving
1 aei.i«d for the action thereupon
after indicated, It la hereby ordered
notice thereof be given to VI persons Uu
• cop, 0f this
order
three weeks successively
published
Ellsworth American, a newspaper
in
said
at Ellsworth,
county; that
appear at a probate court to be held at vuJ
worth, on the fifth day of March »
1918, at ten of the clock In the forenoon
be heard thereon if they see cause.
Henry H. Sargent, late of Ellsworth. i0aiM
Petition that Mints
county, decesaea.
Sargent or some other suilab e person bes£
pointed admtnistra or of the estate of
deceased, presented b, Ernest L Sargent 7!
and heir at-isw of said deceased.
George F. If sake) I. late of Ellsworth u
said county, deceased. Petition that EdmonS
J. Walsh or some other suitable person h#
appointed administrator of the estate of
deceased, presented by Frank 8. Call
"
heir at law of said decer aed.
Jason B. Grant, late of Otis, in amid coast?
deceased.
Petition that Harry L. Crabtr*
or some other suitable person be
appointed
administrator of the estate of said decease
by Horace W. Grant, a son of saU
eceased.
Miles H. Long, late of Bluehlll. in said
Petition that Harry r
county, deceased.
Crabtree or some other suitable person be as*
administrator
of the estate of
pointed
deceased, presented by Cora K. Long tu*.
widow of said deceased.
Ethridge B. Greely, late of Eden, in s*ij
Petition that Fred ?
county, deceased.
Holmes or some other suitable person beta,
pointed administrator de 6om» nan of *£
estate of aalo deceased, presented by
J. Greely. Henry E. Greely, the admini*!!*
tor. having died without having fully ndn*;?*
a,i*
Istered said estate.
Charles W. Brown. late of Orland, jn
deceased.
First
account
«f Alice G
county,
Brown, administratrix, filed for settlement.
Frank P. Coombs. late of Franklin. In uid
countv deceased.
First account of Emily L.
Coomba. administratrix, filed for settlement
Minnie B Ball, a minor of Hancock, in sstd
countv.
Account of Lucy Crimmin Ball
guardian, filed for settlement.
william H. Davis, late of Her Harbor. Eden
in said county, deceased.
Petition filed by
Luere B. Deasy and Bert H. Young. praying
that the appointment of said petitioner*
named ss trustees in the last will and testament of said deceased may be confirmed
by
said court and that letters of trust issue to
them, without the
giving bond, according
to direction in aaid will.
William D Sargent, late of Winter Harbor,
in said county, deceased.
Petition filed by
j Maria D. Sargent, widow of William D S*rgent, for partition of certain real ertste of
said deceased, sifnatrd in Winter Harbor
aforesaid, more fully described in said petg

Sresented

EAST LAMOINE.

easily cut in
this country would recognize his responsibility in helping to equip the array, bis
responsibility ll> get on without demanding new things he can get on without,
and by so doing leave a greater amount of
labor and material to produce the things

men, is getting
M. Hutchins lot.

J.

equipping

ties of

Bangor.
Lowell, who has been ill

the

C.
_

The progress that can be made by speeding up production can be exceeded many
fold by the effect which can be produced
by a whole nation making up ita mind
really to help win the war. The difficul-

tbe local board last

got under way at once, and although encountering considerable ice,
made a quick run to lslesford and back,
with the child
arriving at Bar Harbor

get together.

matter

hospital

that

was

on

top.”

U.

Feb.

of armies.

equipment

and better

er

with several

out box wood

“over tbe

front trench. Every one can make
sacrifices that will be reflected in a quick-

tonsilitis, is much improved.

Roy Bray,

Cherokee

What the country wants is results
from whatever administrative source.

simple

So critical

stove.

of

saddened to learn of the death of her

a

to Bar Harbor and
Master Kussell

put

one can

PENOBSCOT.

NORTH

1917.

conunnecessary
the latter method every
himself in an effective way in

By

sumption.

New
the early

from

fiance. Sergeant Ralph Robertson of Ash“somewhere in
ville, of septicaemia,
France.” This casualty brings tbe terrible war near home, as Sergeant Robertson is tbe first from this town to lose his
life. The loss of a soldier is a sorrow in
which everybody shares, as we would like
to share tbe courage which carries them

other is to cut down

She is of her well-earned money.
More often than not bereft.
E. F. M.
Bucksport, Me.. Feb. &, IBIS.

boy who enlisted
before the United

were

of the fact

labor and materials

not

are

endless

are

home

went in

part of the winter.
John Gerrish and wife of Winter Harbor have been guests of the Robert Corbetts for the past week.
The friends of Miss Frances Atwater

helping solve the problem. One is to
speed up production and industry. The

I wish that the mighty people
All over this great broad land.
Would demand a lawful payment
For work of the mother's hand;
For where the raa.ter of wages
To her own home folks is left.

E.

Frank

for

are

Justus Bay has arrived
Haven, Conn., where he

enough to produce the things that the
people want and the things that the government wants. There are two waya of

Or to succor some needy neighbor,
Nor let the home folks know.

Ellsworth

there

that

For why shonld she feel her wages
Must-come like a charity.
And she an account must render.
Whatever her spendings be?
On a secret trip to the village
She’d like at times to go.

The

week-end.

of that crop.

planting

Wakefield came home SaturWinter Harbor to spend tbe

day from

enough in the world to cover the
aeroplanes that the allies are producing.
The English government has just decided
that at least 10,000 acres of English soil
mast be devoted to the production of flax,
food. That
instead
of
government is
making terms with the farmers, which
The illustrations

a

Misa Isabel

iinen

All aay she can share their wages,
li only she’d think to ask;
Yet to seek her wage like a beggar.
She cannot stoop to the task.
That mother shall never go needy.
With emphasis all say.
But. oh, if with all their planning.
They'd plan for her own pay-day.

war

some

something essential for war preparation.
We are now discovering that there is not

will lead to the

i-tgal Nottci*.

Byron M. Moore has returned from
trip to Boston and New York.

inability on the
buy with money

fresh illustration of the
part of governments to

Oh, never a day there passes.
But so many things she sees.
She longs to buy for the loved ones—
Some playthings a child to please.
Or a necktie near for father,
If only she had the pelf.
But mother, with all the wishing,
Had never a thought of self.

in almost the same language.
fuel administration, at a conference last week, decided upon the
continuance of the “heatless Monday”
order.

never

And received no compensation
For the faithful service done.

German autocracy
Coincident
Russia.
with Germany’s celebration of Trotzky peace President Wilson restated
to a joint session of Congress Monday that ‘-the United States is in the

greater

ffly Frank A. Vanderlip.]
Hardly a day passes but there is

had one,
Though many a year shs’s toiled.
And the myriad cares of the household
Her cheeks of the rose despoiled.
She has delved from early morning
To the setting of the sun.
The mother has

PROSPECT HARBOR.

Filers at the Front.

Mother’s Pay-Day.

be seen how the rest of Russia aocepts the Trotzky peace terms. Civil
still rife, tcansportaiion is
war is

<tbc t£llstuortli American

NUW

YOU,

ASSETS DEC.

N

Y.

SI, 1917,

Bool -.tote,

Mortgage Ioann,

Collateral loom,
Stock, and bond,.
Oaeh In office mod bank,
Agenu' balance,.
Interest and rente,
All other aaaata,

9

114,637

93

89,37
61.80000

11.00.970 93
797576 64

1.M0541

34

197.461 67
669,446 66

Oraenaeatu.
Deduct item* not admitted,

»16,I0»,66#80

Admitted aaeeta.

914.093*164

_

1.005 694.6

court to be
appear
held
probate
at Ellsworth,
in
and
for said
LIABILITIES DEO. 91, 1917.
county
on
the fifteenth day of March, a. d. 1918, I
Net unpaid loanee,
• 15“i
at
ten
o’clock
in
the forenoon,
and 1 Unearned
1,9k.
•how enuee, if any they have, why the prayer
premlume,
All other
15» • »
of the petitioner shonld not be grunted.
Caeh capital,
l.k M »
BERTRAND B. CLARK, Judge of Probate.
Surplae oeer all liabilities,
4.4*9, mi*
▲ true copy.
AUeit:-Outa K. Mvtux, Acting Register.
Total liabilities and enrplne,
»14,099 594 «

ifeblllllee,

JJ JJ

t

j
!
j

5

j

LAMOINE KR1JNIOM.

thk army draft.
1 Men

of Clm
Medical KxaminattoiM
Resumed.

1

of class

previously

that the number passing Is much
than last week. Then, too, new
last week,
regulations which were sent oat
which are less stringent in regard to
so

larger

minor physical defects, greatly reduce the
number of rejections.
NEW DRAFT LEGISLATION.

Favorable report on the war departments bill amending the selective draft
law to require registration of men as they
twenty-one years, aod basing
reach

quotas

the number of

on

in class one,

men

instead of on state populations, was unanimously ordered Friday by the Benate
military committee.
The proposal to exempt men as they
reached thirty-one it they have not been
drafted, which was opposed by Provost
Marshal General Crowder, was not included in the bill. An amendment to require registration of youths at nineteen
and over, also was rejected.
THE

“SLACKER” SPIRIT.

spirit of the selective service draft
certain looalitiea of our State has brok-

“The
in

down,”

says the Maine Committee on
statement issued
Safety in a

en

public
through its chairman, Hon. Harold M.
Bewail of Bath.

“Unworthy

claims

to

exemption

are

being made, and, in many instances
through lack of proper information, have
the

passed

exemption

board

successfully,”

says the statement.
“The executive committee of the

Pub-

Safety committee, after a conference
with the adjutant-general’s department,
lic

is determined by every means within its
power and through the aid of the local
committees, that this practice shall stop.
It appeals to every parent of those who
have

patriotically accepted

service under

draft, to every neighbor, and to every
citizen knowing the facts to help.
the

“Conscription
ernment

as

membership
the

invoked

by

our

govmethod

democratic

army whose
should embrace the rich and

obtaining

of

was

the fairest and surest
a

poor, the high and the low, the

Folks

Get

Together In

Cambridge.
are

One hundred more men
medical examinations
being given their
Tuesthis week, sixty each day Monday,
Tb“ men called for
Wednesday.
and
day
include many not
these examinations
examined under the old draft

plan,

Old Home

M1LMKKN

sons

of the leaders in business and professions.
and the laymen, who are physically tit,

immunity from service should
rest solely upon
physical defects, dependency of relatives, and upon business
employment which could better serve the
government.
“The practical workings of the draft,

and whose

The

leventh Lamoine reunion is

*

history,
pleasant evening
matter of
new

but

in the

now a

memory of

a

lingers.

Friends

number of

eighty-

still

and old to the

three

the

gathered Thursday evening, Jan. 31,
Elks building, Cambridge, Mass.,

to listen to stories
change greetings.

new

and

old, and

ex-

meeting, Ernest L.
re-elected president, and

At the

business

REGIMENT

COUNTY

Hodgkins was
Anna M. Young, secretary and treasurer.
The program was a
presentation by
stereoptican of slides of Lamoine and
its idenvicinity, and some of its people who are
among
dear to all. The views of the village, the tity, it having been given the designsbay, and one of the mineral spring situat- tion of “60th pioneer infantry,” (First
ed among the evergreen trees were especi- Maine H. F. A.) by the war
department,
Ellsworth is well represented in this
ally beautiful. The association is indebted for these to Homer F. Wilbur of
regiment. The regiment as it stands toMarlboro, who loaned most of the Alms day will be the nucleus of an organization
used. The scenes recalled incidents of which, when complete, will be approxiearlier days and also more recent ex- mateiy three time the size of the First
periences which were related by those Maine Heavy Field artillery when it waa
present.
Refreshments of ice-cream, cake (real
home-made cake, good enough for the M.
B. column but not exactly** Hoover cake”)
and coffee were served by the committee,
Mrs.

L.

Hodgkins,

R.

Marcia

Mrs.

Chamberlain, Mrs. J. K. Tweedie and
Mrs. William Lyman. A social good time
followed until the “good nights” were
said. Those present were:

Young,

Lester

Mrs.

of Billet tea.

Kendrick, Mrs. Luther
Merchant, Mrs. E. D. H. Moody, Wilton
Parr, Lin wood Young and wife, Anna
Young of Boston.
Jennie

Chamberlain,

Mrs. Marcia

Mrs.

Hodgkins and wife, Harold Hodgkins, Ruth Hodgkins, Mrs. C. A. Hoxie,
W. H. Whitaker of Mattapan.
Nathan King and wife of Malden.
Mrs. Augusta Bartlett, Miss Martha
E. L.

Clark of Melrose.
Miss Ada W vkes of
Mrs. Ella

will be

big

a

Lottie

in

factor

Wednesday evening, Jan. 30* Jephthah
chapter, O. E. 8., gave a poverty social for

j the

presi-

her

proved satisfactory

to the Stars and

Sinco the ice
of

Red

directors.

Cross

embargo-and
and drifted roads have
hauling of freight from where

the bad state

the weather

made the

it has been stalled in liar Harbor, Southwest Harbor has had almost a famine on
foodstuffs that are considered necessities.
While

we

hope

not

can

to

have

boat

a

running for weeks, those whose cupboards are bare of flour, meal, corn, sugar
and molasses, etc., are looking with impatience for the merchants to find means
of transportation for that freight so much

months

ISLESFORD.

needed.

last week nearly closed all communication with the mainland. The mail

Mrs.
illl

Robinson,

Abbie

who

has

been

time, gradually failed, and on
the first of February passed away. Her
brought over land from Ellsworth to Bar
death is
not
only by
Harbor, and we do not get any mail until her home deeply regretted
relatives, but by all her neigh24
hours later than usual, and since ;
bors and friends, who highly esteemed
there is so much heavy ice in the harbors !
this amiable woman, who was ever ready
and around the shore, we only get mail 1
to aid and assist
in illness or need.
when the government boats come to our
The
assistance.
have

local

Several

lost,

been

has

Mail

be

to

boats

Capt.

G.

R.

Hadlock

of the

rine-chaser deserves
perseverance and
Schools

his

last

week,

there

as

school

but

equal

feel

did not

finish-

to

relatives,

and

sons

were

shock of his

going

invalid,

no

and

was. very hard for the
doubt hastened her own

auxiliary

Red Cross has

of the

re-

cently sent off five more boxes of completed work, consisting of knitting, sewing and surgical dressings. This makes
eighteen boxes sent this winter, besides

no

Mrs.

near

The

teacher for the grammar grade.
Rich
commenced
the
grammar

was

The

death.

timely assistance.

closed

were

by

much credit

held at the home Tues-

was

day.

daughter, with other
present. The husband, Thomas Robinson, died very suddenly something over a year ago. The

subma-

new

some

funeral

would

dragged their
mooriugs away with the ice, had not the
patrol boats worked breaking them clear
and towing them back into the harbor.
they

as

and

to manhood and
! Miss Velma Gray is at Northeast HarPert’s death is the
bor for a few weeks.
first break. Four brothers and three sisBennie Begee of Bartlett’s Island is in
ters survive
him. He leaves also one
daughter, a son-in-law, and four grand- EliBwortb to-day for examination,
children.

He

ing the term.

fitting

out the boys of the army and navy,
who have gone from this place. This last
consigninent of boxes contained the fol-

CHILD TERRIBLY BURNED.

Larnard of

Mr.

was a

gin lodge, F. and A

men

ber of

M.

The

ment at the

Feb. 11.

ELLSWORTH

Friday evening, Feb. 8,

the Parentassociation held its monthly
meeting in the high school building.
The weather was fine, and in spite of the

Teachers

bard

traveling,

goodly

a

number

was

present. After the regular business of
the meeting an interesting program was
presented by Miss Susie Cole as chairman.
The entertainment began with a
piano solo by Mrs. Ethel Forbes rendered
manner.

Then

followed

flag drill by the pupils of No 3, Miss
Hinckley teacher, which showed much
work both

by

teacher and

pupils.

Reci-

tations by Master Theodore Grindle, Miss
Bracy and Miss Young received rounds of
applause, as did a duet by Miss Sargent
and Mies Grindal and the solo

Pert.

by

Everett

dialogue “The Geese Children” by six children, one of
whom,
Gladys Cousins, impersonated “Motner

Following
to-day:

have not hesitated to

“We believe the

same

principle

which

should prompt the citizen to expose the
pacifist and the spy, should prompt the
citizens to furnish to the proper authorities information of those men who, under
the provisions of the draft act, are shirking their duty to their county. We, therefore, a«k every citizen who can give information in regard to the misstatements
or fal*e statements of
any man who has
been eligible to the draft, and of any man
exempted because of connection w ith any
industry who, since he has been classed,
has left that industry, to furnish this inWe will
formation to us in confidence.
not expose the informant’s name, but we
will try to see that the ‘slacker’ does his

duty.”

of

Winter Harbor is visit-

ing Mrs. Lenora Bunker.
On account of the bad condition of the

roads, there
Sunday.

were no

services in the church

Sargent is in poor health
J. W. Bunker has also been

Mrs. Harriet
this winter.
ill all winter.
Arthur

Sargent and W. K. Hammond
Harbor

Saturday

on

M iss

Gladys Hooper has

bookkeeper

a

with the Armour

school

new

schootbouse

is

opened Monday.
postponed until

been

the old

The

new

building
building

finished
The

school

this

time,

has aot been fit to
was

Descrip-

tion of W ar’s Effect.
Rev. Ernest Graham Guthrie of Boston,
*ho has travelled
io France under

the entire

battle

special permission

French

government, gives

a

front

of tbe

use.

certainly needed.

people of South Gouldsboro feel proud
of this building, as they have every reason
to be. It is an
building iu
Pupils and teachers will
every way.
in such a fine
doubtless show their
school by keeping it in good condition.

vivid

up-to-date
pride

de-

“The

of the devastating work of war.
moat appalling thing about tbe
says, “is the absence

of all normal life—no women, no children,
do cattle, no birds in the trees, for there
•re no

trees.

The

growth

of hundreds of

years has been destroyed.
tree it either sawed down

Every fruit
or gashed so

that it will bear no more.
“We speeded on to tbe battle front in
•
high-powered French car, passing

Mias K1U

Jarvia iahome from teaching.

Iva Treworgy ia at home for a short
time.
Mrs. H. H. Harden was in Bangor last

phone, medical

assistance

been obtained.

The

with

came

two

Harry White of Boston
w’eek, called by the
death of Mrs. White’s sister, Mrs Fannie
Mr. and

boat Cherokee

doctors and

the Bar

to

\

BUCKSPORT.

Harbor

hospital,

out

grief-stricken

to the

R.

grand jurors at the February term of the
U. S. district court.

for the

M., widow' of George Patterson,
died very suddenly Feb. 3, at the home
of Mrs. John Dixon, Grand Manan, N. B.
The body arrived in Bucksport Feb. 5
Fannie

8.

BROUKSVILLE.
James
Miss

Campbell
Gladys B.

is ill of

grip.

Closson

and the funeral

visiting at

is

Elm

South Bluehill.
Leon

at

of

West

is

Brooksville

has

death occurred Feb.

had

a

telephone

Lester

Wescott and Albion Closson

chopping

wood for William Perkins.

Prudence

Saunders

of

afternoon,
are

of

Goose,”

Dairy butter, B>.

was

shall

North

Ail primary achools closed Friday tor
vacation.
Mre. Bernice Jonea is visiting Mrs.
Sarah

2,

an

very

..

Hay, loose,

Congregational
body was placed

tomb at Silver Lake.

by his wife and

in

the

one

receiving

Mr. McCaslin

of age, and

flfty-nine years

officiating.

church

was

is survived

daughter, Miss Annie

Ensign Hugh Blodgett, U. S. N., left
for Annapolis, Md., where he
will enter the naval academy for a special
Mr.
course before entering active service.
Blodgett was the first Bucksport young

COKEA.

Knight,
paBtor’s wife,
man to answer the call to the colors in the
teaching the primary school here.
present war, enlisting in the navy early in
Boy Bcofleld has moved his family home April as first-class petty officer. He is the
Saturday from Connecticut, where he has been
eldest son of Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin P.
working the past few weeks.
Blodgett.
Lare
Harry Bryant and George Crowley
Among those injured in the railroad
have

Phillips.

The

Connecticut, where they

home from
been for

a

days,

more

that

for with

weather, the
not get here often.
Feb. 11.

cold

wreck

few weeks.

Corea has
less

is

Mrs. A. G.

Caribou Feb. 4

Montgomery
its share of meat-

so

much

meat

snow

peddler

of

was

Bucksport,

H.
travelling
John

PerkinB Co., Porthas a
Montgomery
badly

salesman for the John

and

land.

does

sprained

Mr.

arm, and is suffering from severe
He is at tbe Madigan
bruises and shock.
in
Houlton. Mrs.
memorial hospital

S.

_

Montgomery is with him.

Food Conservation Campaign.
Another food conservation campaign is
to be

near

J.

Feb. 11.

Lionel Howard went to Ellsworth WedThis organization to be beaded by Htate
for freight for R. M. Buckminster.
Campaign Director W. B. Moore of Port- nesday
He reports hard traveling.
land and under the supervision of the

food administrator, Dr. Leon 9.
Merrill, includes county chairmen and
Boston Evening Tranterivt.
vice-chairmen, and local committees id
those who wish to know what the deepest each
city, town and plantation.
what
of
and
are
our
thinking
thinkers of
day
Charles B. Pineo of Bar Harbor is the
the ablest writers are writing. They are of
Hancock county chairman, and Mrs. J.
peculiar interest to the reader, the student,
who love, Melvin Millikan of Bar Harbor la tbs vioeto those men
the bookworm
c hair man.
knowledge-rather than nngment it.—Advt.

The
busy
office balancing the town accounts and
the
making up
reports, preparatory for
the annual March meeting.
The community was shocked and saddened Saturday by the sudden death of
William A. Part, a life-long resident.
Since the death of hit wife, ten yean ago,
selectmen

federal

—

I

are

at

the

....

..

...

05

02
10

Pumpkins, each.
FRUIT.

Lemons, dot ..
Oranges, dot.

25(ft60

Bananas.

36

Beef,

Feb. 11.

Eloc.
WEST SULLIVAN.

Dwight Havey spent the week-end
Ashville, the guest of Hugh Pettee.
Mr.

and

Prospect

Mrs.

Harbor

William
are

H.

Moore

at

80 46

ter, Mrs. Harvard Havey.
M. E. Rideout of I^anesville, Mass., is
visiting his sisters, Mrs. Mary Taylor and
Mrs. Helen Garland.

Percy Hooper and Albert Jewett,
working in Waterville, spent a

are

few

DISEASE IS
EVER THE SAME
And in view of this fact a medicine
like Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which has
been successful for more than 4#
years, is a safe one to rely upon.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is known
to. the people of America as the
standard blood purifier. Its record
is one of general satisfaction and re-

was an exciting game of basketK. of P. hall Friday evening, when
the Franklin girls defeated the Sullivan
high school girls by the score of 3-2.
Feb. 11.
Une Amie.

B.

markable results. There is nothing
better as ageneral tonic and appetitemaker for weak and run-down men,
women and children and old people,
invalids and convalescents.
It is pleasant to take, aids digestion, and supplies the vital organs
with rich red blood essential to
perfect health.
Get Hood’s Sarsaparilla today and
begin to take it at once.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
In Effect

Jan. 20, 1018.

congratulate them

BAR HARBOR

a son.

El well Leach of this place and Miss

Elizabeth

McCaslin

Harrington, Jan. 28.
congratulations.
Feb. 11.

45&50
35
34

clfitimtsnnentB.

who

at

A.

25 <*35
85£45
20£40
25£4Q
40

..

FLOUR, FEED AND GRAIN.

There

the birth of

roasts tb

$1200
Flour, bbl.
4 20
Corn, bag (wnole, cracked or meal,)
Shorts. $2 60 <*$2 70
Mixed feed aud middlings.
$2 80 £$3 60
2 75
Oats, bag, 2i bu.

Mr. and Mrs. Artbar Jellison and little

Neveils of Lakewood

lb.

steak tb.
Veal, tb.
Lamb, tb.
Hams.
Bacon.
Salt pork, ft.
Lard, ft..

daughter Alice spent the week-end with
Mr. Jellison’8 parents at Mt. Desert Ferry.

on

80

28£40
30 g80
90«*100

MEATS AND PROVISIONS.

days last week with their families.

ball

10
14
10

Molasses, gal....

of

visiting their daugh-

were

married

in

Their friends extend

TO

|

PM
2'.
4 55 .. ..

VI

A

9 45

f4

Sullivan.,..
Fy. .tlO »i f5 35
Waukeag, S Fy. 10 36 6 47

BORN.
DOUGLASS-At Little Deer Isle. Feb 7. to Mr
aud Mrs Waiter Douglass, a daughter.
GATCOMB—At Hancock. Feb 5, to Mr and
Mrs Dewey Gatcomb, a son.
HASKELL—At Rockland, Feb 7, to Capt and
M rs Moutford Haskell of Deer Isle, a daugh-

Hancock.. 10 39
5 46
Franklin Road.j. 10 47 f5 54
Wash’gt’n June.. 11 03 6 15.
Ellsworth...
11 10
6 22
Ellsworth Falls.
jfll 15 6 27
Nicolin.fll 28 f6 40
Green Lake. 11 87 6 49
Phillips Lake. fll 44 f6 56
McKenzies. f6 58
Holden. 11 51
7 04
Brewer June. 12 10
7 24
Bangor.ar .f 12 15 f7 80

ter.

HOWARD—At North Brooksville, Feb 7, to
Mr aud Mrs John Howard, a daughter.
NEVELLS—At Lakewood, Feb 4. to Mr and
Mrs Thomas C Neveils, a daughter.
WILBUR—At Franklin, Feb «, to Mr and Mrs
Lyman J Wilbur, a son.

Portland-ar.
Boston via
I.
Portsmouth ar.
Boston viaDover ar.

PM
|5 55

|9

20

DIKD.
ABBOTT—At Eastbrook, Feb 2, Washington
Abbott, aged 87 years.
ABBOTT-At Franklin. Feb 4, Mrs Melissa
Abbott, aged 82 years, 8 months, 5 days.
AUSTIN—At Lamoine. Feb 11, Mrs Isabella M
Austin, aged 55 years, 3 months.
GORDIUS—At Seal Cove, Feb 4, Augustus
Gordius.
GOTT—At Tremont, Feb 6, Decatur 8 Gott,
aged <0 years, 8 months.
HILLGROVB-At Hall Quarry. Feb3, Edward
Hillgrove, aged 68 years, 1 month, 9 days.
HODGKINS—At Sullivan, Feb 5, Miss Helen
Hodgkins, aged 77 years.
LEACH-At Bluehill. Feb 6, Mrs Grace G
Leach, aged 63 years, 7 months, 27 dajs.
MADDOCKS-At North Ellsworth, Feb 9,
Galeu Maddocks, Jr, aged 61 years, 1 day.
McDOUGAL—At Trenton, Feb 6, Ralph McDougal, aged 1 month. 6 days.
PERT-At Sedgwick. Feb 9, William A Pert,
aged 78 years, 4 months, 2 days.
PREBLE-At Sullivan, Feb 8, Mrs Mary J
Preble, aged 85 years, 5 months, 29 days.
ROBERTSON
Somewhere in Prance, F'eb
8, Sergeant Ralph E Robertson of Ashville,
aged 28 years, 2 months.

<

f8

00

M

A

Portland.lv.fi2 26 t7 00
p

M

Bangor.lv. |5 30 f8 10.
Brewer June.
Holden.
McKenzies.
Phillips Lake.
Green Lake.
Nicolin.
Ellsworth Falls.
Ellsworth
Wash’gt’n June.
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
Waukeag, £ Fy.
Mt Desert Fy..

5 87
6 57
f8 02
f6 04
h 19
f6 22
6 34
6 41
8 56

Sullivan
Sorrento.
Bar Harbor.. ar.

t7 40
t8 10
f8 45

..

3
3

18

36

f3

41.
3 49

f3 57
4 09
4

14.

4 27
f7 08 f4 35
7 11

7 14
7 20

AM

4 44
4 47
t4 ».
...
.....

i......

f8Q5......
PM

f 8tops on signal or on notice to conductor.
Daily. Sundays included, f Daily, except
Sunday.
DANA C. DOUGLAS8,
General Manager.
M. L. HARRIS,
General Passenger Agent.
*

Portland. Maine,

AUTOMOBILE
STORAGE

BATTERIES

REPAIRED

RECHARGED

Batteries stored and given
proper care through winter
A. P. ROYAL,
68 STATE ST.
Next to Court House, Klisworth

^tofraaional ®am.

A lTck

Hr^sTTo t t
OF

<

Agent Oliver Typewriters typewriter supplies
Oor. Halo and Water Hu. (over Mhow's Drug
Store), Enswerth. Me.

Manufacturer and dealer in

High Grade Granite and Marble
t.„

am

Agent D ulan Sale Deposit A Trust Do., ol Portvnd. lor
furnishing Prohate sod Surety Bond

H. W. DUNN

MwNMMts, TaMsts nt Matters

....

am
*4 45
am

11 00.

SPECIALTY MADE

ctojeruanuOUB.

PM

*108

'BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
Boston via
pm
Portsmouth lv
*9 00
Boston via
Dover lv.

ASTBURY—BISSET-At Bluehill, Feb 8, by
Rev R M Traftcn, Miss Esther A Astbury to
Lester B Biaset, both of Bluehill.
COLBY—CHUTE—At Bangor. Feb 9, by Rev
Ashley A Smith, Miss Nellie Mae Colby of
to
William Elwin Chute of
Bucksport
East Holden.
SARGENT-COOMBS-At Sullivan, Feb 6, by
F P Noyes, esq. Miss Nettie Sargent of
Gouldsboro to Milford Ewart Coombs of
Winter Harbor.

bariaut'iilb eflj ,f>*bhdl*<l

BANUOR.

Bar Harbor..lvj.
Sorrento.I.
Mt Desert

L.

town

>

45
0f>
04
06
03

Beets, lb.
Onions, lb
Carrots, lb ..
Squash, lb.
Turnips, lb.

Tea,

—

SEDGWICK.

launched in Maine Feb. 18 to 23.

$10£$12

Potatoes, pk.
Cabbage, lb.

dered the use of her fine tennis court for
the use of the pupils of the high school.
After another piano solo by Mrs. Forbes,
all united in singing “America.”
All
were much pleased with the evening.

McCaslin.

Thursday

ton.

VEGETABLES.

F. C. Allen, in the name
of his daughter. Miss Bertha Allen, tenwell received.

MARRIED.

illness

60

28
80

we

McCaslin, whose
after

46

..

Fresh eggs, dot..
Fowl, IL.
Chicken*, lb

fine.
The question,
A FEW STAPLES.
provide for the leisure
hours
of
the young
people of our Sugar, granulated,tb.
powdered.
town?” waB opened by Owen L. Flye, ana
yellow.
was interestingly discussed.
A trio by
Cane sugar syrup, qt.
Mr. Flye, Mrs. Smith and Mrs. Cole was
Cobee, tb.
“How

Rev.

held Tuesday
was
years,
Feb. 5, Kev. Henry W. Webb

the

The

Bluehill is employed at Russel Gray’s.
Mrs. Eugene Black and two children
are viBiting her sister, Mrs. Olive Taylor,
at West Surry.
G.
I
Feb. 11.

on

several

of

installed in bis residence.

home

Forsyth

The funeral of Charles

Roy Hooper’s.

Sanborn

held at the

was

Wednesday afternoon,
officiating.

street

William

Austin

employed
Eugene

returned Friday evening
Bangor, where he was one of the

retail prices io Ellsworth

The

last

B. Stover

from

parents,

blame

way to

Mrs.

town

Patterson.

chance

a

in

were

car-

(or recovery.
slight
The sympathy of the entire community

where it has

Spray.

could not have

patrol

marine

Feb.

11.

for the tele-

But

in.

strong desire to
one organiza-

a

the churches united in

tion.

week.

Frances Curtis came home
through village after village in ruins.
The grand old chateaux of France are from Dorchester, Maas.
io rains, and over ail there is a waiting
Feb. 12.
_-_
stillness, as if tbe earth felt the susSOUND.
pension of normal life—which is war.
It looks like murder, and that is what it
Mrs. Giles Sargent is boarding with
is-murder. Whole streets are obliterated Mrs. Clara Murphy.
by mines, the houses of the rich in all
Percy Winslow and family of Norththeir splendor and the houses of the poor
moved into Daniel
east
Harbor have
m ail their
squalor are exposed. The des- Grace’s house.
olation of the skyline is broken here and
Sidney Reed, who was operated upon
these by a solitary chimney left standing.
in the Portsmouth hosThis is fright fulness! But let us not forget for appendicitis
pital, has returned home.
that it is frightfulness in retreat.
Caleb Tracy and family of Northeast
“Before many weeks, a great American
Cora
of
railway will span France, every month a Harbor have moved into part
oew warehouse springs up behind the Richardson’s house.
HFeb. U.
lines, house* are being rebuilt by Ameri__
cans, and American plows will redeem tbe
The dioacurl of literary New England are
wilderness. Beconstruction is the name
the Wednesday and Saturday edition* of the
lor It, the greater word is redemption.”
Of interest to

Production of Talc.
Now York produces more than half
if the talc In the United States, with
▼tnmt la second place.

frozen

were

Miss

SURRY.

scription

devastated region,” he

H.

Feb. 11.

see

and

The

Boston Pastor Gives Vivid

boats

Feb. 11.

The

community here, with

is

years old, too
young to explain just how it happened.
The harbor was closed with ice and all

no
are in
position as
Co., Ban- terrible accident.

gor.

as

The child

and one-half

about two

goes
who

business.

stove, and her

of the

hearth

night clothes caught fire.

ried the child

Prospect

in

were

has

OBI THK KKKNCH KttONT.

Tracy

Rubie

the

upon

Gouldsboro.

perjury.

are

MARKETS.

COUNTRY PRODUCE.

One morning last week, little Harriet !
a class of men who
Sharon.
lowing articles: 27 sweaters, 26 helmets,
of Chester and
magnify their physJ. F. Coolidgeand wife, Mrs. A. J. Gibson Sawyer, only daughter
13 prs. wristers, 17 prs. socks, 3 scarfs, 3
Leona Sawyer, was
burned
frightfully
ical ailments, to claim exemption on acE. F. Hodgkins andwife, Mrs. L. R. Hodgwash cloths, 18 prs. pajamas, % doz. surfrom her toes to her neck. In the early
count of dependency of members of their kins, Abbie Padelford, Grace Reynolds,
gical shirts, 3 convalescent gowns, % doz.
BLUEHILL FALLS.
before the«child was dressed,
morning,
whom
never
assisted
or
asthey
family,
Bertha Wooster of Waltham.
crutch pads, 85 T. bandages, 100 splint
Little Ronald Burt Gray is spending
she was playing in the kitchen, having
sisted only in a half-hearted manner, and
Mrs. A. B. Cough, Lena Deslsles, Mrs.
straps, 36 comfort pillows, 21 oakum abpart of his vacation here.
in some cases have gone so far as to claim William Lyman, Mrs. Addie Reynolds, of followed her mother there when she put sorbent pads, 125 triangular bandages,
coal on the fire. The mother returned
*
Lyman Chatto visited his uncle, Austin
falsely the dtpendency of some member Watertown.
1180 4x4 compresses, 520 sponges.
to the bedroom off the kitchen to finish
of their family, w ho, as a matter of fact,
Cliatto,
recently.
Marion M. Baird, H. D. Gerrish and
to
see
in
the
here
were
interested
Many
dressing, when the child cried out, “1
was rendering support to the claimant;
Rats seem to be unusually numerous
wife, Clara Phillips, of Winthrop.
February Ladies’ Home Journal, on the
hurt
me.”
of
these
stackers
have
rushed
to
and many
Mrs. George Bard, Edith E. Bard, of
devoted to “Going Girls and Winning here this winter, hauntiug the hen houses
Mrs. Sawyer looked and saw the child pgge
the shipyards in our State, coming even
Woburn.
for food.
Women” the attractive picture of Mrs.
in
her
flame-.
She
threw
a
blanket
about
from other states, to secure exemption
George H. Coggins, F. L. Hodgkins and
William Milton Hess. Both she and her
Mrs. B. H. Canadge, who has been very
and
smothered
the
the
flames,
sending
from draft.
Jennie King, Mrs. C. M.
wife, Mrs.
husband are well and favorably known iJl two weeks, is reported slightly imolder
child
for
assistance.
to
the
neighbors
“As against these 'draft-slackers’ are Stratton, of Lamoine.
here among the summer colony, and the
proved this morning.
The little fellow, too joung to understand
those young men of character who have
Reuben A. Cousins of Portland.
little sketch reporting her determination
Feb 11.
Crumbs.
did
make
known
bis
the
not
situation,
answered their questionnaires in regard
to take over, in addition to her own line
errand
(or
some lime, and it was quite a
to their physical condition, their dependWEST SURKY.
SOUTH GOULDSBORO.
of duty, the work of her husband’s church
little w hile before assistance could be obence and their employment, with perfect
while he is with the Y. M. C. A., is what
Mrs. Clara Conary Dyer, who has spent
Albert Bunker is ill.
tained. From the fact that the child w as
truth.
They not only recognize their
might be expected of this stirring, self- a month here with friends, returned home
in the frout of its body and
B.
Bunker
was a recent visitor in
burned
A.
only
duty to their country, but they have too
woman.
Rev.
Mr.
little
Hess, last week.
the deepest burns were in its knee and sacrificing
Bangor.
much manhood to shirk that duty, even
now at Camp Hancock, has for several
Friends here of Mr. and Mrs. Chester
if they could get by, by subterfuge or
Mrs. Carrie Cole well has returned from stomach, it is believed the child climbed
a
interest
in
manifested
the
helpful
years

however, have revealed

of Trenton has employLoring farm, Bartlett’s Island.
O.

Madison Davis

Eggemog-

funeral will
be held Monday in the church, conducted
by that order.

in her usual fine

ice

crippled.

all' lived

womanhood,

a

ready market and tho social dance
followed was enjoyed by a large
number of young people.
The proceeds,
|36, for the purchase of material for work,

of training, made officers.

is

The others

which

and traditions in the annals of the
Tree Btate.
Many new officers will be appointed by
promotion, which means that many enlisted men now in the regiment will be,

service

! Mr. Pert had made hia home with his
PRETTY MARSH.
! daughter, Mrs. G. 9. Bridges, this of
Mr. and Mrs. E. N. Walls of Otter
His death was caused by pneaCreek, who have been occupying their
| village.
monia.
Mr. Pert whb one of a family of house here thie
winter, returned to Otter
nine. The oldest child died in infancy.
Creek last week.

found

Pine

The

The

willing aids assisted in a
pleasing program of reading, music and
| pantomime. The fines for fine clothes and
j jewelry were willingly paid. Ice-cream

perpetuating its

because of their fitness after six

benefit of the Red Cross.

dent and

name

Roxbury.

Larnard,

I

mobilized at Brunswick at maximum war
strength.
From official statements which have
been made it is to be presumed that the
regiment in its new capacity will be recruited from drafted Main men, which

Jones,

Katherine Jones, Mrs. Cassie King, Dr. C.
W. King and wife, Muriel Linscolt, Mrs.
Myra Young, Jesse E. Young of Brookline.
Wm. P. Clough and wife, Geo. Davis
and wife, E. H. Googins and wife, A. B.
Jarvis and wife, C. A. Reynolds and wife,
Mrs. Bernard Rose, Mrs. James Tweedie,
Agnes Tweedie, Frederick Tweedie, C. R.
Young and wife, George Googins of Cambridge.
Helen Bennett, Mrs. Maurice Creamer,
Mrs. A. C. Gage of Dorchester.
H. A. Davis and wife, H. H. G. Perkins,
A. T. Whitaker and wife of Everett.
Scott T. Doten and wife of Litrcoln.
Mrs. S. C. Klaus of Lynn.

NEWS

Will Retain Its Identity as the 50th
Pioneer Infantry.
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Official announcement of the change of
Owing to lack of fuel, the church
designation for the First Main>i Heavy services were held
Sunday at the banquet
Field artillery to pioneer infantry was ball. Mr.
Dalzell of
the
Methodist
made Salu rday.
Col. Arthur T. Kalentine, church took the
morning service and
commander of the regiment, announced
Mr. Forsythe the afternoon, with a onion
the change to his officers shortly before
service in the evening.
noon and it was a signal for a
joyous
The huge snowdrifts and the lee in the
demonstration such as few events have
occasioned at this camp since it was first harbor, both here and at Manset*.are doing
much damage to the wharves and the
occupied. The regiment band turned out
factory and fish buildings. Mr. Wass
and to its accompaniment, officers and
and the fish dealers are taking every
men joined in singing
the
“Hail, Hail,
means to overcome the difficulty of the
gang's all here.” Best of all this regiment \
I ice upheaval.
will be
the few to retain

J

Tkt mailorder koutt it ushi or Paying
far your business.
What art you y»ing
fade about itf
.XOSiniadS r'tebuaxolA \ti bloB

| I At a signal
j date seized

airanusniiK.*.

MISERABLE FROM
SIOMACHTROUBLE
Felt Wretched Until He Started
To Take “Frail-a-tira"
694 Champlain St., Montreal.
two years, I was a miserable
•offerer from Rheumatism and Stomach

•'For

Trouble I had frequent Dizzy Spells,
and when I took food, felt wretched
and sleepy. I suffered from Rheumatism dreadfully, with pains in my
liack and joints, and my hands swollen.
A friend advised “Fruit-a-tives” and
from the outset, they did me good.
differ the first box, Jfelt t was getting
well and I

can

truthfully

say

that

•'Fruit-a-tives” is the only medicine
that helped me”. LOUIS LABRIE.
£0c.

box,

a

6 for

$2.50,

trial

size,

25c.

Atall dealers or sent postpaid by Fruita-tives Limited, Ogdensburg, N.Y.

COUNTY
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WINTER HARBOR.
Mnvr»nrd
ch*«c>d

rne

Bickford

has

recently

Nathan Bickford estate

purB.

offA.

Wbir»*hi>uve.
Coombs has recently returned from
Eastern Maine general hospital, where he
unnerwent a surgical operation.
The members of the
cle

Baptist sewing

cir-

eutertained by Mrs. Emma Stevlast Wednesday afternoon.

w*-re

ens

Lee, the high school teacher
h* re, bd- resigned, going to Harrington
where
he
will be
of
superintendent
schools
The local superintendent, K. L.
Sinclair, 'aught here until Principal M.
E Hu’.chmsou from Biuehill arriv-.-d.
Karl 1).

(Copyright. 1917. Weiurn N«w*p*p*r Coloa.)
Among the possessions acquired by
Miss Verda Bliss when she became
heiress to the estate of Geoffrey Wadhams, her uncle, was a piece of city
property she had never seen. She had
been content to receive a regular,
though varying income from this, leaving the details of the mutter to her

lawyer.
"It is some kind of a warehouse,*
Verda explained to a cousin, “and. the
lawyer has told me. It Is In an out-ofj the-way locality among the river docks,
and valuable only because it Is adapted
I
to the uses to which It Is devoted.
have never seen it. Mr. Crompton has
advised me to do so, for there may be
an opportunity to sell or trade It.
I
am to go to the city Tuesday, to look
it over for the first time.”
Verda was greatly pleased at the
attention and Interest bestowed upon
her, when she reached the office of her
lawyer that Tuesday morning. The old
attorney. Mr. Crompton, was most fatherly, and he tried to make Verda understand the condition of affairs without vexing that equable but Inexperienced mind of hers.
"Here is the problem. Miss Bliss," he
stated: "The property, as such, is shut
out from all business frontage, with

only

a

narrow

over

a

maze

courtway leading to It
of railroad tracks. For
twenty )ears the old building, a steelI
n; -nve were present at the meeting
sheeted structure, has been used as a
of the R u Cross last Thursday afternoon.
warehouse and elevator. Your uncle
A box social was held recently at Odd Kel
had regular clients among the canal
lows ball, the proceeds of which were
boat and lake steamer men. and did
devoted to the Red Cross work.
Last
something In the cold-storage line for
a time.
Monday evening moving pictures were
Since he died we have had a
held in Hammond hall and the proceeds,
man named Delbridge in charge.
1 disfll, given to the work. Much interest is charged this man last week, when I
manifested, and all are ready toJ“do their
received absolute information that he
bit.
Was holding back a part of the income
Feb. 8.
charges. We will have to find some
S.
honest and trustworthy person to take
BLUE HILL.
his place, go over the records, and tf
we learn that the
peculations have
memorial resolutions.
been of any magnitude and kept up
Whereat, Death has again entered our fraternal'clrcle, and severed£anotber link from /or years, we shall bring this Delbridge
to time.”
the chatnjthat binds ns together by taking
Sister Maria Gross, and while we mourn the
"And what can poor, inexperienced
severing of the ties, we give thanks that her me do In such a tangle?” inquired
suffering has ceased and her reward has
Verda In pretty dismay.
been won;
"You must decide what you want
Resolved. That we extend oar sympathy to
done,” replied Mr. Crompton. “I have
the sorrowing family, recommending them to
thought It best to have you visit the
the Isviug care of dim who doeth all
things
well.
property, and then determine whether
Resolved. That our charter be draped Jfor
you wish the business continued under
thirty days, and a copy of these resolutions
a new manager, or sold out, with the
be sent to the family, a copy to
returns from the real estate and the
The. Ellsworth American for publication.
Invested otherwise. Mr. Dare.”
money
“Gone to that land upon whose peaceful
called out the lawyer, and his assistant
shore
entered the room.
There rests no shadow, falls no stain.
"Our Mr. Dare trill take you over
Where those who meet shall part no more.
*ud those long parted shall meet again."
the property. Miss Bliss," spoke Mr.
Eliza l. Herrick,
Crompton, and Verda scanned closely
Lera S. Snow.
the clear-eyed, pleasant-faced young
Addib W. Gray.
man who acknowledged the informal
introduction with a courteous bow.
DEDHAM.
They were chatting like real friends
Miss Hazel Cowing and Miss Ethel Mcbefore they had covered two squares.
"You can get a better Idea of the
Laughlin are spending a few days in
Brewer.
location and environment of the propO. W. Brewster and E. W. Buriill are in erty on foot," explained Elston Dare.
“We seem to be penetrating a rath- J
fiangnr serving as jurors in the U. 9. diser nondescript neighborhood." suggesttrict court.
ed his fair companion. She kept close
Alfred Gray is visiting bis brother, G.
to her guide, for the narrow thorough- I
A. Gray, while convalescing from a surfares were congested with trucks and
gical operation.
carts, and the sidewalks almost covMiss Ethel Rowe left Feb. 7 for New
ered with boxes, bales and hogsheads.
where
she
will
teach
Jersey,
penmanship Once Miss Blair,
glancing back, narand stenography.
rowly scrutinized a man who lost himRobert and John McLaughlin of New
self promptly as he noticed that he
Brunswick visited their brother, J. A. McDare detected a slight
was observed.
Laughlin, this week.
quiver of the dainty gloved hand holdMiss Stella Dauphinee of New Brunsing his arm.
wick has come to spend some weeks with
“What was it?' he Inquired solicither brother, Edgar Dauphinee.
ously.
Feb. 9.
B.
“A man I have noticed before.” re-

|

■

SOUTH

in

PENOBSCOT.

Ray Savage spent
Bangor.

Mr*.

the

week-end

plied Miss Bliss.

“1

another followed

me

depot.”

sure he and
when I left the

am

from the latter his assoDare by the arms and
hacked him to the wall, Delbrldge
picked up the books Dare had dropped
when assailed.
“We'll see to It that these telltale
documents don't see the light again."
he chuckled. Then he turned upon the
affrighted Verda. “We mean business,"
he said coolly, “hut you're not going to
be harmed. Your friends have tried to
blacken my reputation and you've got
to pay for It."
“What do you mean?" breathed Verda In a tremulous tone.
“I mean that I'm going to leave these
parts and propose that yoi finance me
for the Journey," bluntly responded the
villain. “You have plenty of money.
You will give me an order or a check
for five thousand dollars. I’ll send one
of my men to get It cashed. When be
does, you shall go free."
"Yes, yes.” assented Verda readily,
"only do not mistreat Mr. Dare!"
The latter was struggling to release
himself and his two captors were treating him roughly.
“Do not give these scoundrels a cent.
Miss Bliss 1" shouted Dare, and made
a desperate effort to break away from
them.
“Here!" cried Delbrldge. sliding hack
a door at one aide #f the little room.
“Give him the benefit of solitude and
darkness till we finish our negotiations
with the young lady.”
Verda screamed In outright terror a*
the two men gave Dare a fling Into
dark space and Delbrldge drew close
the door again. Dare felt himself falling. He swung out both hands. One
grazed a chain, there was a sharp
click. The chain slipped through his
fingers and he went downward several
feet and landed on a mass resembling
a hank of shifting sand.
In a flash he guessed where he was—
In one of those sealed compartments
where grain was stored.
The close
musty air was stifling. He had
sunk up to the knees In the mass of
oats.

Like

in

quicksand
his body began to sink deeper and
He
tried
to
himself
anchor
deeper.
steady. The feat could not be accomplished. Then he noted with a thrill
of concern that the mass was moving
und that be was moving with it.
The grain was going down the discharge chute, be decided.
The chain he had grazed must be
the one controlling the door to the
chute down which ordinarily grain was
loaded into the holds of boats taking in
a
Twice the mass nearly encargo.
gulfed him. With a prodigious effort
Dare drew his feet out of the gyrating mass and managed to lay flat on ]
his back. At the rate of hundreds of
bushels a minute the grain was pouring into the mouth of the chute. He
was tossed, rolled, engulfed, cast upwards like a feather amid tumbling,
rushing sea drift. Gradually the vor- j
tex current lowered, he aimed to strike
the side of the great bin with his feet,
missed, and was whirled into the confined space of the glass-smooth side*
of the chute.
Splash! He had reached the end of
the chute to fall not into the hold ol
some boat, but squarely Into the river.;
He came up to find himself in the
midst of a flood of thousands of bushels of floating grain.
“Ahoy, there!" rang out a boisterous
tone from the dock, and a rope was
flung him by one of a throng wonder- |
ingly viewing the strange waste of
precious grain. Dare was pulled up'
to the wharf platform, half blinded,
a

man

Novice Often Qoee to Wrong Parts for
Adjustment, and Repair Bill Soars

Accordingly.
Very often the reason why the novice has trouble and the expert has
none Is found In the old saying: “Fools
rush in where angels fear to tread."
With the mlsjudgment bom of Inexperience. the motoring novice often
goes for the adjustment of ports as If
they were logical objects for adjustment—and the repair man's bills soar
accordingly. The way to avoid trouble
may be to anticipate It. but don’t meet
It halfway with a smile of welcome.

British Captain Kills Five Ger-

Maiming

His Baby.

THEN TAKES MACHINE SUN
Wounded in Fighting, the Captain
Holds His Command Until Relief
Comee—Another Hero During

TOOL FOR AUTOMOBILE TIRE
Operator First Inserts Foot Flctwtsa
Between Flange and Rim and
Turns Rapidly.

Offensive at Masnierea.
Wlfh the British Armies in France,—
The full story of the heroism of a British captain, who was so moved with
hatred of the Germans for crippling
his child with a borah that he attacked
and killed live of them with a club
and withstood a German onslaught by
his Inspiring leadership, has Just been
received. The tale has made the captain's name a byword of bravery In the
British camp. Here are the facta :
When the Germans delivered their
tremendous assault against Masnierea
and Marcolng during their offensive
on November 30. those two towns and
the territory about them were being
held by a division of English troops.
On the staff of the commanding general there was a captain who may be
designated as Captain Black.
Black was a man of long service.
He had been a Jovial companion until
recently, when during a German air
raid over England bla baby girl was
crippled for life by a bomb. Black
had become bitter against the Germans and had sworn that he would
exact full penalty for the airman's
deed.

(By C. J. LTKDK. Macdonald Col lac*.
Quebec.)
In using this tool the operator first
Inserts the “foot” flatwise between
the flange of the shoe and the rim. and
then tnms It rapidly; he next slips

VINOL ISMOVtS
THE CAUSE Of
CHRONIC COUGHS
A

Conctitulior.aJ Remedy
That We Guarantee

Lagrange, N. C—"For years I
suffered with a chronic cough, xo I
could not sleep nights and continued
to loae flesh.
My druggist asked me
to try Vinol.
It cured my cough. 1

sleep nights and have gained

can

twelve pounds.
Vinol is the best
tonic and tissue bmlder I have ever
taken."—W. D. Ren, Lagrange. N, C.

We guarantee Vhsol lor chronic
Not a
patent medicine. Formula on every
bottle. Your money back i{ it fails.

coughs, colds and bronchitis.

Alexander's Pharmacy, C. K. Alexander.
Prop.. Ellsworth.

COUNTY NEWS
FRANKUN.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Bragdon returned
to North Jay Saturday.
Mra. Adelaide Dunn is at West Gould *boro

I

J

assisting

who is ill of

Dry

j

j

j

SITE OF EL DORADO FOUND
Ruins of "Legendary” City Reported
to Havo Boon in a Brazilian
Forest.

Madrid, Spain.—News has been received here of the discovery In Brazil
of the site of the Incan city, known to
early Spanish and Portuguese explorers as El Dorado, and hitherto regarded as legendary. The ruins are In the
Manoa region, near the Bolivian frontier, In the midst of a dense forest.
An archaeological expedition. Including
Brazilian, Spanish snd Portuguese scientists, will make a detailed study of
the distrtcL

in

of

care

hot

ton

Carroll,

poeumonia.

cisterns

and

frozen

wells add to

the socket over the bub. and remove*
the tire by running the tool around
the wheel. To replace the tin* he reverses the tool and repeats these •Iterations backward.

the discomforts of this

CARRYING LUGGAGE ON AUTO

here. ha» been snow-bound
aud meetings have been delayed.

Holder Which Attache* to Running
Board of Any Car la Handy—Can
Be Kept Under Sea*.

E. Gott, Jr.t is borne on furtougti.
sister, Mrs. Hanson and children, who are here for the winter.be i«
visiting in Ei»gnaan fora few days.
The fatten!' of Evelyn, widow of Augustus Donnell, was held at the home
Monday. The fancy of eleven children
were able to be present.
Mrs. AiV« L. Johnson of New London
Coun., wa» flailed hare last week by toe
death of her aunt, Mrs.Emma Morgan.

A luggage holder which attaches
readily to the nmnlug board of any
It Is made
car sells at three dollars.
of enameled steel and webhlng. which
expands as needed to take In the added Items.
Suitcases, lunch baskets,
etc- may be carried without slip or
rattling. The carrier weighs about
three pounds and will support a load
When not In use It
of 300 pounds.
folds Into a canvas hag to go under
the seat.

Regulate Speed of Car.
A device that enables a person In
any seat of an automobile to regulate
Its speed without the knowledge of the
chauffeur has been Invented by a Ger-

demoralized season

Water pipe* ‘n cellars require thawing.
Mrs. KffW Mscomber is spending a few

daughter,

weeks

with

Havey,

at North Sullivan.

Mrs.

(Jett his Revenge.
The captain tittle knew when he
turned In for the night of November
2S) how soon he would get his revenge.
Next morning the Germans attacked
Masnleres. and the brigade to the
right of the troops holding the town
was forced to fall back.
The brigade
In the town, however, stood Ann and
fought the enemy ofT.
Meanwhile,
waves of Germans had swept by to
the sonth of the town and were swarming westward.
Captain Black catne out of hts headquarters. south of Marcolng. to find
five Germans already In possession of
a great dump nearhy.
Black had in
his hand a heavy walking stick which
was his only weapon.
Without a moment's hesitation he charged the dump
alone and beat about him so fiercely
that he brained all five opponents before they recovered froth the surprise, j
He had made good his vow. but hts
j
work was not finished.
Other Germans appeared west of Les
lines Vertes. a southern snhurb of Mas
nieces. Black collected alt the signalers. cooks, orderlies and other servants available, and with two companies
of regulars delivered an attack toward
Rues Vertes. The Germans fell hack
and fierce hand-to-hand fighting followed. Black led his little army from
house to house, and as often as the
Germans made a stand he drove them
out, until finally the whole suburb had
been cleared, with the exception of
one machine gun. whose crew of eight
men
kept pumping hullets Into the
choking, well-nigh collapsing.
"Quick!” he gasped—“some one hur- British ranks.
Black charged this machine gun with
ry for the police.”
“What’s up?" challenged his rescuer. one orderly. Four other orderlies had
“Some scoundrels—they tried to kill | been shot down beside him previously,
me.
They are holding a young lady and this one also was caught as the
machine gun was reached. Black then
captive up in the elevator office.”
Contrary to their designs, the schem-; attacked the Germans with a revolver
lng Delbrtdge and his confederates j In each hand and shot down the last
man
This cleared Ruee
of eight.
were led out of the building handcufTed by the emissaries of the law. Vertes of the enemy and outposts were
Black
Miss Bliss clung to Dare's arm in fev- established about the place.
bad been wounded daring the fighting,
erish. almost hysterical agitation.
She shuddered as Dare recited his bat he held on to hts command until
relief came next day.
uncanny experience. She was solicitous
Colonel I* a Hero.
and kindly, more than friendly, as they
This story Is not the only one to be
proceeded back to the lawyer's office.
related of that bitter day about Masobservant
Samuel Crompton
Wise,
nlerea.
A regiment which had the
smiled quietly to himself as he heard
stlffest part of the fighting In the town
what had happened.
“My client will soon have a husband was made op of troops known aa "die
to look after her affairs.” he solilo- hards," and they fought all day with
rifles and bayonets at close quarters
quized.
snd never gave a step.
During tha
And he was right.
fighting the colonel had been wounded In one eye. and no serious was his
Mistletoe-KI m Custom.
Injury that his other eye became useOne of the old mistletoe beliefs was
less.
His troops continued to be so
that originally the plant had Itself
hard pressed that It seemed probable
been a tree, and that It was from that
they wontd give way.
tree that the holy cross was made.
The colonel knew they needed all the
The mistletoe became popular with the
encouragement possible. He called for
ancients of Europe, states a writer, bean orderly, and. led by his servant, ho
cause It was believed to have the powstarted making a round of the front
That
er of keeping away evil spirits.
line to speak words of encouragement
was the reason why men and women
hung It In their homes. And because so to his troops. For hours this Wind
man. with bandaged eyes, kept np his
many people hung it In their homes to
keep away evil spirits It came to stand tramp among his men with his hand In
t as
a symbol of hospitality.
Many ef- that of his orderly guide. This heroic
example was the Anal word for the
forts have been made to trace the ori1
gin of the connection of mistletoe with Tommies. They loved their colonel,
kissing, but the many explanations re- and they stood snd died for him sod
sulting from those researches are far held thetr line.

“You do not now see the one you Just
discovered?'
“No, he has disappeared.”
They reached the grim, almost winMrs. Marston Howard, who has been
dowless structure on the riverside, and.
in the Eastern Maine general
hospital at Interested In her new surroundings.
Bangor, returned home Tuesday.
Verda forgot her previous nervous
Saturday evening, Feb. 2, a party was j fears. Dare had a key to the great
given at the Mitchell house by Marie ; padlocked door.
He turned on the
Mitchell in recognition of
her tenth
electric light. It Illuminated a dark
birthday. Thirteen girls were present, spiral stairway.
and a delightful
Ail the rest of the building, except
evening was spent
with games and patriotic songs. Refreshthe Uttle office at the top, has been
ments were served in the dining-roon,
used for storage," he explained.
which
was
tastefully decorated with
"How chilly and damp It Is," murflags. Marie was the recipient of many mured Miss Bliss, and she was quite
gifts.
out of breath when they reached a litFeb. 9.
k
tie pen of a place holding a desk and
a safe.
Dare bestowed his charge In
M*uy Children arc Sickly.
a chair and began to describe the busiMother Gray'* Sweet Powders for Children
break op colds in 24 hours, relieve feverishness carried on.
ness, headache, stomach troubles, teething
“Just now all the elevator holds Is from being clear and convincing. The
disorders and destroy worms. At all druggists MeSample mailed PREE, Address. some stored grain," he told her. "My mlstletoe-klse custom Is
old
very
Motbbr Gray Co., LeRoy, N. Y.
plan would be. If ysu decide to con- among the peoples of northern Europe.
tinue the business, to resume the coldstorage department and ntUlxe the
Meant Same to Her.
SHwctteants.
lower floor of the elevator for shortThe little fairy of a home had heard
time merchandise storage.
I am In- someone ssy that the man who did the
BOSCHEE’S GERMAN SYRUP structed to bring the books back to the plastering didn't use enough elbow
Wby oae ordinary cough remedies, office. We shall go over them thor- grease, and had asked what It meant,
oughly and see how far the discharged and was told that he did not bear down
whan Boschee’s German Syrup haa
hard enough. The meaning seemed to
Detbrldge has manipulated them.*
been need ao successfully for fifty-two
Dare had barely unlocked the safe lodge In her mind more forcibly than
yanrs in all pnrta of the United States for
coogha, bronchitis, oolds settled in the when the door was burst open. Three the word Itself. A few days later her
mother was scrubbing the porch and
throat, especially lung tronblaa. It gives man entered the room.
Those two P cried Tenia, paling she came ont with her little broom, and
the patient a good night’s rest, tree from
noaghiag, with ensy expectoration la the and arising to her fast In consterna- after scrubbing vigorously for a few
meriting, gives nature a ohanoe to soothe tion. They are the men who followed mlnntes she leaned over on bar broom,
drew a long breath, and said: “It takas
inSimed parts, throw 08 the disease, me ftem the depot.*
Ite third Dare at once recognised lots of shoulder water to get this porch
helping the patient te ragain hU| haaith.
aa Deihrtdge, tha discharged maahger.
dean, don't Itf
Sold by Alexander's Pharmacy.

baby boy arrived at the home of Mr.
and Mr*. Roecoe Bowden Thursday, Feb.
7.
A

CLUB HIS WEAPON
HE GETSREVENGE
mans as Toll for

vsnnnacmnaa

PLAN TO PREVENT TROUBLES

Holt,

her

who was

Mrs;

Jessie

to assist in evange-

listic work

Frank

With bis

Rev. C. W. Lowelt officiated Wednes
day at the funeral of Washington Abbott
at

East brook.

He

was one

of the

town*

moet esteemed citizens.

Judge Carroll Blaisdel!and wife of Newport are in town to attand the wedding of
his sister, Miss Harriett**.
Mrs. J.

Blaisdeit

W.

!sft for

Bangor

Friday.
Feb 8.

11.

v

man.

•SAW ALL.
Prevent Theft of Autoa.
Among the bpw locks to preventtheft of automobiles Is one that secures the steering wheel after It has
been turned slightly, enabling a car to
be moved only In a circle.

Mr. sod Mrm A. Wioiold Kent are receiving congratulations on the birth of •
daughter, born Feb. 6.
Mrs. Filer Benson’s mother, Mrs. Gatcomb, has returned to her home in Maiden, Maw*

King

Albert

Collapsible

Auto

Body.

brother

automobile body made of seven
flat sections, which can be taken apart
for shipping flat or replaced If Injured,
has been Invented by an Englishman
In South Africa.
An

Duplex Spring Invented.
Duplex automobile springs have
been invented by a Californian, no auxiliary spring coming into action if the
main

one

breaks

or

is

overload**!.

Carrying Spare Tire.
A new device for carrying spare
tires on the hack of an automobile can
be dropped to serve as a carrier of
baggage

or

freight.

is

xa

Eilawcrth Tinting hi*

Myron.

Peb. 8.

T. E. 1).

Drive Turkeys to Market.
In some sections of T«xu*t turkey*
Id one Instan e
an? driven to iimrket.
a flock of 8.000 tarkeys wan driven 13
Twice a year *
miles In two days.
culled
the “turkey special"
train
leaves Morristown, Term. Carloads of
turkeys ure sent to Morriatowu from
the surrounding couutry, and these
are made up into one train aud mailed
to New York. Bick car contain* about
1.1260 birds and a man I* sent to cure
for them. In spite of all possible speed
and care, however, the bird* are said
to lose about 112 per cent of their
weight in sfdpmeiu.

&bbrri*nnnrts.

“Eyes Tired?**
“Not With This

Lamp**

To make wrtr&ig more comfortable or reading mora pleasant, usa a Rayo
Lamp. Its soft mellow lir^* 1» -asy on your rjf
RAYO LAMPS girr S rcemdy. bright light withpvt flicker or flare. Easy lo
Attractive in design
light—no need to more either chimney or
and finish. Ear; to keep clean.
Use So-CG-ny Kerosene in Ray*- Lamps, b ts pure, carefully rehned—the
oil for light And ask for *Ljo Limr', by name.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY *< NEW YORK
PRINCIPAL OFFICES

aottrr'isnnnut

1/gal Xottuft.

dollars
Increased to three
the value of paper money, and
yet, for lack of an outlet, the products
of the Island did not advance In price.
Nathaniel Sllshee abandoned his
plan of keeping on to Calcultta. He
sold his Spanish dollars, loaded cofTee
and spices, and started for home.

Spanish

EVERY OTHER FIELD KILLED

MAINE.
STATE
Frobatb Cocbt.
RtHOOCl **•
or Kxbcutor**. Ador ArroiBTWRBT*
Ona.D.ABs or Adults and

times

or

I

('OI**»**ATO*SVnTB-Hoch

notices

in

estate*

Phil Snodgrass, a former resident, la
visiting Phoenix and refreshing the
memories of the few old-timers who
remain, the Arizona Republican states.
Most of them had forgotten the names
and even the existence of many of the
residents of more than a generation
Mr. Snodgrass recalls them all
ago.
and has asked about them.
He remembers landmarks that long since
have disappeared and wera forgotten
liy those who had become familiar
with the buildings that had taken their

followln«
Ihrdtnte of Maine of 1917,that
hare been nppointed eiecuK..ardtanaof ndulte and
In the hereinafter
..rrvator.. re.pectlvely,
lamed r.talea.
late
of Manchester,
Henrietta W. Porte*,
county, commonwealth of MaasachuPorter of aaid
Alexanders.
.Lts tieceaaed.
and Norton Wigglesworth of
Norfolk county, in said Masaschu
Wilton
appointed executor* of the last wlil and
date of qualifi!#«t*ment of said deceased;
mtion January It, a-d. 1918. Not being realof
Maine,
State
tbe
they hare ap!.nwof
Henry M. Hall of Ellsworth, In the
Jnontr of Hancock and Slate of Maine, &s
said State of Maine as the law
their sgeni in
•m»d oer.on,

**“.rtVilnl.lr.tnri.

Winchester
Z,\t*

George Willett Van
orange county, state of

Neat, late of Tnxedo,
New York, deceased
,V. N. Baldwin, jr.. of New Brunswick,
of New Jersey and Richard V. N
Gambrlll of Peapack. New Jersey, appointed
execotors of the last will and tea ament of
•Aid deceased; date of qualification January
Not being residents of the State
; a d 1018L.
'l Maine, they harein appointed Harrv
the county of Hanof
Ellsworth,
C rabtree
cock, and .State of Maine, as their agent in
•Aid State of Maiae. as the law directs.
George W. Abbott, late of Bucksport, in
•Aid county, deceased. Herbert L. Abbott of
Ann Arbor, state of Michigan, appointed cxtcator of the last will and testament of said
deceased; date of qualification January 1, a.
Not being a resident of the State of
d. Itik
jjAine. he has appointed Montelle W. Aobott
of Eii«w<»rth, in the county of Hancock and
State of Maine, aa bis agent in said State of
Maine, as the law directs.
Roberta, late of Sedgwick, in said
A. P
Wm. Oeo. Sargent of C'aacoun y. deceased.
tioe. in “Aid county, appointed administrator
of the estate of said deceased; date of quallfcation January 8. a. d. 1918.
Hugh M. Havey, iate of West 8ull!van, in
Andrew P. Havey of
«ai<] ountv, deceased.
»aid West Sullivan, appointed administrator
af the estate of Raid deceased; date of quallication January 8, a. d. 191S.
Mary B- Oott. late of Swan's Island, in said
roantv. deceased. Eva M. (Jott of said Swan’s
!flami. appointed administratrix of the estate of said deceased; date of qualification
Jsnnarv 1. a. d. 1918.
Priscilla Young, late of Trenton, in said
county, deceased. Qeorge A. Phillips of Eden,
in «aid
county, appointed administrator of
the estate of said deceased: dkte of qualification i'ecember 11. a. d. 1917.
Frank L. Hooper, a person of unsound mind
of Brooksvilie. in said county. Koy C. Hooper
cf said Brooksvilie, appointed guardian of
mid Frank L. Hooper; elate of qualification
January 8, a. d. 191H.
Dated at Ellsworth, in aaid county, this
thirtieth day of January, a. d. 1918.
Cult E. Mullah, Acting Register of Probate.

lute

«

Bundle Hodgkin* of

Eden.

t ashik M.
■

:e

Miibridge, Maine, Feb.

bmu
a.

d

V.
.8 8

NOTICE or FORECLOSURE.
MFLVILLE L. Allen of Mount Desert,
ii*i coi.lt county, Mtiur. hereby give pubuoKut mat I have a claim by mortgage
A
etUlo lot or parcel of laud situated
Up.
>• ui‘ at-,
Ilaroor. county and State afore•Aid. atul o.u’ided and described as follow*.
" wi
beginning si * stone post marited
"F
H
i»r-sr the
northwest corner ol the
tour hern Reid t.el
-uging to the homest ad of
Jauie* H arid Janie* A. Freeman, and runLift* north eighty one degrees west one handed and twelve feet t
the middle ol the
highway th-nce ruuuiog along the middle of
»*»d h thwv north nine degrees east one
hundred and* weuty three leet; thence south
o-veuty eisht oegre* s east one hundred and
ten !*•
ibcnce south sis degre a west oue
hundred _nd iwentv leet to the stone post bek 1
containing forty-nine square rods,
mo-*
or less,
together with the build.ugs
thereon. The above conveyance is made »uoje> t to the following provisions and conditions, to wit; said Holme*, his heirs and a*»iTn» thall not make or erect any building or
buildmgt nearer to the non berly line of the
•hove described lot than a line running eleven
ar.d one half feci south of said northerly line,
but may have the
right to make and use a
piazza bvc feet wide on the north s de of
bunding., and shall also have a right of way
over«. space of
ground eleven and one half
feet aide along the northerly side of said described lot. Said Freeman, hit heir* and as
*ign«. shall have a right of way over the space
between said Holmes' piaxsa and said north
line. The above
description was taken from
s
warranty deed from James A. Freeman to
Anson I. Holmes, dated Nov. 7, 1882, and recorded iu Hancock registry of deeds, Nov. 29,
book 184. page 516, to which reference is
T
1

hereby

given.

^•i(l mortgage is from Anson I. Holmes to
Melville L. Allen, is dated De
ceniber 13. 1906, and recorded December 15.
iMft, in the registry of deeds for Haucock
county. Maine, in book 426. page 2*3.
be conditions of said mortgage have been
•nd are broken, and by reason of such breach
of conditional claim foreclosure of said mortKsgeand give this notice for that purpose as
by law provided.
Mblvillb L. Allen.
Mount Desert. Me., January 28, 1918.
the. the -aid

NOTICK or FOKECLOSI

George 8. Wataon
M. Wataon, nusband and
WHERBA8
Ellsworth, Hancock

of

and Grace
wife, both

county. Maine, by
thtir mortgage deed dated September 23.
1913. and recorded in Hancock county registry
of deeds. In book 501, page 249, conveyed to
®e, the undersigned, a certain lot or parcel
<>f land with the buildings thereon, situated
in said Ellsworth and bounded and described
as follows, to wit:
Beginning on the east aide
of Franklin street
at the southeast corner
bound# of the late Joseph Moore homestead
thence easterly on said Moore's south
line tlx rods, more or less, to land of heirs of
Joseph Deane; thence southerly and parallel
with Franklin street forty-four feet; thence
weeterly on John A. Jordan's south Hue to
Franklin street; thence northerly on Franklin street to the Orel-mentioned bound. Also
•11 our real estate and all our right, title and
Md to any mnd
real **t*t*.
K?re,iweinor either
of os may own or be en.i
titled to, either at law or in equity, ae appears
by the records at the said registry of oeeds
for the
county of Hancock, to which deeds
»nd the records thereof reference is hereby
made for a more particular description of the
premises hereby conveyed; and whereas the
condition of said mortgage has been broken,
now, therefore, ny reason of the breach of
condition thereof, I
claim a foreclosure of
•Aid mortgage and give this notice for that
pnrpoee.
A. C. HAUHBTHY
By R. E. Mason, his att’y.
Ellsworth, Me. Feb. 1. 1918

jot:

Many Being Accepted
ing by the United
Shipping

for TrainStates

Board.

GOES BACK TO THE OLD DAYS
Traditions of the Service Justify the
Choice of Lads for Responsible
Positions—Career of Captain Silsbee.

Washington.—Lads less than twenty, already experienced sailors, are applying these days to the United States
shipping board for training as officers
in the new merchant marine. Many of
them are accepted, and not a few already are serving as Juniors on the
bridges of some of the largest liners
passing through the war zone waters
of Europe.
Lads of twenty were sturdy seafaring men, ruling their quarterdecks
and taming the rough company of

j

we made all sail directly
from the land.
“At daylight the war-brig was sent
in pursuit of us, under a press of sail,
hut fortunately could not overtake us,
und toward night gave up the chase.”
The Benjamin arrived home after a
voyage of ten months. Nathaniel Silsbee had earned for his employer, Elius Husket Derby, a net profit of more
than 100 per cent on the cost of the
ship and cargo.
By 1815 Nathaniel Silsbee had risen
to such prominence that he was named
by the United States government as
one of the commissioners to organize
the Boston branch of the “Bank of the
United States.”

brig, when

their forecastles by their own pluck
and resourcefulness, in the days when
our forefathers were creating a mermarine whose achievements
chant
form one of the finest pages of Amer-

aubtrUscmnUB.
]

Good Health

ican

history.

Nathaniel Silsbee of Salem, who afterwards became United States sena'(X'd appetite, good spirits
tor from Massachusetts In company
Mit.in no discord in the body,
with Daniel Webster, took command
l'o keep the organs in har- ! of the new ship Benjamin of 161 tons
there is need—use
burden, laden with a costly cargo of
merchandise and bound out from Massachusetts bay to the Cape of Good
Hope and India, in 1792, when not
nineteen years old.
The first American flag hud entered
the harbors of Bombay and Calcutta
Stln c*f Any Medicine in tb* Wrwli’i
only four years before, on the ship At-*
In boxes. 10c..-very whera.
lantic.
“Beginning in 1817, with a capital
‘Bow2.rgal Kotictfk
consisting of a Testament, a
ditch,’ quadrant, chest of sea clothes
NOTICE OK FOKECLONURK.
and a mother’s blessing. Nathaniel
Thurlow T Young of Goulds
Silsbee, then only fourteen years old,
\\T-HERKAS
\\
boro. In the county of Hancock, and
left the paternal mansion in Salem full
State of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated
of hope and good resolution to emAugust 12, a. d. 1910, and recorded in Hancock
county registry of deeds, book «?1, page 282,
bark on his first voyage, which was to
W.
Brown
of
to
Bartlett
Milbridge,
conveyed
Baltimore as captain’s clerk; at twenWashington county. Maine. ooe-ha!f part undivided of all those certain iota or parcels of
made his fortune and
land situated
in
said
Gouldsboro and tw-eight he had
bounded and described as follows, to wit:
retired from the sea; at thirty-six was
The homestead lot of the late George Whitathe head of the largest American
ker as conveyed to
him by deed of Abner
Johnson, dated October 19. 1*29. and recorded
house In China.
wtth the Haocock county. Maine, registry of
The resourcefulness of Nathaniel
deeds in book 64. page 34*, containing fourteen acres and ten rods or however otherwise
Silsbee was never better illustrated
the said homestead lot may be described.
than by his first voyage in command
Vise the Job Hall lot, adjoining the above;
named homestead lot. containing about sixof his first ship, the Benjamin.
teen acres, the description of which is found
W.
to
of Job
Hall
deed
in
George
Sold at Big Profit.
183C.
dated
2,
Whitaker.
September
On the passage from the Cape of
lot of land which the said
Also another
of
of
the
heirs
Whitaker
purchased
George
Good Hope to the Isle of France (Mauthe late Oren Whitaker of said Gooldsboro.
us per deed dated
Vpril 15. 1868. Intending to ritius), Captain Silsbee fell in with u
with
whatever
couvev the homestead
adjoinFrench frigate that gave him news of
ing lota belonging tcereto, being a portion of
the beginning of the war between
George
the premises conveyed to the said
dated
Martha
E.
Yoang,
Wmtakei by deed of
On this news
France and England.
March 20, l*8Y and recorded with the registry
of deeds aforesaid, in book 197, page 374.
reaching the Isle of France, prices
to
me
and
Being the same premises conveyed
The cargo
rose by leaps and bounds.
the said Thurlow T. Youi g by warranty deed
of the Benjamin was quickly sold at
from Elvira K. Wood et al, dated November 4.
1904. and recorded with said registry in book
a profit that dazzled her commander.
Reserving however one acre
413, page 499.
of land more or )-ss with the buildings tnereAs fast as he could, he turned the
And whereas said mortgage was
on situated.
W. Brown
Bartlett
currency he received into Spansam
the
paper
to
me
by
assigned
on tne seventeenth day of Mav.a. d. 1915, and
Then for six months an
ish
dollars.
recorded In Hancock county registry of
and whereas the
embargo was laid on all foreign vesdeeds, book 517. page 288;
condition of said mortgage has been broken,
During this time the
sels in port.
—

mony—when

BEECHAM’S
PILLS

1

breach of the
now. therefore, by reason of the
condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage.
Frank V Brown.
a d. 1918.
Dated at Milbridge, Maine. Jan
r.-tti'KK

KK

Warned by Governor.
He was nearly ready to sail when he
got word that another embargo was
likely. Hastily putting to sea, he was
obliged to anchor next day at the Isle
of Bourbon for provisions. A mystifying experience that he met here he
related thus:
“Just be I was about stepping from
the wharf Into my boat, the French
governor of the island ordered me to
his presence. I obeyed with strong apprehensions that some restraint was
On meeting the
to be put upon me.
governor, he asked me: ‘How- long do
you contemplate staying In Bourbon?’
My answer was, ’Not more than a day
or two.’
’Can't you leave here tonight?' he asked. I replied, ‘If you
wlbh It.’ Then he added, ‘As you had
the politeness to call oil me this morning, and as I should be sorry to see
you Injured, hearken to my advice
and leave here tonight If possible.’
“He cautioned rne to secrecy, and I
was on board as soon as possible after
leaving him,
“There was a war-brig at anchor in
the harbor, a little to windward of
my own vessel; toward midnight I had
the anchor hove up without noise, and
let the ship adrift without making any
sail until we had lost sight of the war-

TAKE LADS OF 20
AS SHIP OFFICERS

“Well,” said Patrick, “what In the
devil Induced you to hold yourself out
to the public as a painter? Why didn't
you advertise as a minister of the
gospel or the czar of Russia?”
“I'll tell you,” replied Blcknell, "I
wns broke.
1 had Just landed In town
on the tall of a freight wagon, without
a penny,
1
naa to no some tiling.
went up and down the street and saw
the signs of blacksmiths, carpenter*,
doctors, lawyers and about everything
else.
All
professions and trade*
seemed to be represented except that
of painting and decorating and I
claimed that vacant field by right of
discovery. So I stuck out a shingle,
though I had never before held a paint
brush In my hand.
The ornamentation of that leveling rod was the first
job I got.**

by

\

The Norwegian cod liver oil In
Scott’s Emulsion is now refined in our
American laboratories which
makes it pure and palatable.
Scott & Bowue.Bloomfield.N.J.
17-16

own

Years afterward Patrick and Blcknell met In a saloon In Wlckenburg
and In talking over old times both became quite frank and outspoken.
"You remember."
asked
Patrick,
“that leveling rod you painted for me?"
Blcknell remembered It very well.

NOTICK OF rORKOLOBVKK.
Hancock county. Htate of Maine, by
?>
1807.
Its mortgage deed dated Nov. '29, a d
sod recorded in Hancock county registry of
deeds, book 446. page 504, couveyed to Bart W.
Brown of Miibridge. county of Washington,
■'tat' <>f Maine, a certain lot or parcel of laud
situs «*<1 in Bar Harbor, said town of Eaen
sad being bounded aud described as follows,
to wit
Beginning at a stone bound set in the
ground in tne easterly side line of the Glen
Mary road, said atone bound being the southas
»es. corner bound of lot No. 6. section (
shown upon a plan of the rfhannnn estate,
liar Bar nor. Maine, sections B anti ('. July,
made
Edgar I. Lord, civil engineer,
sod recorded In the Hancock county registry
of deeds; thence easterly but always fo low
:tig the southerly side line of los No. 6. section
C, ninety-five feet to a stone bound set in the
ground, said stone bound being the northwest cortu
oouud of lot No. *6, section C‘, as
shown on said recorded p sn; thence southerly hut always following the westerly side
.iue of ««di
lot No. £8. section O, forty feel to
an iron
bolt set In the ground, a said iron
holt o log 'He no thaat corner bound of lot
id recorded
No
s
in ion f, as shown on
l»i»u. iucDce westerly but always following
the uorlhcrly line of said lot No. 4. section
C. ninety live fee* to an iron boil «'t in the
ground in the easterly side of tbeOlen Mary
road; thence north six degrees »od thirty
minute* east but always following the said
easterly aide line of the Uieo Man road forty
feet to the aide alone bound at the place of
beginning. Meaning and intend.ng to conred ail of lot No. 5, section U. as
vey by his
• hew
ou fhr
said recorded pl-u. together
s th
And where
the buildings thereon.
•the a»in mortgage was aasigued to me by
V.
i! ■ w
'’arc*1 '.*4 s. d
'l1., and
*»'d assignmr u* hetng recorded tu the Hancock count
registry of deeds, book 614. page
-7
to<1 woereas the
condition of the said
haa been broken
now, therefore,
o
the I reach of the condition
«
11*in> « foreclosure of said inort-

to replenish your blood
power,
enliven its circulation and bring
back the snap and elasticity of
good health. Scott’* Emulsion
supplies Nature with the correct
building-food which is better
than any drugs, pills or
alcoholic mixtures.

The coming of Mr. Snodgrass has
revived many Incidents connected with
the lives of the old-timers. H. R. Patrick. of course, was here then, having
completed the excavatloo of the Grand
canyon.
Having nothing else to do.
he was awaiting on the site of Phoenix
for civilization to come and preempt It
Mr. Patrick was then, as now. a
civil engineer.
His leveling rod had
seen rough times and needed painting. About that time P. C. Blcknell
appeared on the scene and advertised
himself as a decorative painter.
He
undertook to paint the rod. When Mr.
Patrick received It hack he had a leveling rod unlike any other In existence.
He felt sure that that waa the
first one Blcknell had ever seen.
Though Mr. Patrick had paid 15 for
the decoration, be made do complaint,
but repainted It himself after a fashion, so It would do.

*

Proceeding no farther than the Cape
of Good Hope, he scen’ed another
chance to fatten bis owner’s pocketbook.
"The Cape of Good Hope was held
by the Dutch,” he said In later years,
"and It. so happened that I was the
only master of a foreign vessel then
In port of whom a bond had not been
required to proceed to a French port.
Two other Salem ships were In port;
I put on board them such portion of
tny argo as I knew would considerably more than pay the whole cost of
my ship and cargo, sold the residue,
and Invested the proceeds In a full
cargo of wine and other articles which
I knew to be In great demand In those
Islands.”
Captain Sllsbee sold his cargo for
three times Its cost at the Isle of
France, and ngaln loaded for home.

SCOTTS
EMULSION

places.

lointed

?

When you feel sluggish and
nervous, tired and indifferent,
you have the first symptoms
of declining strength and your
system positively needs the
special nutritive food-tonic in

on

Desert Island will be published
Vfount
"
-fter In the Bar Harbor Timrij In
States In Deer Isle and Stonington,
<Hher
the Deer Isle Messewper! **»
States la Trr Ellsworth Ambbicah]
*leen under the
nl’BLK'notice t. hereby
public law*
1J t,ro»l»lon»ol chnpter 1*3 of the
the

\ITHKRRA8

A POWERFUL AID

So a Phoenix Pioneer Could Do Nothing Lew Than Set Up aa a
Painter and Decorator.

"T,,.
^STbistbatoiw.

contracted with the City of Ellsworth to support and care for those who
need
assistance
during live years beginmay
of
ning Jan. l, 1*15, and are legal residents
Ellsworth, I forbid all persons trusting them
and
room
of
is
as
there
on my account,
plenty
accommodations to care for them at the City
Arthcb B. MiTCHstt.
Farmhouse.

HAVING

Insurance itatmunts.
LOYAL

INSURANCE CO.

PROTECTIVE

BOSTON, MAM.

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1917.
H®* 660 00
125.827 14
3.448 01

Stocks and bonds.
Cash in ofBce and bank,
Interest and rents,

16

Gross assets,

§3*1.823 15

Admitted is *sets.
LIABILITIES DEC. 3

1817.

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus oeer all liabilities,
Total liabilities and

surplus,

t 85,711 *2
122.158 17
26,822 27
100,080 00
217,188 08
• <i,W6 16

MUCH RHUEMATISM
Local
Druggist’s No-Cure No-Pay
Oiler Attracts Many Sufferers.
if there are any rheumatic suff erers in
town who have not availed themselves of
C. E. Alexander’s generous offer
they
should do so at once.
C. E. Alexander states that if Kheurna,
the guaranteed prescription for rheumatism, does not give any purchaser quick
and joyful relief he will return the purchase price without any quibbling or red

tape.

Rheumatism i9 a dangerous disease, and
anyone who has the slightest taint of it
should drive it from the system as soon as
possible. Read what Rheurna did for this

sufferer:
“For live years I suffered with articular
rheumatism, bavine bunches on my elbows, feet and wrists. 1 took everything
1 could get, with no relief. 1 saw your ad,
and was grestty improved before 1 had
used two bottles, and was cured before I
had finished the third. 1 thank G >d for
Rhemaand that I am free from rheumatism to-day. If anyone w ishes information from me I will write them.
Kheurna is a miracle.”—Mrs. Lucia Ryder,
102 Gilbert street, .Syracuse, N. Y.
Good druggists everywhere sell Rheurna.
A large bottle is inexpensive and suf
heieot for two weeks ’treatment.

I

MARRIAGE OF MINORS LEGAL
Colorado Judge Decides They Cannot
Be Annulled Under the State
Law.
Denver, Colo.—Marriages of boys
and girls not of legal age are legal
in Colorado and cannot be annulled.
This was the decision of Judge J.
A. Denison In the district court In dej
nying the petition of Mrs. May Gardner for an annulment of the marriage
of her daughter to Don Bigelow.
Mrs. Gardner told the court that
Mrs. Bigelow was not eighteen years
old when she became a wife and
that Bigelow was less than twenty at
the time he obtained a license to
wed.
Judge Denison held that there
is no law In Colorado making the
marriage of minors illegal, but that
the official who performs such ceremonies Is subject to line and Im-

j
j

prisonment.
I

BLOTTING OUT THE KAISER

NEWS

COUNTY

SULUVAN HAKBOK.
Miss

Marion

Simpson

and

of

Prescott

visiting

is

Mass.,

her

her school is

while

wife,

Cambridge,

parents, Eugene

closed.
Miss

of Jackman is teaching here.
Bartlett is visiting in Cherry-

Colby

Mrs. Ada
held.

is

Mrs. Nellie Robertson of North Sullivan
keeping house for C. H. Preble.
OBITUARY.

Mibb Helen, daughter of|tbe late Master
Gee and Mrs. JiPhcebe
Hodgkins, died
very suddenly Feb. 5 on her seventyseventh birthday. Few women lived a
more exemplary life than she, loyal to her
family and faithful to all. Since the
death of her parents she had lived alone
in the homestead to which she

edly' attached,|refusing
last

a more

HIS PRESENTMENT CAME TRUE
Canadian Soldier Met Death at Front
But Not at All in the Manner
That He Had Feared.

with

one

offered her.

spect

honorable,^ upright

devot-

She

tender

in every

was

womau,

reone

be strictly said, “She hath
could.”
The funeral was held Thursday afternoon
at the home, conducted by Rev.
of whom it

The kaiser's baleful face has been
obliterated from one more spot and in
his place la Joan of Are. Three young
ladles of the Junior League, Misses
Jeannette I’ruyn, Evelyn G. Payne and
Candace Howard started out to Interest New York in the War Savings
stamps campaign. Their first stop was
at a prominent New York hotel, where
they espied a likely spot for their posters in a place where hung a cartoon of
Down came the kaiser’s
the kaiser.
picture and In its place went a spirited
reproduction of Joan of Arc, which
Miss Evelyn Payrw Is displaying In
this photo, urging the women of America to buy War Savings stamps.

comfortable

care was
an

was

to leave it when at

can

done what she

George H. Sparks.
Miss
Mary Jane,
Hodgkins7 sister,
widow of Moses Henry Preble, aged eightysix years, died Feb. 6. Mr. and Mrs. Preble
were married early in life, and lived long
and happy together. They had one daughter, Helen M., who married and went

West,
j years
ago.

and died

|

in California

about

six

daughter’s death,
Mrs. Preble had lived a quiet, secluded
life in her own home, under the kind care
Since her

of Mrs. Charles Ward.
wife and

She

was a

devoted

woman

respected

werejjcharter

members

mother, and

a

by ail who;knew her.
These two sisters

Sorosis, LaQd I were faithful, active*
workers in^the society aB long as health
remained,“and tcontinued their membership up to the present year. They will be
the

missed in the

community.

The funeral of Mrs.

Preble

was

held

at

Friday afternoon,(conducted by
George H.(Sparks.

the home

The men of the First Canadian di- Rev.
vision who came unscathed through
H.
Feb. 9.
the smashing fight at Ypres, the batDID NOT KNOW OF WAR
tle of Festubert and the Givenchy cyPENOBSCOT.
^Jg
clone in April. May and June of 1915,
BETWEEN U. S. AND FRITZ
George Whitehouse; of Portland has
not
be
could
believed
almost all
they
been in towngthe past week, called here
killed. They had seen so many comSan Francisco.—The recruit- 3
by the illness of; his wife, Mrs. Helen
so
narrow
near
rades fall, and had
many
Whitehouse. He left yesterday for Port£ ing officer over at Colfax,
the
bullet
here, nodded army headquarters 3- i escapes, that they assumed
land, accompu: i o by his wife and son
was not molded that could get them.
that lie nad found a man of millMrs. Whitehouse will enter
Kenneth.
One exception was a member of the the
£ tary age who professed not to x>
hospital for au operation. Her many
3 know that the United States and 3 Thirteenth battalion (Canadian Black friends here hope for a successful recovery.
He had a premonition of
Watch).
4 Germany are at war. He said he
Owing to;the severe storm, there was no
3 had heard that Germany wms 3 death and saw his fate in every shell
of Rising (Starf lodge F. and A.
3 fighting France and England and *r that burst in sight and every bullet meeting
M. Feburary 6.
3 “tinned she would win,” as he 3 that zipped past him.
A stated meeting of| Penobscot chapter,
Each time he went into the trenches
He admitted 5
5 was a German.
O. E. S., will be held Friday evening, Feb.
3
he
died
a thousand times in imaginafor
the
that
he
had
registered
5
15.
After the business meeting, there will
draft, hut claimed he did not g tion, and he was a helpless, hopeless,
know the purpose of it.
3 useless object the last time we went be an entertainment in the form of a conis asked to bring his or
into the line In front of Ploegsteert test. Each one
her baby picture.
woods. He never smiled, whistled or
Miss Hazel Davis, who is employed in
sang when In the firing line; he was
KAISER DENOUNCED IN WILL literally obsessed with the fear of Casline, is spending a short vacation with
her mother, Mrs. Annie Davis.
death.
Aged New Yorker Leaves Large BeOn the morning following his last
Miss Geneva Leach has returned from a
quests to Various French War
night in the trenches he was smiling visit with her father, William Leach, at
Charities.
broadly. The company were snug In West Penobscot.
billets and he was preparing to shave,
The sewing class of Clark high school ia
New York.—Vehement denunciation
whistling as he stropped his razor.
planning to present the play, “The Deaof the kaiser as a barbarian who crimwithman
draft
a
cureless
Suddenly
con's Second Wife,” at the town hall Friinally caused the war is contained In out warning exploded a cartridge that
day evening, Feb. 22.
the will of Jean Baptiste Bourdis, genhis
rifle.
breech
of
in
the
lay forgotten
The many friends here of Supt. W. E.
erally known as John Bourdis, filed for The bullet pierced the brain of the
Clark
extend congratulations upon his
probate in the surrogate’s court.
died
withhe
and
man with the razor,
election as president of the Hancock
Generous bequests are made to in a few moments.
county teachers association.
Bourdis was
French war charities.
Not till theu did his comrades realMrs. O. W. Bowden and son are away
seventy-six years old when he died on ize that his fear of death was based
for an extended visit.
He retired last year
December 23.
upon a presentment that came true,
from the silk firm of J. Bourdis & Co.
C. K. Bridges has returned to Chicopee
though not at all In the manner the
The largest bequest is 500.000 francs, unfortunate man
expected.—The Wide Falls, Mass., after a short visit here at
for the relief of helplessly crippled World.
the home of W. B. Clement.
French soldiers, "victims of the crimiFeb. 8.
WooDLOCKKv
nal war Imposed by one man. the barbarous German Emperor William n
I
Pity Him
NOW 18 THE TIME TO BE CAREFUL
for the satisfaction of his own ambiDon't laugh at the pale, emaciated
tions.”
The widespread blizzard is causing such a
fellow who says “Good morning" to
for cough medicines that almost any
Thirty thousand francs each are left you late in the afternoon, cautions demand
sort of mixture is finding sale.
Avoid unto four hospitals In Lyons, France. The
the Moberly Index.
The chap may known concoctions that might contain harmful drugs. When you buy Foley’b Honey and
of
the
100,000
francs,
Lyons gets
be a worker on a morning newspaper Tar
city
Compound you are certain of getting a
Income of which is to be used for the and may have Just “got up.”—Kansas family cough medicine of high standard and
merit. It contains
no
genuine
opiates.
of
for
the
paintings
purchase
pupils City Times.
—Moore’s Drug Store.
of the Ecole des Reaux Arts at Lyons,
where Bourdis was a pupil.

%

|

£

^

3

Crushed Zeppelin Under Road Roller.
When the French began to take to
pieces the skeleton of the gigantic Zeppelin that fell on the hills near the
banks of the Buech they found It an
almost inextricable tangle of metal.
The way they went to work was most

Ingenious.

At the suggestion of M. Dumanols,
naval engineer, they cut the carcass
apart with oxy-scetylene torches; the
pieces of framework were carried by
men to a nearby road, where a heavy
j steam road roller was sent over them
T*H*oW| to crush them flat. Thus the hulk was
reduced by four-fifths, and the metal
—most aluminum—was carted away
to the foundry.
a

Could Not Elat or Sleep
Made WeU By PE1RUNA
Mr. William E. Denny. 1023 Park
1
Ave„ Springfield. Ohio, writes:
“I find great pleasure in writing
you and thanking you for what Peruna
has already done for me.
I
have been troubled with catarrh for
years, and It had affected my head,
throat and
nose,
stomach, that I
could not eat nor sleep with any satisfaction.
"I have just taken three bottles.
1
can eat most anything and am greatly
relieved of nervousness, so that when
I lie down I can sleep without the
least trouble.
I recommend it to all
those-who are sufferers of that dreadThooe who objoct to liquid medU
ful diaaase, catarrh.’*
-cine* can procure Peruna Tablet*.

Catarrh
For Years
Can Now
Eat and

Sleep
To My

Satisfaction

|

PUBLIC IS EAGER
FOR SEA STORIES

OLD TALES ARE READ AGAIN
Interest In Merchant Marine Responsible for Demand for Storiea of
Sailors—Escape of Mariner*
From Arabian Sands Told.

gave the sufferers water.
Next day an old woman, living solicrabs,
tary in a hut. gave them boiled
and directed them to an island inhabfishermen. This they reached
ited

at This Time.

Washington.—Officials of the Congressional library, which is in a way
clearing house for all the libraries
of the country, state that at present
there is a lively demand from readers for all kinds of literature relating
to sea lore, and especially to the adventures of sailors In the American
merchant marine.
Personal narratives are in greatest
demand, and are the hardest for the
ordinary reader to find. There arc.
however, a good many of them, both
here and in public libraries and special collections in Eastern cities.
a

Many of these books, now being reread with public Interest after many
years, have particular point at this
time for their valne in Indicating the
grit with which American sailors face
peril and hardship, such as the present era of German “frightfulness” at
sea is apt to impose at any time on
American crews.
A visitor to the capital the other
day had in his grip one of these old
volumes of adventure that may be
cited as an example of the kind of
literature the American sailors of long
ago produced for the benefit of pos-

party,
nomads camped under

■

ADd'prii'.iflg bis toucher be liked best of »H.
No

DR. YAMIE KIM

Their way lay “through fields of
burning sands and over mountains of
rocks and precipices, affording neither

him go,

see

we

plensently.

For his goodness and kindness we all loved
him dearly,
And thought he was with us to love and to
stay,
But we knew not so cruel a sickness was
near him,
And that sngels were waiting to lead him
away.

and

dying, from anguish

grieving;

Away from all sickness, all sorrow and pain.
Away whore they never know sin or deceivii

g.

In the beautiful land of relief

to

why

sre

their dear little bodies

so

pun-

iahed*

Wby are they tortured with anguish and
pain?
Why do they come to us so soon to leave us.
Leave us

a

that will always reman?

sorrow

their love and their sweetest
affections,
They give us their smiles and gladness and
us

They give
joys.

Too often we fret and too often we chide them
For making so much of their innocent noise.
We know not

love, and

oar

know

we

their

not

value

Till the dear little spirit forever has flown
We cannot tell fully bow much we would mias
them.

Until left here

mourn

to

in the wide world

There is nothing that grows when the warm
sun is shining.
Not the sweet scented flowers, the tame or
the wild.
|A
an solace and
please when the heart is re-

pining

an

innocent

will we |see him his little hoop
rolling;
No more will we see him enjoying his fun;
No more will he mimic the tutuand engine.
No more will we see him, ao swift on the
No

more

run.
more will 1 see
are.
Come swiftly to

No

him,

our

meet

dear little treaawhen I’ve been

me

full of love, and hi* face full
of pleasure.
To greet me with Joy at the ending of day.

gladly

tbe

Are far

in
more.

I

distance;

hear

them

taken my

Rev. Charles Lowell. Master
Blaisdell, a nephew of the bride,

so
no

last little

walking life's sad way alone;
little comfort, my Joy ana my
pleasure
From uiy arms and careaecs forever has
flown.
am

Mrs. Lin wood Gray of Sullivan, cousin
bride, was matron of houor,and was
attractively gowned in pink georgette
crepe. Lloyd Blaisdell, a brother of the
of the

bride,
becomingly attired

at the home of Mr. and
Hall last

T7,

E. S. N. 8.

Wilcomb.

Mrs. Ernest Dearborn

Several of the students

were

who

was

traveling

D.

Mrs. William

Thursday evening.
Pendleton, E. 8. N. 8 T9,
operated upon for appendicitis

two weeks ago. will probably be
able to leave tbe Babcock hospital in Casfor

her

at Richardson ball

room

on

Sunday.
Miss
end

Mary B. Bills, director of training,
D. Hall went to the Han-

Wi'liam

county teachers’ convention at Ellsworth, Jau. 31 and Feb. 1. Tbey met
many of their friends, including a number of E. 8. N. 8. graduates and former

cock

Dr. Yaraie Kim,

of China’s first
woman physicians, is n frequent visitor to Washington, where she has become known as one of the most interesting of the capital's foreign guests.
one

FRIENDLY SCUFFLE OVER $2
Court Decides It Couldn’t Have Been
Anything Else When He Viewed
the Fighters.

students.

Owing

of fuel at Emerson
closing entertainment of tbe

to the lack

ball, the

women’s club

was

Pitt

cartoonist,

Parker,

held

in

normal

ball.

delighted

tbe

audience with magic strokes of bis crayon.
Mr. Parker kindly entertained the children of tbe

training

schools tbe

latter

part of tbe afternoon session.
One of the teachers received

ing
in

letter from James C.
which Mr.

Adams,

Adams

in

War

Time.”

The

interestex 1918,

that ibe

members

of

the

enjoyed the meeting, and
impressed by their representatives

association
were

was

while

her

of blue.

by

witnessed

friends of the
at

couple,

reception

a

hich refreshments

w

bridal

couple

left

and
held
The

the afternoon

on

train,
throwing and
friends.
After a

the usual confetti

amidst

wishes of their

good

was

was

served.

were

wedding trip, they wrill go to their
Springfield.
Mrs. Hollingworih, since graduating

short

home at

school, has been successful
a- a teacher, having taught
in
Maine,
Connecticut and Massachusetts, and for
from normal

The
years at Springfield.
many beautiful wedding presents received
testify to tbe esteem in which Mr. and
tne last

few

Hollingworth are held by their
friends, all of whom unite in wishing
them a long and happy wedded life.
Feb. 11.
SPBC.
Mrs.

WEST FRANKIJN.

Cynthia

Mrs.

Clark

seriously 11!

is

of

of bis brotber Pearl.

J. Smith

Charles

was

guest at A. O.

a

Rice of

Mrs.

Harbor
Marston,

on

at

account of illness.

in the association cabinet.

R.

account of the illneaa of

on

bis

Civil war, travelled two miles almost every
day to fish for pickerel, and besides those
used at borne has shipped a box to Boston.
Miss Clara West of Bar Harbor has been
guest of Miss Marion West a few

the

in

teachers

days.

Both

at Bar

Harbor, and

are

the schools

having

are

an

enforced

account of the fuel conditions.

on

credit is due the veteran 8*muel
Hardison, for plowing oot the roads and
Much

after

doorvaru*

snowstorm

every

this

only one of the many
ways in which hia generosity has been extended to bis neighbors.

This is

which deserves the

A basket-ball game

patronage of all will be given on Feb. 22
at the town ball, the proceeds to be for the
benefit of the Red Cross. It will be
a
Franklin A. A. vs.
“double header’*
—

high boys

«uid the

high school

local young ladies. Hpeakers will
Red Cross work.
There will

vs.

social

a

by

music

Dwelley.

EAST

Cross met
Feb. 1.

ith Mrs. Fannie

w

Long, Friday,

January.

Emery Leach, died Feb. 6
at the age of fifty-three years. She was
born in Penobscot, and lived there until
her marriage thirty-five years ago, when

two

wife of

here, making
since lived.

have

one

grandchildren,
her

made

a

The

leaves

academy

Feb. 5 for three
account ot the shortage of fuel.
closed

Orono, formerly

of

gratulations

bis

on

Bluehill,

extend

con-

appointment as associate justice of the supreme court.
Ensign Alvra D. Gray was home last
week for

a

furlough

of two

days. Ensign
last September,

Grsy enlisted in the navy
and shortly afterwards was
promoted
the rank of

to

quartermaster. Later he was
selected to take a special course of training at the Harvard naval reserve school to
qualify him for a commission. Before entering the school, however, he took the
examination for the rank of ensign, and
; passed with the second highest rank in

school last week.

Sybil L. Hammond

Miss

tbe guest of

was

Besides her

son,
one of

home with

hus-

Linwood, and
whom, Helen,
She

them.

also

Mr. and Mrs.

Coombs of Winter Harbor and
Nettie M. Sargent of this place were
married Wednesday evening, Feb. 6. Congratuiations are extended

following

were guests at the Wayweek: J. V. Buck, C. J.
Weldon, Boston, Mass; J. L. Sheafe, Bangor; Irving Hinckley, Milbridge; Frank
8. Sawjer, Jonesporl; Justus Ray, Byron
Moore,* Prospect Harbor; Hoyt Parker,
Cherryfleld; E. C. Hammond, Winter
Harbor; Lin wood Campbell, Corea; Mr*.
MasUr Price Coran,
Frederick Coran,
Philadelphia, Pa.; Mr. Jones, West Sulli-

The

Inn

side

last

NORTH FRANK UN.

Roy
Bangor Thursday.
Alien

at Warren for
Mrs.

a

Cole

Fred

visiting friends in

of

clam-diggers.

a

hard

winter

ice is

so

for

thick

the
over

the flats that they have to saw the ice
cakes and take it away before tbsy.can

in

get

snow

and

severe

weather,

snow is so deep that farmers
able to drive their stock to water,
the hauling of water imperative.

Surry

short

cut

un-

making

Melissa, widow of Moses Abbott, di**d
last week at the age of eighty-three year*.
was
born in Harrington, but had
lived in this town about

fifty years, an
In her younger days
she
ready to respond to the call*
of sickness or need.
Two aiaters and
honest, upright life.
was ever

three

grandchildren survive.

Feb. 11.

T.

SOUTH BLUE HILL.

week*

two

are

She

last week.

Sylvester, jr., returned Fritrip to Augusta.
Abram Duffy and wife entertained a
day in ti%*e-pound lots. Good news spreads party of friends Friday evening.
fast, and the neighboring tow ns saw to it
B. FJ. Sylvester, jr. and Wilbur F'riend
owing to the

severe

Mrs.

weather.

B.

M. Allen & Son rewived live barrel*
of sugar Thursday, and sold it all in one

day from

that the sugar

have’gone

G.

spread as fast.
Tbe Ridge school closed Friday, after a
successful term taught by Grace LittleBluehill.

in the

W.

Schools in the

Bert

ma-

Raymond

Allen of

has

been

Island

Pond

with

week-end

em-

EARTH ROOK.

mother,

hia

Fred Joy left Friday for
Bangor, where Mr. Joy will enter the
hospital for treatment. He has been ill
Mr. and Mrs.

spent
Mrs.

some

Naomi Allen.
wharf
last

A

Bridges fell

of

Farnsworth

the

week,

the ice at the

on

and broke

one

Packing Co.

of the bones in

his ankle.

Will F. Gray and wife went to Portland
week to visit their son Virgil, who is
the

service,

and

is

now

Fort McKinley.
Feb. 11.

stationed

at

UHB Fkmme.

Schools have closed, after

a

session of

weeks.

Miss Gaynell Bridges, who has been
caching at No. 7, has returned home.
Cloason
was
in
Howard
Ellsworth
Thursday for freight for K. M. Buckminster.

Kay Friend

returned from Bangor.
He has been in the Eastern Maine general
hospital for an operation.

where

born to Mr. and Mrs. Edgar

Gordon Feb. 2.
!

*

Jasper Wilbur,
in

the

has

Carter and

have

they

Wendell and
from Ellsworth,

sons

returned
have been

employed

in

the

woods.
Feb. 11

B.

Ed

Carter has purchased a yoke of
of J. Saunders of North Bluehill.
Willem Wiliike has written thst he will
not open his summer cottage here this

steers

shot

a

wildcat

been working

on

winter, hsd to come
account of rheumatism. 0

Washington Abbott died very suddenly
Sunday night, Feb. 2, at the age of eightyseven

years.

Febr. 11.

Gem.

Frances Dow is home from Colby,
Mrs. Lawrence Varnum of Skowhegan
is with her daughter, Mrs. John Howard.
The stores here have no hour, molasses
sugar. W’e are compelled to be true
to Mr. Hoover.
or

Herman Perkiua of Penobscot has
C. H. Babbidge’s little cottage
for the winter.
Feb. 11.
C.
rented

GREAT POND.
The raoet severe winter we have had
here for many
fully
years. There ia
four feet of snow.

Raymond Williams has a half dozen
gravelling the dam to aave it going

men

NORTH BKOOKUN.

William Ray

who has

woods this

NORTH BROOKSVILLE.

WEST BKOOKUN.
seven

time.

son was

out last week

last
in

O.

Feb. 11.
who

steamer,
Eaton has moved hia family from
South Bluehill to the reut of H. J. Natter.

Arthur

J. Johnson, wife and little daughter
who have been in Milton, Mass.,

is at home.

Omar

the

party’*

Saturday.
Friday. The teacher, Mi**Elizabeth Unndle, of Bluehill, has taught
here successfully several years.
Mrs. Nellie Unndle of Broofcsville, who
has been visiting her sister, Mr*. George
Urindle, returned bomeNHelurday.

grades closed Friday, for

Henderson,

ployed

entertained

“donkey

School closed

vacation.

on a

a

returned home

rine corps.
the winter

business.

Harriet,

Y.

has enlisted

on

party of friends at
Tuesday evening.

tendance:

Gray

Boston

to

a

in at-

Young and Fred Carter.
Feb. 11.

E.

a

Charles Henderson and wife

Pupils perfect
Philip Weasel, Paul Weasel,
Kenneth Douglass, Lew is Douglass, Ralph

field of

year.

Are.

Lawrle and two children,
been visiting Mrs. Arthur Rob-

and
called to

was

in town were

Delia

the past few weeks.
Wells in this section are getting dry,

ing topics for grange work.
School closed Friday after a successful
All
term taught by Cora Heunckson.
schools

Mr*.

Mrs.

regularly

Augusta
reports discussion of many interest-

She

Mr. and

Stanley

On account of

is

Brooklin

to

children have been unable to alftoirt school

town.

lecturers’conference at

George

Howard Springer and
Hancock for a few

The

North

born

recently.

ertson, returned home Sunday.

Sunday by tbe illness of her mother.
Rodcric Peasley had the misfortune to
lose a horse this week. The horse, attached to a snow plow became frightened
and ran, breaking its leg.
Mrs. Bertha Orcutt attended the grange

weeks.

This has been

Mrs.

days.

few

was

Wilbur

who have

visiting bis home

is

Gracia

from

home

Bunker is with them.

in

business visitor

a

was

daughter

Lyman

visiting at Sargent-

is

Clapp

is at

Ellsworth fora few' weeks.

NORTH SEDGWICK.
Mi*a t lara

Marie Cousins

Mins

N.

Feb. 11.

have gone to

the clams.
Feb. 11.

Noyes

Ethel

Milford

Harry

Mrt. A. B. Remick, who has been visiting at Mt. Desert Ferry, is home.
son

Winter Har-

Miss

one

MARLBORO.
School closed Friday for the vacation.

little

of

Miss

last week.

aged

an

Sedgwick,

ITherras, Our Heavenly Father, in His infinite wisdom, has suffered death to again enter our chapter, thus severing another link in
our fraternal chain, and removing our beloved
and esteemed sister, Bertha O. 8pith, therefore be it
AVsoirtxf, That it is but a Just tribute to
the memory of the departed, that lu her removal from our midst, we mourn for one who
was a faithful member of our order and worthy of our deep regard.
/fesofreW, That this heartfelt testimonial of
our sympathy be transmuted to the farm
o!
the deceased as a token of our respect; and
we commend them to that infiuite love which
never fails;
that oar charter be draped in
mourning for thirty days, and that a cop. of
these resolutions be sent to Tub Kllswwth
A we me ax for publication.
Fuaxcbs K. Lkvbbtox,
Jcua H. KnaxALD.
Lbsteb K. Pbav.
Committee.

Chandler L. Noyes left Thursday for
Bangor, to attend Shaw’s business college.
Oarroll J. Dunn, who is ill of pneumonia, is reported as comfortable.
bor

on

E

j

WBMOBtAt. BEHOLCTIOXM.

called for examination

win

!

Committee.

em

this week.

home where

father, James Snow, of
brother, Everett Snow, of
Penobscot and three sisters, Mrs. Joseph
weeks, on
Hutchings of Penobscot, Mrs. Owen DunThe village improvement
society will bar and Miss Helen Snow of (Cambridge,
hold a musicale in the town hall
Friday Mass. Funeral services were held Thursevening, Feb. 22.
day at the Baptist church, of which she
Primary school pupils perfect in at- was a member, Rev. Mr. Beach of Bluetendance for the winter term were Shel- hill officiating. Mrs. Leach had
many
don Gray, Thelma Grindle and Arnold
friends, and will be greatly missed. The
Hinckley.
family has the sympathy of all.
The many friends of Charles J. Dunn of
Feb. 11.
R.

day.

Frank Gerrisb is ill of mumps.
of tbe extreme cold weather

On account

James Torrey of Winter Harbor has
ployment with F. P. Noyes.

W!]J

spring.

Death bam again entered our lodge »Cd
taken from among ns. Brother Joseph H.
Whitmore.
We desire to expeesa our esteem for oar
brother, and to extend our sympathy to his
relatives in their bereavement.
In bis memory, we order our charter drsped
in mourning for thirty days, and that these
resolutions be entered in our records.
M. L. Alien.
P H Passes.

BKOOKUN.

following articles were sent
13
Feb. 2:
helmets, 12 pairs wristers,
12 pairs stockings, 2 dozen abdominal
bandages, 3 dozen bead bandages, 4 dozen
sling bandage^, 4 packages 4- inch canton
flannel bandages, 4 packages 3-3 canton
flannel bandages, 12 packages T bandages,
3
sweaters. This
work
was done
in

came

Sergeant

WEST GOl)LD8BORO.

Unwood

The

Grace,

of

deeply grieved

of
bis death “somewhere In
France.”
Sympathy goes out to the
father, brother and sister. More extended
notice or his death appears elsew here.
Feb. 11.
L. F. 8.

BLUEHILL.

East Bluehill auxiliary of the Red

The

here
were

to learn

Echo.

Feb. 11.

band, she leaves
Miss Abbie Gross went to Boston Satur-

with

afterwards,

Blaisdcll and

they

BLUE HILL.

friends

Mrs. Walter Pierce

they

Feb. 9.

The many

Edward

During the severe weather of the last
two weeks, J. T. Clark, a veteran of the

girls

Mrs. H. J.

Hovey.
Ralph E. Robertson

we

ROSOLCTIONS.
Ills with deep sorrow and keen regret
that
we
note the death of Brother Lyman H
Some*. Brother Homes waa a charter men.
her of the lodge, was ooe of Its first
master*,
and Us efficient secretary for more that
twenty years. He waa a firm advocate of
the principles of masonry, and waa er«r
ready t* aid the needy and afflicted, if*
pay u«r tribute to him as a good Mason,a
staunch friend and an honored citizen.
Weeapresaour heartfelt sympathy for hit
family, and decree that oar charter be drape*
in mourniug for a period of thirty days, that
a copy of these resolutions be spread on the
records of onr lodge

ville.

O. Hardison has been driving the
R. F. 1). for P. W. DeBeck, who has beeu

franklin

indefinite

an

visit with her parents, Mr. and

is

Editb Butler, who has been at
C. O. Hardison's in Bangor tbia winter,

winter.

|

Fort Dodge,

of
for

tim*

war

VKMOKUl

A

Birch

Miss

be

Charley Tr»cy
Friday

the

in

Xknophor.

»

arlived

Leon Orcutt

right

Ice-hout»<i

MOUNT DEBERT.

Sawyer of Milbridge was called
Saturday by the illness of little Delma
MacDonald.

was no

snow

emerge sll

van.

visiting her sister,
Sidney Butler’s.

vacation

too;

Dr.

Mra.

piling down, and
notwithstanding, guess

and the

day last week.

one

Miss Hazel

at borne

George’s

postponed indefinitely
and traveling improve.

has gone home.

there

ceremony, which
immediate relatives

tell of the
an

chilsays
New York.—Two negroes appeared
dren io his school “are the best, brightest
before a local magistrate on the charge
and smartest children.” There is a possiof fighting. One was 8 feet 5 Inches
bility that Mr. Adams will enter New
tall, the other 5 feet and 11 inches.
state college this fall instead
Both declared “it was a friendly Hampshire
of returning to normal school.
scuffle over |2.”
An open cabinet meeting of the Y. W.
“It could hardly have been anything
else,” mused the court, as he dismiss- C. A. was held in tbe parlors at Richardson hall January 31.
Miss Rowe, presied the two.
of
tbe
association,
presided.
The colored giant stooped low to dent
clear the doorway as he passed out Reports were given by tbe officers of the
of the courtroom, a doorway which various departments. Miss Thompson,
his “fighting companion” could scarce- chairman of the news committee, gave
an
of
interesting account
Secretary
ly reach by Jumping.
Baker’s speech on “Industrial Freedom

food nor water.”
In this scorching desert, famished,
and with tongues cracked and mouths
sore, the sailors found themselves exposed to a sun of incredible fierceness
by day, and to cold dews at night.
For two days they stumbled on
irirCrCrb1rtrb<rCrCrtrfrtrtitttrfrCrCrCrCrCr<rCr
along the seashore, with neither food
nor water.
On the third day the party
CONSERVATION
broke up into several smaller groups.
Some sought a shorter route by folLittle bits of bacon,
tlowing paths that led inland. SaunLittle grains of wheat.
ders and three companions tried the
Give a soldier’s body
t
Inland route, and came upon some
Energy and heat
vines that bore a kind of melon, re- «
g
sembling watermelon.
some
of
the
Feverishly tasting
fruit,
they found it bitter and unfit for FIGHT BOCHE WITH LETTERS
food.
Turning back to the beach, the wan- Undergraduates of Vassar College
Will Flood Russia and Enemy
derers met three Arab fishermen, who
rotibed them of some books and paCountries With Messages.
pers, and took from the man with the
canvas his sole protection from the
Poughkeepsie. N. Y.—“Combat Gersun.
Later that day Saunders and his man propaganda In Russia. Acquaint
party met an Arab who directed them the Russians with Intimate details of
to a well. Here they were joined by American life.”
This is the slogan of undergraduates
Captain Johnson of the Commerce and
of Vassar college. The girls have ora few of their mates.
The next day they found food, in the ganized to Hood Russia and even Gerform of crabs and cocklea taken at a many and Austria-Hungary with personal messages. The messages or letrocky point on the beach.
ters are being sent to Europe every
Natives Were Kind.
The wanderers now began to meet week. Each letter details the life of
an
American college girl, describes
more natives, both men and women.
The latter were kind to them, giving her home, her tastes and amusements.
them water from goatskin containers, It explains what the United States
Numerous letters from stubut robbing them eventually of their really is.
•hoes. Captain Johnson was relieved dents already have reached Russia via
the diplomatic mall pouch.
pf his trousers.

suit

home, the first for several years.
no flour or
cereals, or mo.
lasses or sugar or grain here.

been

Iowa,

business

a

ter at

Begen of West Gouldsboro, who
employed at Mrs. 8. S. Ashe'*,

Mrs.
has

Pervesr

ow.

Comparably

gone to

has

Charles

Foss and two children have
a visit at Winter Harbor.

Mrs. Albert
returned from

crept dechine

overdress,

Pond

was most

Following the

about
me

in white

beaded satin

with

The bride

man.

wife.

entertained

Miss Arline

t

best

was

E.

NOTES.

Thompson,

Miss Alliene
now

SCHOOL

Hunton
was ring

bearer.

is at borne

CA8T04B.
NORMAL

by

pneumonia.
John Coombs is ill of grip at the borne

treasure.

Again 1
My last

impressively performed

was

Clark’s

Dear Lord, you have

of

wedding march played by
The double-ring
Miss Blanche Gordon.

hi* heart

Alone in tbe silence, voiceless and sadly.
1 listen, ss often I've listened before.
But the footsteps and voices that sounded

strains

Lohengrin’s

away.

With

the

Tracy

Kenneth

until the weather

The bridal party entered the rooms,
hich bad been roost artistically decoratto

of the

recently.

Schools have been

Mass.

ed in green and white,

Hemy Young

in town

were

Crossing for the remainder of the winter.
Mrs. Annie Hodgkins of Sullivan is
employed at C. L. Tracy’s.

B.

BLAI8DELL-HOLLTNG WORTH.

Springfield,

busi-

town last week.

id

Mr. and Mra.

_

pretty wedding was solemnised Saturday afternoon at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Truman Madison ^Blaisdell, when
their eldest daughter, Harriet Msud, was
married to W»lliam George Hotting worth
of

visitor

district

A

service

remain.

Patient and brave w*s our dear little Neiley,
Fighting for life with a merciless foe,
Trusting and hoping to live and stag with us
But bright to the last, and fearless to go.
Oh.

f

Feb. 11.

w

from all

Away

is

Judge Blaisdell and wife of Newport
week-end visitors in town, returning home Monday.
Mrs. Mary Gray and her sister, Blanch
Gordon, of Sul!*vaB, attended the wedding
of their cousin, Miss Harriet Blaisdell,
Saturday afternoon at the home of the
bride’* parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. M. Blaiswere

dell.

was a

Charles Shaw of Ellsworth
ness

length.

rosde

Coffin is reported to be gaining.

8. E.

EAST FRANKLIN.

gladlv.

Like the pure, trusting love of
child.

Daniel Sannders
the ship Commerce of Boston, which
while coasting in the Eastern seas for
a cargo, and on a voyage from Madras to Bombay “on the coast of Malabar,” stranded In the night on a beach
on the Arabian coast, the captain having lost his bearings.
On attempting to land on the beach
the crew of 34 souls were menaced by
therefore
natives.
They
savage
manned their boats and coasted along
shore. On the second day out they
were caught in a gale on a lee shore,
and obliged to make a landing on the
beach through high surf.
In making the landing one boat was
npset and three of its occupants lost
their lives, among them being “Nathaniel Seaver Jun, the merchant's
son.” In those days, merchants made
voyages, and the father of this lad
“stood an uphapp.v spectator of this
His grief,
melancholy catastrophe."
says the author, “may be more easily
imagined than described."

tant.

will

more

With hi* dear little face of affection so
kind.
And never espressing a spite or a malice.
With never a hate in his friendly young
mind.

on

Attacked by Arabs.
Wet and weary, the sailors lay down
to sleep.
They were roused by the
approach of a band of 18 Arabs,
mounted on camels, “and armed with
spears, cutlasses and knives,” who attacked them, stole all the stores that
had been In the boats, and robbed
them of all their clothing, “even to the
shirts oft our backs.”
As the camels could not carry all
the plunder, the brigands finally left
“some old elothes to cover us. to prevent the sun from burning our skins.”
One got a pair of trousers, another a
coat, another a shirt, but one got only
a strip of canvas, which he wrapped
around him.
Thus arrayed, the shipwrecked mariners, on being left by their plunderers, set out for Muscat, which they
were told was five-days’ journey dis-

me a sorrow I cannot repel;
our Neiley. our dear liuie Neiley,
to the school that he used to love

alone.

shipwreck.
seaman

«.

Feb. 11.

five feet in

and
Rolston
trip to Ellsworth Frida*
returning home Saturday.
John Allen, an engineer on the
BostonBangor steamboats, is spending the *i#’

GOULDSBORO.

marine chaser.

to me

But the angels have called him, hla school
days are ended;
No more will be answer his teacher s rollcal 1
No more will be come to u. .bowing hi.

by

It was written and published in 17TM
by one Daniel Saunders, an American
sailor, and described his sufferings,
and those of his shipmates, in escap
Ing from the Arabian desert, after being cast upon its burning shore by
a

sadly.
brings
It rings for
To come
well.
It

by wading. There they were rejoiced
who had been
to find Captain Johnson,
rescued by a native.
A bargain was struck with the fishMusermen to take the wanderers to
cat on camels, which were sent there

for supplies.
After almost incredible sufferings,
the
on a Journey covering two weeks,
sailors of the Commerce, nearly naked,
emaciated, and covered with sores that
were flyblown, reached the port they
Here they were tenderly
sought
cared for by the English consul, who
supplied them with clothing and forA11 hut
warded them to Bombay.
eight of the ship’s company reached
Muscat
Saunders was two years getting
hack to Salem, his native town, which
he reached after many other adventures, having been absent on his voyages three years and four months. He
remained ashore hut a short time.

ringing; it sounds

The school bell is

some trees, who

terity.

was

Written by his father. J. J. Stewart, whose
only other sod. Jay. aged 14, was drowned
Aug. 11.1917.J

rimin’* point U«t week. It measure)

NEWS

COUNTY

_

Brave in the face of death, the captain “told us he could not wish us to
make any delay for him. but advised
us to make the best of our way along.”
The party was forced to leave him.
A little later they came upon one of
their companions who had been withThey
out water or food for five days.
covered him with leaves from a wayside bush, and left him.
That night. Saunders, leading his lit
came
tie
upon a village of

Personal Narratives of Sailors
Are Particularly in Demand

Died Nov. 19,1917,

travel.”

New England section. He received
his commission at once, and was notified
that be will be pat in command of a sabthe

Memory of Neiley Stewart.
aged 10 years.

In

Faring on the next day. the captain
fell, because his “sinews and nerves
had been so contracted by the sun and
•dews that he found himself unable to

Har-

out in the

Annie
up

so

spring.

Mclninch,
many

years

who

has

with

to be gaining. Bbe
hand and write,
something
eoems

been able to do for years.
Feb. 10.

been

lftid

rheumatism,
car.
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